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Introduction

Introducing Autodesk Cleaner XL
Autodesk® Cleaner® XL is a powerful application for encoding digital media from various
source file types to different kinds of output.
Cleaner XL affords control over the different codecs you can use, as well as video and preprocessing options. Cleaner XL scales from performing simple jobs, for example, encoding a
file from one format into another, to being used as the hub in a robust network environment
where batch jobs are encoded in high volume and to multiple formats.
This version of Cleaner XL focuses on the following three areas:
• Additional output codecs and file formats, including DivX® support and native Flash®
Video (FLV) and Shockwave® (SWF) output.
• Integration with Autodesk Effects and Editing applications and Autodesk Combustion®.
You can now export jobs remotely from these applications to Cleaner XL for encoding.
• Advanced control from the command line.

Minimum System Requirements
The following list describes the minimum requirements for Cleaner XL:
•Pentium® 3 or 4, 800 Mhz or higher
•Microsoft® Windows® XP (Professional, Home Edition) or Windows 2000 with SP4
•256 MB of RAM
•200 MB available hard disk space
•QuickTime® 6.5
•DirectX® 8.1 or greater (included)
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•Windows Media® 9/10 (included)
•1024 x 768 16-bit display
•Version 1.0 and 1.1 of .NET framework (installer included); newer versions can exist on the

same machine
In general, system performance parameters such as processor type, quantity, cache size, disk
drive type and size, and graphics card type and settings will affect overall system performance
when using Cleaner XL. Faster multiple CPUs will increase encoding performance. Adequate
RAM, disk performance and storage capacity should be considered for media type, size and
workflow demands. In general, hardware that is faster with higher capacity is usually better.

New Versioning and Folder Structure
This release of Cleaner XL is version 1.5. The first release of Cleaner XL was version number 6,
with subsequent releases following until version 6.0.2. Going forward, new versions of Cleaner
XL will use this new versioning scheme starting from this release: Cleaner XL 1.5.
As well, with the release of Cleaner XL, files are now organized as follows:
• By default, the Cleaner XL executable and its associated files are located at Program
Files\Autodesk\Cleaner XL 1.5.
• User-specific files, such as custom output profiles and the source cache, are located at
Documents and Settings\<user name>\Application Data\Autodesk\Cleaner XL.

Before Installing Cleaner XL
Refer to the Readme on the CD for late-breaking information about this product. This file is
located in the root folder of your CD and is installed in the Autodesk\CleanerXL 1.5 folder on your
hard disk after you complete the installation process.

Serial Number and Activation Key
Your serial number is written on a sticker on the Autodesk product package. Peel the sticker
and place it next to your activation key located inside the front cover of your user guide. If you
are upgrading from version 4, 5, or 6, write your existing activation key there also. You need
these numbers for registering the product and for technical support.
Use your serial number and activation key to register during installation. You can choose to
register directly via the web, fax request, email request, or mail request. You must register
within 15 days of installation.

What’s New

Authorization Code
You will receive an authorization code when you have completed the registration procedure in
the installer. Write your authorization code in the same location as the serial number and
activation key.
Important: Record your serial number, activation key, and your authorization code and keep

them handy. You will be required to use these numbers again when you upgrade to subsequent
versions, reinstall the software, or contact support.

Registration
Additional registration information is available at: http://www.autodesk.com/registration.
Registering from the US, Canada and Latin America:
• email: authcodes@autodesk.com
• fax: 1.800.225.6490 or 415.507.4937
• phone: 1.800.551.1490 or 415.507.4690
Registering from Europe, Middle East and Africa:
• email: authcodes.neu@autodesk.com
• fax: 41.32.723.9169
Registering from Asia Pacific:
• email: ap.register@autodesk.com
• fax: 65-6735-4857

What’s New
The following is a list of new features in Cleaner XL 1.5:
• Ability to encode Flash Video (FLV) and Shockwave (SWF) files with the On2 Flix® Exporter.
See “Encode FLV and SWF Flash Video with the On2 Flix Exporter” on page 163.
• Ability to encode AVI files with the DivX codec. See “DivX Codec” on page 112.
• An updated Kinoma® Exporter with the ability to output to additional handheld formats.
See “Kinoma Encoding Format” on page 126.
• Real® 10 support, including associated job templates and presets. See “Real Media Encoding
Format” on page 150.
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• Addition of chroma control (4:2:0, or 4:2:2) and 2-pass VBR encoding for MPEG output. See
“MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 Encoding Formats” on page 120.
• Integration with Autodesk Effects and Editing applications and Combustion. Jobs can be
exported directly by these applications for encoding by Cleaner XL. See “Network Encoding
and Backburner” on page 187.
• Command line tool for submitting jobs to Cleaner XL either from the command prompt or
with a script. See “Submitting Jobs from the Command Line or with a Script” on page 179.
• Command line tool for submitting jobs to Cleaner XL over a network using Autodesk
Backburner™. See “Submitting Jobs Using Backburner” on page 183.

Installing Cleaner XL and Backburner
The program installation is straight forward. You run the setup program from the software CD
and then start the program. You should authorize Cleaner XL soon after installing it.
Make sure you have installed all the necessary media players/codecs for Cleaner XL. For a
complete list of supported formats, see “Supported File Formats” on page 105. Cleaner XL
detects the media players/codecs on the Windows workstation and installs the associated files
it need to encode to those formats. If you install media players/codecs after installing Cleaner
XL, you need to rerun the installation. See “To install additional media layers when new codecs
are available:” on page 6.
Note: There is no need to install Windows Media 9 or .NET (which Cleaner XL requires), as

these will be installed automatically.
Cleaner XL installation includes the installation of Backburner. You can also install Backburner
by itself, for example, to run Backburner Manager from a Windows workstation other than the
one used for Cleaner XL encoding. Backburner is used to send and receive Cleaner XL jobs
exported from other Autodesk products for network rendering. As well, you can send Cleaner
XL jobs to Backburner using the command line. For more information, see “Network Encoding
and Backburner” on page 187 and “Command Line Tools” on page 179.
To install Cleaner XL and Backburner:
1. Insert the Cleaner XL CD-ROM into the drive.
2. If AutoPlay is enabled on your system, the installer launches automatically. If AutoPlay is

not enabled, open the CD-ROM and double-click CleanerXLSetup.exe.
The install Cleaner XL screen is displayed.
You are guided through the installation of Cleaner XL, Backburner, and if necessary
Windows Media 9 and .NET 1.1.

Installing Cleaner XL and Backburner

Important: If the installer determines that you have to install .NET, you will be prompted
whether or not you want to install .NET. You must choose to install .NET as it is required to run
Cleaner XL.

Note the following about the installation:
•Cleaner XL 1.5 is installed by default to the Program Files\Autodesk folder.
•Backburner 3 is installed to the Program Files\Autodesk folder. If you have a previous

version of Backburner 3 installed, it is upgraded. Versions of Backburner prior to version 3
are not uninstalled. They remain available from Program Files\discreet.
3. Activate Cleaner XL by choosing Start | All Programs | Autodesk | Cleaner XL 1.5. In the

activation dialog, enter the serial number and activation key available from the Cleaner XL
box. For more information about activation, see your Read This First Card available from the
Cleaner XL box, and see “Before Installing Cleaner XL” on page 2.
To install Backburner 3:
1. Insert the Cleaner XL CD-ROM into the drive.
2. Navigate to the Backburner3.0 directory. For example, if your CD is mounted to the D drive,

navigate to the following:
D:\Backburner3.0\
3. Double-click Backburner3.exe.

You are guided through the installation of Backburner 3.
Backburner 3 is installed to the Program Files\Autodesk folder. If you have a previous version
of Backburner 3 installed, it is upgraded. Versions of Backburner prior to version 3 are not
uninstalled. They remain available from Program Files\discreet.
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To install additional media layers when new codecs are available:

If you install new media codecs after installing Cleaner XL, run the Cleaner XL installer again
and select the Media Layers option.

The Cleaner XL media layer dynamic link libraries and associated job templates and presets are
installed.

Support
Online Support on the World-wide Web
Our web site www.autodesk.com/cleanerxl-support provides access to a wide range of
product information and support resources world-wide:
• Searchable Knowledge Base
• Frequently Asked Questions
• Technical bulletins
• Downloadable files
• Recommended system configurations and tested hardware
Information and assistance are also available on our peer-to peer online Discussion Forums. To
visit the Discussion Forums, go to: www.autodesk.com/cleanerxl-support.

Using this Guide

World-wide Authorized Resellers
Your local authorized reseller is an excellent source for support and information about
Autodesk Media and Entertainment products, as well as training and assistance on related
hardware and software. To locate a reseller near you, visit: www.autodesk.com/reseller.

Technical Support Options
Registered users of Cleaner receive 30 days of free technical support following product
registration. After this 30-day period, users can pay for technical support on a per-incident
basis.
Contact Technical Support online at http: www.autodesk.com/cleanerxl-support.
Note: In Japan and Asia Pacific, users must contact a reseller for technical support. To find an
authorized reseller near you, visit www.autodesk.com/reseller.

Using this Guide
When referring to menus, we use the format: Menu | Menu Item.
For example, choosing Add Source Media from the Job menu is described as
Choose Job | Add Source Media.
Hot keys appear in BOLD CAPS. For example, CONTROL+M opens the Monitor window.
The terms in the glossary are defined as used in this guide.
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Streaming Basics
There are two common approaches to streaming today: progressive streaming and real-time
streaming. Media files served from a Web (HTTP) server are progressively streamed. Real-time
streaming files are delivered using a streaming media server.
Cleaner XL creates files that must be downloaded entirely to the hard drive before they can be
played. Downloading files is common practice for MP3 and MPEG files, but can also be used
for other file types.

Progressive Streaming
Progressive streaming, also known as progressive download, refers to online media that users
can watch as the files are downloaded. The user can see the part of the file that has downloaded
at a given time, but can’t jump ahead to portions that haven’t been transferred yet. Progressive
streaming is often called HTTP streaming because standard HTTP servers can deliver files in
this fashion and no special protocols are needed. The QuickTime fast start feature is an example
of a progressive streaming technology.
Progressive streaming delivery is well suited to short movies that you want to be viewed at
high quality, such as movie trailers and product advertisements. This method guarantees the
quality of the final movie because the viewed portion of the file is downloaded before it is
played. This means users experience a delay before the movie starts, especially with slower
connections. Also, progressive streaming files don’t adjust during transmission to match the
bandwidth of the user’s connection like a realtime streaming format.
Progressive streaming is useful for modem delivery of short pieces because it enables you to
create a movie with a higher data rate than a modem could stream in real time. Although this
causes the viewer some delay, it also enables you to present a much higher-quality movie.
Progressive streaming is not a good solution for long movies or material the user might want
to randomly access, such as lectures, speeches or presentations.

Real-time Streaming
Real-time streaming refers to technologies that keep the bandwidth of the media signal
matched to that of the viewer’s connection so that the media is always seen in real time.
Dedicated streaming media servers and streaming protocols are required to use real time
streaming. RealSystem, Windows Media and QuickTime all offer realtime streaming
capabilities.

Streaming Basics

Real-time streaming also supports random access of material so the user can fast forward to
other parts of the movie, which can be useful for presentations and lectures. In theory, realtime
streaming movies should never pause once they start playing, but in reality, periodic pauses
can occur.

Standard and Streaming Servers
A standard Web (HTTP) server is designed to send text and graphics as quickly as possible and
in the largest data packets as possible. However, this is not the best method for streaming audio
and video.
Real-time streaming media requires special servers. These servers provide a greater level of
control over media delivery but can be more complicated to set up and administer than a
standard HTTP server. Streaming media servers are designed to deliver smaller data packets
just before they are rendered and seen. Streaming servers enable a movie to be watched as it is
downloading, eliminating the long wait for a complete download. Real-time streaming
requires a dedicated streaming media server (such as a QuickTime Streaming Server, a
RealServer or a Windows Media Server) using a streaming protocol (such as Realtime
Streaming Protocol (RTSP) or Microsoft Media Server (MMS)).

Bandwidth Scalability
Bandwidth scalability refers to the ability of the streaming video server to adapt to fluctuating
network conditions. Since viewers use many ways of connecting to the Internet, the streaming
server can deliver the source video at several rates for optimum streaming. This enables users
with slower 56K modems or fast T1 connections to view the Webcast at a size and data rate that
is appropriate for their connection. If the Internet connection slows down, the server can also
deliver a slower data rate stream until the transfer speed returns to normal. The streaming
server and the player communicate constantly to determine which data stream to use and
switch streams as needed.

Buffering
Buffering is a technique used by media players to ensure that the movie plays smoothly. It does
this by saving a specified amount of movie data in the player’s internal memory, which allows
for smooth playback even when the network gets congested.
For example, a typical buffer stores about 10 seconds in its memory before the stream starts
playing. When you watch streaming movies on the Internet, you typically see a “Buffering”
message displayed by the player, and you must wait until buffering is complete before you can
see the movie. If network congestion causes incomplete buffering, the player re-buffers the file
and begins playing as soon as it can store 10 seconds.
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Quick Tour

Understanding Cleaner XL
Cleaner XL is organized into jobs. A job consists of source media locations and instructions for
processing. Jobs are submitted to the Job Queue, where they are processed in order. After
processing, the output files are published to local directories, network locations, or FTP sites.

Source Media

Job 1

Job 2
Encoded outputs

Job Queue

Job 3
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The Job Window
When you launch Cleaner XL, the default job window is displayed. The job window(.cjb)
creates instructions for job processing and includes the path to the job media sources.

Sources Group

Processing Group

The Sources Group includes the Input Profile and the path location of all Source Media files.
The Processing Group includes Deinterlace Method, Job Crop, Output Profiles, Encoder
Settings, Filter Settings, and Destinations. All of these values are defined in the Job Template.
By loading saved values or using the editors, you can specify every variable of a job. For
complete details, see “The Job Window” on page 43.

Touring Cleaner XL

Touring Cleaner XL
Cleaner XL is designed for efficient workflow, with controls for every parameter. You can
simply add media to a job based on a saved template, create jobs by choosing saved input and
output profiles, or modify jobs using the filter and encoder editors. The following gives a short
demonstration of these major features.

Template Workflow
Cleaner XL can open a new job based on a job template. There are a variety of templates
installed with Cleaner XL. They are designed to produce the highest quality output for the most
common encoding scenarios. Use the templates as-is or use them as a starting point for custom
configurations.
The following diagram shows the sequence of events in a template workflow.
1. A job is created based on a saved Job Template.
2. The source media location is added to the job.
3. The Job is submitted to the Job Queue.
4. The Job Queue processes the source media using the instructions in the job.
Saved job
template

Source Media

Job window
Job Queue window

Job File

Encoded outputs
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To encode using a Job Template:
1. Choose File | New | New Job From Template.

The Open Job Template window is displayed.
2. Open the Windows Media folder and choose the DV NTSC to Windows Media Download

template.
3. Click OK.

An untitled Job window opens with values based on the DV NTSC to Windows Media
Download Job Template.
4. Choose File | Save As and name the job Using cleaner.cjb.
5. Choose Job | Add Source Media.

6. From the dialog box that appears, select a DV NTSC clip.

The path of the source media is added to the Sources Group.
The Input profile and all of the values in the Processing Group are defined by the Job
Template.

Touring Cleaner XL

7. Choose Job | Encode Now.

The Job Modified window is displayed.

8. Click OK.

The Job window grays out, indicating that values can no longer be changed. Jobs submitted
to the job queue cannot be modified.
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9. Choose Window | Job Queue to expand the minimized Job Queue.

You can see the status of the job tasks in the Job Queue by watching the green progress bar
and text at the right of it.
Progress is also shown at the lower-left corner of the Cleaner XL application window.

Touring Cleaner XL

You can monitor the state of the job by using the Output Logs available at the bottom of the Job
window.
Understanding the Output Logs:
1. Click the down arrow at the bottom of the Job Window.

In the Tasks window, flags indicate the status of each task.
•A white flag indicates that the task is ready to be submitted.
•A yellow flag indicates a pending task on the job queue.
•A green flag indicates the task is encoding.
•A checkered flag indicates the task is complete.
•A black flag indicates that the task was aborted.
•A red flag indicates a failed task.

2. Double-click the checkered flags to play the encoded files with their native media players

within Cleaner XL.
This example shows the simplest and easiest way to use Cleaner XL. Beginners can use the
Templates that come with the program and advanced users can create and save Templates
especially for their requirements. You can even share Templates via e-mail.
The encoded files are saved in your My Documents folder.
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Profile Workflow
There are two profiles that contain most of the information in the job. The Input Profile contains
information about the Source media. Edit, load, or make a new Input Profile using the pull
down menu. There can be only one Input Profile per Job.
The Output Profile contains filter, encoding, and destination settings. You can edit existing
profiles, save new profiles, and load saved profiles. You can add as many Output Profiles as
needed.
Saved Output
Profiles

Source Media

Job window
Job Queue window

Job File

Encoded outputs

This example shows how to start with an existing job, modify the job by changing the output
profiles, process the job, and save as a new Job Template.
To modify a job at the profile level:
1. Click the Using cleaner Job window to activate it.
2. Choose Job | Set Status to Ready or press CONTROL+R.

The Using cleaner Job is enabled for editing and re-submission.
3. Remove the existing output profiles by right clicking the names and then choosing Remove

from the pulldown menu.
The Confirm Output Profile Removal window is displayed.
4. Click OK.
5. Choose Job | Add Saved Output Profiles.

The Add Output Profiles window is displayed.
6. Choose Windows Media | NTSC 4 x3.

Touring Cleaner XL

7. CONTROL + CLICK WM9NTSC streaming 56k modem and WM9NTSC streaming 112k ISDN

profiles to select them and click OK.
The output profile list shows two profiles.
8. From the main menu choose File | Save As.
9. Name the job Using cleaner 2.cjb.
10. Click the Save button.

The job name changes to Using cleaner 2.cjb.
11. Expand the minimized Job Queue window by choosing Window | Job Queue from the

main menu.
12. Click the down arrow to show the preview window.
13. Click the Job window to activate it.
14. From the Main menu, choose Job | Submit to Job Queue.

The Job Queue window maintains a list of jobs to be processed. It controls processing and
sends status messages back to the Log in the Job’s window. You can see the job queue status
at the bottom of the application window in the status panel. See “The Job Queue” on page 77.
You can see a preview at one second intervals in the output window.
The job encodes upon job submission because the Run button is still enabled. The encoded
files are placed in your My Documents folder.

Job

Status

Job Window

Job Queue

15. After encoding is complete, double-click the checkered flags in the job tasks window to

play the output files.
16. Choose Job | Set Status to Ready from the main menu.
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17. Choose Job | Make Job Template.

The Save Job Template window is displayed.
18. Name the new template Using cleaner 2.
19. Click OK.

The Using cleaner 2 Job Template is added to the list of saved Job Templates.

Touring Cleaner XL

Setting Workflow
Within the Output Profiles, individual encoder, filter, and destination settings can be edited,
saved, or loaded. In this example, we use the WM9NTSC streaming 112k ISDN Output Profile
as a starting point and make a new output profile using the Settings editors.

Filter Editor

Encoder Editor

Job window
Job Queue window

Job
Encoded

Saved job
template

Saved Output
Profiles
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To edit settings:
1. Open a new job based on the Using cleaner 2 Job Template.
2. From the main menu choose File | Save As.
3. Name the job Using cleaner 3.cjb.
4. Click the Save button.

The job name changes to Using cleaner 3.cjb.
5. Add Sample Video.avi source media.
6. Remove the WM9NTSC streaming 56k Modem Output Profile.
7. Right-click the WM9NTSC streaming 112k ISDN Output profile and choose Duplicate from

the menu.
A copy of the profile is displayed in the list. The name field is editable.
8. Rename the output profile WM8NTSC streaming 112k ISDN.
9. Select the WM8NTSC streaming 112k ISDN output profile

Touring Cleaner XL

10. Click Encoder Setting in the Job Window.

The Encoder Setting Editor dialog is displayed.

11. In the Audio Codec menu, choose ACELP.net.
12. In the Video Codec menu, choose Windows Media Video V8.
13. Close the Editor.

The encoder setting is now changed in the WM8NTSC streaming 112k ISDN Output Profile.
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14. Open the Monitor window by pressing CONTROL+M.

In the Source pane, you can preview source media and set crop and in/out points. The crop
and in/out points are sent to the job. See “The Monitor Window” on page 69.
In the preview pane, you can show filtering previews and you can encode a short section of
video and audio.
15. Click the right arrow to open the preview.

Click to show/hide Preview

Filter Settings
To edit filter settings:
1. Click Filter Settings in the Job Window.

The Filter Setting Editor dialog is displayed.

Touring Cleaner XL

2. Click Color Adjust (not the check box - it is already enabled).

Cleaner XL has instant preview of video filter changes.
3. Click the Split Screen tab below the preview window.
4. Position the Filter Settings Editor window next to the preview.

5. Change the contrast to 2.0 using the slider.

You can see the effect of the filter on the video in real time.
6. Close the Filter Settings editor.
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7. Minimize the Monitor Window.

At this point, you edited the job by adding a new output profile with modified encoder, filter,
and destination settings. You can make a new job template to re-use all these values as you did
in the last section. You can also save the new output profile in the saved output profiles
directory. You can then load your custom profile in other jobs.

Summary
From this chapter, you can begin to see the depth of control Cleaner XL offers. You can build
Jobs using saved templates, profiles, and settings in any combination. You can make your own
custom settings and save them into profiles and templates. These examples show some ways
of using this completely flexible system. The chapters that follow detail the functions available
in every window and menu.

Terms
To better understand what a Cleaner XL job consists of as you work through the chapters of this
user’s guide, you should familiarize yourself with the following terminology as it applies to the
Sources Group, the Processing Group, Setting, and Job templates.
Sources Group
Source Specific Data — Contains source file locations, crop settings, metadata, and in/out
points.
Input Profile — Contains the frame format and pixel aspect ratio settings used to process the
source media. These values are used with all sources in the job. Multiple source files can be
added to a job. You can edit and load saved input profiles. There is only one input profile
allowed per job. You can have multiple sources, but they must all be in the same frame format
and aspect ratio.
Processing Group
Process Specific Data — Contains deinterlace method and job crop data that is applied to all
output profiles.
Output Profile — Contains the filter, encoder, and destination settings for an output. A job can
contain multiple output profiles. You can edit output profiles by changing their settings. You
can have as many output profiles as you need. Each output profile contains one filter setting,
one encoder setting, and one set of destinations.
Settings
A setting controls the values in a processing section.

Touring Cleaner XL

Filter Settings — Contains all audio and video filter values. The filter settings in the job are
changed with the Filter Settings Editor or by loading saved filter settings.
Encoder Settings — Contains all encoder values. The encoder settings in the job are changed
with the Encoder Settings Editor or by loading saved encoder settings.
Destination Settings — Contains destination addresses. The destinations in the job are
changed in the Destination Editor or by loading saved destinations.
Job Templates
A Job can be saved as a template and used to create new jobs. Cleaner XL comes with templates
that can be used to create new Jobs for specific purposes. In many cases, you can simply create
a new job based on a saved template, add source media, and submit for processing.

Job Structure
The diagram below is a graphic representation of a job that contains one output profile. The
horizontal dimensions of the diagram are arranged to relate to the layout of the Job Window.
The vertical dimensions relate to the nesting of the profiles and settings. For instance, you can
see that the Output Profile contains filter, encoder, and destination settings.

Input Profile

Source Group

Processing Group

Encoder Setting
Destinations

Output Profile

Job

Filter Setting
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The Main Menu

The File Menu

New Job — Opens a new, untitled job based on the default Job Template.
New Job From Template — Gives you access to the Open Job Template window from which
you choose a Template for a new job with values from the saved Job Template.
New Watch Folder Job — Creates a new watch folder job.
New Watch Folder Job From Template — Gives you access to the Open Job Template window
from which you choose a new watch folder job with values from the saved Job Template.
Open — Opens a job. Select either normal jobs (*.cjb) or Watch Folder jobs (*.wfj).
Close — Closes the active job.
Save — Saves the active job.
Save As — Saves the active job with a new name.
Recent Jobs — Displays the last five saved jobs. Select the job name to open it.
Exit — Quits the application.
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Revisions to the Job structure
With version 6.0.2 of Cleaner XL, a new job structure was introduced affecting Job and Watch
Folder jobs.
You will be able to read Job and Watch Folder job documents from versions older than 6.0.2, but
the reverse cannot be guaranteed.
If you open a Job document in a version of Cleaner XL older than 6.0.2 and that document was
created in a version after 6.0.2, you are warned that the Job may not be read correctly. You will
then be able to save the Job using the older structure.
Note: For more information on the change of versioning starting with Cleaner XL 1.5, see “New

Versioning and Folder Structure” on page 2.

The Edit Menu

The Edit Menu

Undo — Eliminates the last operation
Redo — Re-applies the last operation

The View Menu

Choose a window to open from the list or use the indicated hot keys.
Options
The Options menu item opens the Options window, where you can set default values and
locations.
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Default Job Template Tab
The selected Job Template establishes the profiles and settings of every new job. Browse to the
Job Template location and click Apply, or OK to save changes and close the window.
Default Metadata
This tab allows the user to specify default values for the following metadata items:
• Artist
• Author
• Copyright
• Title
• Year

Not all media layers will make use of every default value (for example, Real Media does not
define Artist metadata).
When a new source is added to a job, any metadata that can be extracted from the source is
saved. The default metadata is then merged in. A default is used if the source does not have a
metadata item defined.
When a source is dropped into a Watch Folder, a new job is created and the source is added. If
the source was dropped with a corresponding metadata file (*.cms), then the metadata from
that file is used. Otherwise, any metadata specified by the source is augmented by the default
metadata. A default is used if the source does not have a metadata item defined. Source
metadata can be specified by either source media, or as metadata specified in an image
sequence *.csq file.
See the Advanced Watch Folders.pdf for further information.

The View Menu

Default Destination Tab
Browse to the location you want to designate as the default destination and click Apply, or OK
to save changes and close the window.
Note: The selected destination is inserted in every New Job from Template when using a Job

Template from Autodesk. It is not necessarily the destination for every job.
Units Tab
This window specifies the timecode display format of source media files in the Monitor
window. The duration and frame rate format in the Source Properties window is also affected.

Preferred time display format — Select either SMPTE Timecode (hh:mm:ss:ff) or milliseconds
(hh:mm:ss:mmm) as the preferred display format.
Preferred NTSC SMPTE format — Select either drop or non-drop frame SMPTE Timecode for
NTSC. This option only affects 29.97 fps timecode.
Note: American broadcast television uses 29.97 fps drop. 29.97 fps non-drop is typically used
in post-production.

Snap media to standard video framerate — Setting this option tells Cleaner XL to "snap" to the
nearest standard video frame rate for display purposes only. This option does not change the
way the media is processed.
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Advanced Tab
The Source Cache is used to store information about source media. When you import a source
into Cleaner XL for the first time, the source is analyzed. Information from the source analysis
is captured and saved in the Source Cache. On subsequent imports of the source, the
application does not need to analyze the media. This caching mechanism reduces the time it
takes to import a source, open a job or load the job queue. Information in the Source Cache can
persist from session to session. If you import a source today, then you import the source again
three days later in another session, Cleaner XL uses the information it found about the source
three days ago. If the source file has been modified between the time it was initially imported
and now, the cached information is updated by performing a new analysis.

In general, you will not need to interact directly with the Source Cache very often. In some
cases, the you will want to set a larger maximum size for the Source Cache.
Every time you start Cleaner XL, the application looks at how much disk space the cache is
taking up, how many entries are in it and how old they are. Entries older than 30 days are
deleted. If the cache size exceeds the value set in the Advanced tab or if the number of entries
is greater than 500, the cache is “cleaned” by deleting the oldest entries until it complies with
the specified size.
You can also clear the Source Cache by pressing the “Clear Cache” button. This clears
information in the Source Cache that is not currently in use. You might want to clear the cache
if it is taking up too much disk space or if you want to erase Cleaner XL information about a
specific source.
The information that is stored in a Source Cache entry about a source is the information that
you see in the Source Properties window and other internal files used by Cleaner XL during its
processing of source media such as index files and reference movies.

The View Menu

MPEG Files and Indexing
Each MPEG 1 or MPEG-2 source file requires video and/or audio index files to be built before
they are used in the Monitor window, or as source for an encode. Building the index files can
be a lengthy operation, so repetitive index builds are undesireable.
The Source Cache facility retains the already built video and audio index files in the Source
Cache folder, so they do not have to be rebuilt each time that source file is used for an encode,
or referenced by the Monitor window. Each source file is uniquely identified by its file name,
length and modification date and time, so each source file with these same attributes (even if
located in a different folder accessible to the system) will re-use the same index files.
The index files will be retained according to the Source Cache preferences, as long as the
application and MPEG media layer versions remain the same.
Image Sequences
To process Image Sequence sources, Cleaner XL builds a QuickTime reference movie. The
Source Cache retains Image Sequence reference movies in the Source Cache folder, so they do
not have to be rebuilt each time that particular Image Sequence is used for an encode, or
referenced by the Monitor window. Each Image Sequence is uniquely identified by the name,
length and modification date and time of its first file, the sequence number of its last file, and
its frame rate. Even if the Image Sequence is located in a different folder accessible to the
system, the same QuickTime reference movie will be used.
The Image Sequence reference movies will be retained according to the Source Cache
preferences.
Source Cache location
The Source Cache is stored in C:\Documents and Settings\<your login name>\Application
Data\Autodesk\Cleaner XL\Source Cache. You do not need to create this directory. You should
not have to touch this directory. If under dire circumstances, you need to clear the Source Cache
manually, quit the application and then delete the Source Cache directory.
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The Job Menu

Set Status To Ready — When a job is submitted to the job queue, it is no longer editable. After
processing, this command resets the job to an editable status. To reset an unprocessed job, you
can right-click the job in the pending queue and select remove job from Queue.
Submit To Job Queue — Sends the job to the job queue. The job window grays out, indicating
it is not editable.
Encode Now — Submits the job to the top of the job queue pending list. If a job is being
encoded, a dialog is displayed: There is already a job currently encoding. Do you want to wait
until that job finishes? If no job is encoding and the Queue status is Stopped, the current job is
added at the top of the pending list and the Queue status is set to Run.
Add Source Media — Opens the Select Source Media window.
See “Adding Media” on page 44.
Add Multifile Source — Opens the Multifile source window.
See “To add multifile sources:” on page 45.
Add Image Sequence — Opens the Image Sequence window where you can specify a series of
images as source media.
Edit Meta Data — Opens the Metadata Editor. See “To add and edit metadata:” on page 47.
Enable Source Media — Checks the selected source enable box. See “Adding Media” on page
44.

The Job Menu

Disable Source Media— Unchecks the selected source enable box. If the selected source is
already disabled, this menu item will read Enable Source Media.
Input Profile
Edit — Opens the Input Profile Editor. See “Input Profile” on page 48.
Load Input Profile — Opens the Load Input Profile window.
Save copy of Input Profile — Opens the Save Input Profile window.
Edit Job Crop — Opens the Job Crop Editor. See “Job Crop” on page 52.
Add Saved Output Profiles — Opens the Add Output Profiles window. See “Output Profile
Group” on page 53.
Save Copy of Output Profile As — Select an Output Profile and choose this menu item to
access the Save Output Profile window. Navigate to the desired location, rename if needed and
click OK. If needed, you can right-click the window and add a new folder.
Disable Output Profile — Unchecks the selected output profile enable boxes. If the selected
output profile is already disabled, the menu item reads Enable Output Profile.
Encoder Setting
Edit — Opens the Encoder Settings window. See “Encoder Settings” on page 58
Load Encoder Setting — Opens the Load Encoder Setting window.
Save Copy of Encoder Setting As — Select an Output Profile and choose this menu item to
access the Save Encoder Setting window. Navigate to the desired location, rename if needed
and click OK. If needed, you can right-click the window and add a new folder.
Video Filter Setting
Edit — Opens the Filter Setting Editor with the Video tab selected.
Load Video Filter Setting — Opens the Load Video Setting window.
Save Copy of Video Filter Setting As — Select an Output Profile and choose this menu item
to access the Save Video Filter Setting window. Navigate to the desired location, rename if
needed and click OK.
Audio Filter Setting
Edit — Opens the Filter Setting Editor with the Audio tab selected.
Load Audio Filter Setting — Opens the Load Audio Setting window.
Save Copy of Audio Filter Setting As — Select an Output Profile and choose this menu item
to access the Save Audio Filter Setting window. Navigate to the desired location, rename if
needed and click OK.
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Destinations
Edit — Opens the Destination Editor. See “Destinations Group” on page 55.
Add New Destination — Adds a new untitled destination to the list and opens the
Destination Editor.
Add Saved Destinations — Opens the Add Destinations window.
Save Copy of Destination As — Select an Output Profile and choose this menu item to access
the Save Destination window. Navigate to the desired location, rename if needed and click
OK.
Disable Destination — Unchecks the selected destination enable box. If the selected
destination is already disabled, the menu item reads Enable Destination.
Make Job Template — Saves the Job as a template that can be used to base new jobs on.
View Job History — Opens the Job History window showing a tree containing Job Logs for
past Job Runs. See “The Outputs Group” on page 63.

Job Menu options
If you are in any editor (input profile, encoder settings, filter setting, job crop) or the monitor,
you can access the Submit To Queue and Encode Now menu options. You can also use the Save
option in the File Menu.

The Job Menu

In addition to those menu options, you will also be able to access specific job menu options
depending on which editor you are in.
Editor

Input Profile

Available Job Menu Options

Load Input Profile
Save Copy of Input Profile

Encoder Setting Editor

Load Encoder Setting
Save Copy of Encoder Setting As

Video Filter Setting Editor

Load Video Filter Setting
Save Copy of Video Filter Setting As

Audio Filter Setting Editor

Load Audio Filter Setting
Save Copy of Audio Filter Setting As

Destination Editor

Save Copy of Destination As

Note: If there is no job open, the job menu will be disabled regardless of which editor you are in.
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The Queue Menu

Run — Activates encoding. Starts encoding the first job in the pending list. Until the Stop
button or Stop menu item is selected, the Job Queue stays activated. If no jobs are pending,
submitted jobs are encoded as soon as they are submitted.
Stop — Stops encoding the current task. When Run is selected, encoding resumes at the start
of the task that was stopped.
Abort — The job is marked as aborted and moved to the completed list.
Submit Job to Queue — Opens the Select Job window. Submits the selected job to the queue.
Submit Job and Encode Now — Opens the Select Job window. Submits the selected job to the
top of the queue. If a job is being encoded, a dialog is displayed: There is already a job currently
encoding. Do you want to wait until that job finishes? If no job is being encoded and the queue
status is Stopped, the job is added and the queue status set to Running.
Clean Up Watch Folders — All files in the Completed Source, Completed Jobs, and the
Pending Queue are removed. See “Folder Cleanup” on page 68.
Put Job on Hold — Unchecks the check box for a selected job in the job list.
Encode Job Now — Submits the selected job in the pending list to the top of the queue. If a job
is being encoded, a dialog is displayed: There is already a job currently encoding. Do you want
to wait until that job finishes?

The Monitor Menu

The Monitor Menu

Size — Choose Full, Half, or Quarter size preview windows.
Autosize — Automatically resizes the monitor window to the optimum size for the display of
selected source and output media.
Mute Source Audio — Mutes audio playback of the source preview.
Loop Source — Enables constant looping of the source preview.
Play Source — Choose to play source preview. Changes to Stop Source when playing.
Play Source In/Out — Plays the source preview between the In and Out points.
Step Source — Choose from the pulldown menu to move the source scrubber one or ten frames
forward or back in time. Only available when the source format is QuickTime.
Source In/Out Points — Choose from the pulldown menu to set or clear the In and Out points.
Lock Output — When enabled, scrub and play back of source or preview affects both.
Mute Output Audio — Mutes audio play back of output preview.
Loop Output — Enables constant looping of the output preview.
Play Clip — Plays output preview.
Edit Source Crop — Opens Source Crop Editor window.
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The Window Menu

Job Queue — Activates the Job Queue window.
Monitor — Activates the Monitor window.
Job Window — Activates the Job window. If you have more than one Job window open, the
Jobs are listed here.
Any Editor that is open is displayed in this list.
You can use this menu to activate any window in the list.

The Help Menu

Contents, Index, and Search — Opens the HTML help application with the appropriate tab
selected.
About Cleaner XL — Shows the Cleaner XL splash screen that contains information about the
version and build of the software.
Cleaner XL On The Web — Links you to the Cleaner XL Web page.
System Configuration Info — Shows the operating system, hardware, and codec information.
Use the buttons at the bottom of the list to print or to save the information as a text file.

The Job Window

Creating Jobs

The Job is a complete set of processing instructions that is submitted to the Job Queue. The Job
Window enables you to create or modify values in the Job.
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The Sources Group
A job can have many sources. They must all have the same frame format and pixel aspect ratio.
You can add sources to a job in the job window or set up watch folders to automatically process
sources dropped in them. See “Watch Folder Jobs” on page 65.

Adding Media
Media can be added to the job as a clip, a multifile source, or an image sequence. Use the Input
Profile pulldown menu to select the correct source input profile, for example, DV NTSC 4x3.
See “Input Profile” on page 48.
To add a clip:
1. Drag a clip into the source window, right-click in the source window and choose Add

Source Media, or from the main menu, choose Job|Add Source Media.

2. Enable the check box before a source media entry to include it in the job.

The Sources Group

To add multifile sources:
1. In the Job window, right-click in the source media pane and choose Add Multifile Source

or choose Job|Add Multifile Source from the menu to access the Multifile source window.

The Multifile source window enables you to link multiple sound files to a video file.
You can also link the separate sound and video files that some capture devices produce, such
as .mpg video and .wav audio.
You can use any combination of the following formats:
Video formats: .avi, .asf, .wmv, .mpg, .mpeg, .mpe, .m1p, m2p, .m1v, .m2v, .vob
Audio formats: .wav, .au, .wma, .m2a, .ma2, .mp2, .m1a, .ma1, .mp1
2. Click the Browse buttons and specify the locations of the input files.
3. Click OK.

Previewing multifile sources
You can preview sources that have audio and video in separate files in the monitor window. If
more than one audio file is specified, the first one will be used. Both the audio and video
sources must be playable by DirectShow. For video, this includes .mpeg, .avi, and .wmv
sources. For audio, this includes .wav, .mpeg audio, and .wma sources.
The behavior of a multifile source in the monitor window is exactly the same as single files. The
name of the video file is shown as the source title in the monitor. The duration of the multifile
source is always determined by the video media. For a multifile source with longer audio than
video, the duration will be the length of the video. For a multifile source with longer video than
audio, the duration will again be the length of the video, and the remainder of the audio track
will be padded with silence.
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To add an image sequence:
1. Right-click in the source window and choose Add Image Sequence or choose Job|Add

Image Sequence from the main menu to access the Image Sequence window.
2. Browse to the first and last file in the series, browse to the audio file, set the frame rate, and

click OK.

Important: Image Sequences can take a long time to load in the monitor. Minimize the
monitor to eliminate the load time.

To add single still images:

You can use a single still image as a source by using the Image Sequence window.
1. Enter the file name in both the First Image File field and the Last Image File field.
2. Click OK.

If an existing image sequence is selected in the job window, the image sequence window is
displayed and all of the fields are editable.

Editing Sources
You can select multiple sources by using SHIFT-click or CONTROL-click and drag them to
another open job.
When you right click a source in the source pane, the edit menu is displayed.

The Sources Group

You can edit, cut, copy, paste, or remove the selected source.

Metadata
The Metadata Editor enables you to attach metadata to the encoded outputs. You can attach
information to the movie you are creating, such as title, author and copyright. If you are
encoding MP3 files, the metadata is added as an ID3 tag. If you are creating Windows Media
files, you can choose up to 37 types of information to add to your files.
To add and edit metadata:
1. From the Job window, right-click the source media.
2. Choose Edit MetaData to access the Metadata editor.
Note: Enable the Hide uncommon tags check box to display only the commonly used fields.

Some fields show a down arrow on the right end. Click to access the menu options.

The Output Format menu option determines which fields are displayed for each format. If you
choose All, the fields common to all formats are displayed.
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Source Properties
Use the Source edit menu or choose View|Source Properties from the main menu to access
information on the selected source media.
Pull down menu

Use the pulldown menu at the top to select Overview or information on each file in the source.
Input Profile
To load an input profile:
1. Click the down arrow of the Input Profile field to view the pulldown menu.

The Sources Group

2. Choose Load to access the Load Input Profile window

3. Choose an Input Profile from one of the three folders:

CD or DVD — Contains profiles for media obtained from a CD or DVD.
DV Camcorder — Contains profiles for media obtained from a DV camcorder.
Expert — Contains profiles for media obtained from NLE’s, capture hardware, or Telecine.
To edit or create an input profile:
1. Click the down arrow of the Input Profile field to view the pulldown menu.
2. Choose Edit to access the Input Profile Editor window.

You can edit input profiles or create new profiles based on current profiles.
You can edit or enter a name or description.
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3. Use the pulldown menu to specify the input format and enter a custom pixel aspect ratio if

needed.
Some common pixel ratios are:
Format

Pixel Aspect Ratio

Decimal Equivalent

square pixel

1:1

1.0

D1/DV NTSC

10 : 11

0.9

D1/DV NTSC 16:9

40 : 33

1.2

D1/DV PAL

59 : 54

1.06667

D1/DV PAL 16:9

118 : 81

1.42222

Source Frame Format
The Frame Format pulldown menu options control how the source video is assembled into
frames for processing. Each NTSC or PAL video frame consists of a top and bottom field.

Progressive

Top Field

Bottom Field

A television draws one field every 1/59.94 of a second for NTSC and every 1/50 of a second
for PAL. Our eyes put the two fields together to create 29.97 whole NTSC frames per second or
25 whole PAL frames.
Computers and many newer cameras generate progressive scan video. Always use Progressive
source material when you can.
If you have interlaced source material, be sure to set the frame format to match the source.
Fields are recorded sequentially and must be combined into frames in the proper order or the
resulting movie will have “jitter” on moving edges when viewed on a television monitor.

The Processing Group

The Processing Group
You can select the deinterlace method and the job crop values in the processing group.
Cleaner XL makes a decision to deinterlace or not based on the combination of the input profile
and each output profile. If deinterlacing is needed, the method selected in the Deinterlace
Method menu will be used.
Input/output profile combinations:
•Jobs with a progressive input profile never deinterlace.
•Jobs with a Telecine input profile always use the Intelecine process that removes the 3:2

pulldown frames added to movies when 24 fps film source is converted to 29.97 fps video.
•Tasks with an interlaced input profile and a progressive output profile use the deinterlace

method set in the menu.
•Tasks with an interlaced input profile and differing frame format, image size, or frame rate

in the output profile use the deinterlace method set in the menu.
•Tasks with an interlaced input profile and matching frame format, image size, and frame

rate in the output profile are not deinterlaced.
Note: The image size comparison is between the cropped source image size and the output

profile image size.
Deinterlace Method
Automatic — Intelligently removes either the top or bottom field of each source media frame
to produce the smoothest motion and interpolates the missing lines. For most material,
Automatic is the best choice.
Blend — Blurs together the top and bottom fields to produce a combined image. Using the
Blend option with movies containing fast motion can produce smoother apparent motion.
Eliminate Top, Bottom — Removes either all the top or all the bottom fields of the source media
and interpolates the missing lines.
Adaptive —You can combine adaptive with any of the methods above, which will analyze the
video and deinterlace only the parts of the image that are moving while leaving static portions
unaltered. This preserves full resolution in still areas, resulting in a higher-quality image.
Note: the deinterlace method is grayed out if you choose a progressive input profile.
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Job Crop
1. Click the Job Crop down arrow to reveal the job crop menu.

2. Choose Edit Job Crop to access the Job Crop Editor window.
3. Choose the Enable Job Crop check box.

4. Enter the number of pixels to crop from the left, right, top, and bottom.

The crop values are applied to all source media in the job. However, if a source has separate
crop information set in the Monitor window or through the source crop editor, that
information overrides the job crop settings. See “The Source Pane” on page 69.
5. Enable the Remove Letterboxing check box to automatically remove the black unused areas

in the top and bottom of a letterboxed file.
Tightness refers to the number of pixels (0 to 1) cropped beyond the detected edge of the
letterbox.
6. Choose Clear Job Crop to clear all values.

The Processing Group

Output Profile Group
An output profile contains an encoder setting, an audio filter setting, a video filter setting, and
destinations for the output files. You can add as many Output profiles as you need to a job. For
instance, you can have one profile for Windows Media broadband and one profile for
RealSystems modem. You can add both output profiles to the job.
The Output Profile group enables you to load presaved output profiles and save new output
profiles.
Output profiles are also used when jobs are exported to Cleaner XL by Autodesk® applications
such as Discreet® Smoke®, Discreet® Flame®, or Autodesk Combustion®. In these cases, an
output profile is chosen in one of these other applications to define how the job will be encoded
once received by Cleaner XL over a network. For more on network encoding with Cleaner XL,
see “Network Encoding and Backburner” on page 187.
To load a presaved output profile:
1. Right-click in the Output Profile window.

The Add Saved Output Profiles option is displayed.
2. Click Add Saved Output Profiles.

The Add Output Profiles window is displayed.
The window shows saved output profiles grouped in folders. The Information group shows
the name and description of the highlighted profile.
3. Click OK to add the selected Output Profile to the job.
To create an output profile:
1. Load an output profile.
2. Change the Filter Setting, the Encoder Setting, and/or the destination.
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3. Right-click the selected output profile.

The file menu is displayed.

4. Choose Save Copy As from the menu.

The Save Output Profile window is displayed.
5. Click the Up One Level icon until you are at the top level of the Output Profiles directory.

Up one level icon

6. Right-click in the window and create a new folder for your custom settings.
7. Name the folder “Custom” and open it. You can use this folder for all your custom output

profiles.
8. Name the new profile, change its description, and click OK.

The new output profile is added to the Profile list in the Custom folder.

The Processing Group

To edit an output profile:
1. Load the output profile.
2. Change the Filter Setting, the Encoder Setting, and/or the destination.

Changes to the output profile take effect immediately. The saved output profile that was
loaded in step 1 is not changed. The output profile contained in the job is being edited.
When you close the job, you are prompted to save changes.
3. If you want the changes to be permanently saved, click Yes.

Output Profile shortcuts
You can select one or more Output Profiles in a Job, right-click, and select cut or copy. This
places the selected Output Profiles onto an internal clipboard. You can then right-click in an
Output Profile list of any other open Job and paste the contents of the clipboard.
You can select one or more Output Profiles, right-click, and select “Add Saved Destinations” or,
if there are any Destinations on the clipboard, select “Paste Destinations”. This allows you to
add or paste a Destination in several Output Profiles at once.
Accessing Output Profiles to Use on Other Workstations
Output profiles are used by Autodesk Editing and Effects applications and Combustion when
jobs are exported from these applications for encoding by Cleaner XL.
Note: For Autodesk Editing and Effects application users, default output profiles are installed

locally on their Linux or IRIX workstation. Users of these applications will have to install new
output profiles as they are updated with new releases of Cleaner XL to take advantage of new
codecs, or if they create new custom profiles.
Output profiles are located in two places on the Windows workstation where Cleaner XL is
installed:
• Default output profiles installed with the application are located at Program
Files\Autodesk\Cleaner XL <version #>\OutputProfile.
• Custom profiles you create (see “To create an output profile:” on page 53) are located at:
Documents and Settings\<user name>\Application Data\Autodesk\Cleaner XL\OutputProfile.

Destinations Group
Each output profile can contain multiple file, network and FTP destinations for the output files.
An output profile must be selected to enable its associated Destinations group.
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Editing Current Destinations
You can edit current destinations, save a copy with another name, remove or rename them.
To edit a destination:
1. Click the destination and choose View|Destination Editor, or right-click the name of the

Destination.
The Destination menu is displayed.

2. Click Edit to modify the destination.

The Destination Editor is displayed.

3. Choose the destination type. You can enter a local or FTP path.
4. If, the destination is local, enter the destination path and enable the check box to put the job

name in the output path.
This creates a directory for each job.

The Processing Group

5. If the destination is an FTP destination type, enter the FTP Address, Username, Password,

and Directory.

Important: You must have at least one local destination when using FTP locations. The

encoded files are sent to the local destination, and then are uploaded to the FTP site.
6. Select an option from the If file exists pulldown menu:

•Select Overwrite to overwrite a file with the same name in the same directory.
•Select Serialize to append a number to a file with the same name in the same directory.
•Select Fail to skip and go to the next processing task if a file with the same name exists in

the same directory.
Adding Destinations
To add a new destination:
1. Right-click in the Destinations group.

The Destinations menu is displayed.

2. Choose Add New.

The Destination Editor is displayed.
3. Enter the new destination path.
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To add a saved destination:
1. Right-click in the Destinations group.
2. Choose Add Saved Destinations.

The Add Destinations window is displayed.

3. Select a destination.

The Information group displays the name, type, and path of the selected destination.
4. Click OK to add the selected destination to the output profile.

Destination Shortcuts
You can select one or more Destinations of an Output Profile, right-click, and select cut or copy.
This places the selected Destinations on an internal clipboard. You can then right-click in a
Destination list of any other Output Profile and paste the contents of the clipboard.
You can drag and drop destinations between open job documents.

Encoder Settings
You can edit, load, and save new encoder settings via the Encoder Setting menu.

The Processing Group

To edit an encoder setting:
1. Click Encoder Setting to access the Encoder Setting Editor, or click the down arrow and

choose Edit from the pulldown menu.

The Encoder Setting Editor window is displayed.

See “Encoders” on page 97 for complete details.
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To load a saved encoder setting:
1. Choose Load from the pulldown menu.

The Load Encoder Setting window is displayed.
2. Choose one of the encoder settings.

The Information group displays the name of the setting and a description of the encoder
parameters.
3. Click OK to load the encoder setting into the selected output profile.
To save a new encoder setting:
1. Load an encoder setting as a basis for your new setting.
2. Edit the encoder setting.
3. Choose Save Copy As from the pulldown menu.

The Save Encoder Setting window is displayed.
4. Click the Up One Level icon until you are at the top level of the Encoder Settings directory.

Up one level icon

5. Right-click in the window and create a new folder for your custom settings.
6. Name the folder “Custom” and open it. You can use this folder for all your custom encoder

settings.
7. Enter the name of the new encoder setting and click OK.

The Processing Group

Filter Settings
To edit a filter setting:

• Click Filter Setting to access the Filter Setting Editor, or click the down arrow and choose Edit
from the pulldown menu.

The Filter Setting Editor window is displayed. See “Filters” on page 81 for details on the
filter chain.

You can edit, load, and save new filter settings via the Filter Settings pulldown menu.
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To load a saved filter setting:
1. Choose Load Saved Video Filter Setting or Load Saved Audio Filter Setting from the

pulldown menu.
The Load Video Filter Setting or the Load Audio Filter Setting window is displayed.

2. Choose one of the presaved settings.

The Information group displays the name of the setting and a description of the parameters.
3. Click OK to load the filter setting into the output profile.
To save a new filter setting:
1. Load a filter setting as a basis for the new setting.
2. Edit the filter setting.
3. Choose Save Copy As from the pulldown menu.

The Save Video Filter Setting or the Save Audio Setting window is displayed.
4. Enter a new name and description for the setting and click OK.

The Processing Group

The Outputs Group
If there are any errors in the current job run, the job window displays the number of errors in
the status bar at the lower left corner of the window. If any errors are indicated, you can open
the Outputs group for detailed information in the Log.
Click the down arrow at the bottom of the Job Window to access the Outputs group.

Status and errors

Click to open the
Outputs group

Tasks
The flags in the Tasks window indicate the status of each task:
•A white flag indicates the task is ready to be submitted.
•A yellow flag indicates the task is pending.
•A green flag indicates the task is encoding.
•A checkered flag indicates the task is complete.
•A black flag indicates the task is aborted.
•A red flag indicates a failed task.
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Double-click the checkered flag to play the encoded files with their native media players within
Cleaner XL.
Log
Logging information is displayed when the job is submitted. The information displays the job
status, processing time, and any error, warning, or informative messages for each task. At the
top level are the current Job Status, any relevant timestamps, and the amount of time the Job
spent Pending or Processing.
Following the Job summary is information for any task in the Job. By clicking a task in the left
pane, the relevant branch of the Log tree is scrolled to, expanded, and highlighted. The Status
of the task, processing time (if processed), Source and Output files, and any Messages are
displayed. To find the full pathname of a source or output, hold the mouse cursor over the
filename.
The color of the text indicates task status:
Ready = Black
Pending = Goldenrod (Yellow)
Processing = Green
Finished = Black
Aborted = Red
Error = Red
Job History
Choose Job|View Job History to access the History window.
The current Log is added to the History whenever a Job's status is reset to Ready. The Job
History window shows a tree containing Job Logs for past Job Runs. The top level of the tree
is a list of all Job runs (displayed by the date/time they were completed) and under each of
these is the Job Log for the Job run.

Watch Folder Jobs

Watch Folder Jobs
Watch folders are a quick and easy way to automate processing. Source media dropped into
watch folders are processed using the parameters specified in the associated Watch Folder Job.
You can create multiple Watch Folder Jobs and attach folders at multiple locations.
A Watch Folder Job is a special form of Job. It acts as a template for jobs that are generated by
dropping source media into a watched folder.
To create a watch folder:
1. Choose File|New|New Watch Folder Job or New Watch Folder Job From Template.

A new watch folder job is displayed.
2. Choose File|Save As and name the watch folder job.
3. Right-click in the Sources window and choose Add Watch Folder from the menu.

The Browse For Folder window is displayed.
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4. Choose a directory and create a Watch Folder.

You can add watch folders at multiple locations and they are all linked to this Watch Folder
job.

5. Select Job Queue Priority from the pulldown menu. Jobs are processed in order, so choosing

Insert At Top will place jobs at the top of the Job Pending Queue.

Watch Folder Jobs

6. Choose Job|Submit to Job Queue.

The Watch folders are enabled.
7. Choose Window|Job Queue from the main menu to show the Job Queue window.
8. Select the Watch Folder Jobs tab.
9. Click the Run Button.

The Job Queue runs jobs when media is dropped in the Watch folders.

Inside the Watch Folder
Watch folder operation is organized into four sub-folders. For convenience, Completed Jobs and
In Progress Jobs are hidden folders.
To see the Generated Jobs and Completed Jobs:

Go to your Windows Explorer and choose Tools|Folder Options. In the Folder Options dialog,
click the View tab and in the Advanced settings list, enable Show hidden files and folders.

Every 10 seconds, all enabled watch folders are checked for new sources. When a file is
detected, the following occurs:
• It is grouped with any other media already in the watched folder that has the same root
name. This allows for grouping of AVI and WAV files together. If no new files have been
added to a group after 10 seconds, the group is declared complete.
• A check is made in the In Progress Source folder for media of the same name as any of the
media in a completed group. If a file name collision is detected, the group is stalled until the
collision no longer exists.
• The media group is moved into the In Progress Source folder.
• A new job based on the watch folder job is created in the In Progress Jobs folder. The Watch
folder job is used as a template for this new job.
When the job has completed encoding, the following occurs:
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• The outputs are sent to the destinations specified in the watch folder job.
• The source media used for the job is moved to the Completed Source folder. Any media that
exists in the Completed Source folder with the same name is overwritten.
• The Generated job is moved to the Completed Jobs folder.
• The Generated job now shows in the Completed list in the Job Queue window.
Folder Cleanup
You can clean up all watch folders by choosing Queue|Clean Up Watch Folders from the main
menu.
All files in the Completed Source folder, the Completed Jobs folder, and the Pending Queue are
deleted.
Note: If you want to keep completed source files, move them to another location before you
clean up the watch folders.

In the Job Queue window, you can right-click the Watch Folder Jobs and only the watched
folders with the selected jobs are cleaned up.

See the Advanced Watch Folders.pdf for information on using special files to add more
functionality to Watch Folders.

The Monitor Window

The Source Pane
To open the Monitor window, choose Window|Monitor from the main menu or click
CONTROL+M.

Click and drag in image to crop.

Click to reveal the Preview pane.

In and Out points
source timeline
output preview timeline

adjustment message
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The Source pane includes the file name, a source preview pane, a source timeline, an output
preview timeline, control buttons, a current time display, and a size pulldown. An adjustment
message is displayed at the bottom of the screen. Depending on the output format, non-square
pixel inputs such as DV are adjusted to display without distortion.
Source Pane — Shows the source media at the current position of the scrubber (the diamond).
Drag in the window to crop the source. Drag the corner points of the crop to resize it. Drag
inside the crop rectangle to move it. Click outside the crop to clear.
You can open the Source Crop Editor by choosing Monitor | Edit Source Crop or by right
clicking the source pane. In the Editor you can change the crop numerically.

Use the Crop Aspect Ratio pulldown to select a ratio to constrain the crop rectangle as you
draw the crop.
Use the Enable Source Crop check box to turn the source crop on and off. When enabled, the
source crop overrides the job crop set in the Job Crop Editor available in the Job window. See
“Job Crop” on page 52.
Source Timeline — You can drag the scrubber to any time in the source. Drag the left edge of
the timeline to set the In point. Drag the right edge of the timeline to set the Out point. You can
also use the Set In Point and Set Out Point buttons to set the points at the current position of
the scrubber.
Output Preview Timeline — The Output preview feature enables you to see how the output
will look by encoding a small sample of source material. See “Output Tab” on page 74.
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Control Buttons
Step Forward Ten
Audio Adjust

Play/Stop

Loop

Step Backward Ten

Play In/Out

Clear Out Point
Clear In Point

Set In Point

Step Backward One

Set Out Point

Clear In and Out Points

Step Forward One

The Step Forward and step Backward buttons gray out when they are not available. You can
step forward and back using the RIGHT ARROW/ LEFT ARROW keys. You can play/stop
using the SPACEBAR.
Use the following keyboard shortcuts to set and move to In and Out points:
Shortcut

Action

I

Set in Point

O

Set Out Point

SHIFT + I

Move to In Point

SHIFT + O

Move to Out Point

Time — Shows the time at the current scrubber position.
Size —The size pull down enables you to set the display size to Full, Half, or Quarter of the
original size.
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The Preview Pane

The Preview pane has A/B Flip, Split Screen, and Preview tabs.

A/B Flip Tab
Selects A/B preview mode. Toggle the image with the A/B button to show the image before
and after filtering.
You can have the Video Filter Editor open, change values in the filter settings, and see the result
by toggling the image from Pre-Filter to Post-Filter.

The Preview Pane

Split Screen Tab
By using the three position sliders in the Split Screen tab, you can position any part of the source
image side by side with the filtered output image. You can have the Video Filter Editor open,
change values in the filter settings and see the result immediately.

Screen Split Slider — Controls L/R position of the split in the Preview pane.
Reset — Resets all position sliders.
Pre-Filter Edge Slider— Controls L/R position of left image in the Preview pane.
Post-Filter Edge Slider — Controls L/R position of right image in the Preview pane.
When you move the cursor over the preview pane, the cursor changes to an edge move or split
move icon. Drag to set the split and edges.

edge move

split move
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Output Tab
The Output preview enables you to encode a portion of the source media. In the Source pane,
set the preview timeline to determine the preview point and duration.
source media timeline

Set preview duration.

Set preview duration.
Drag to set
preview point.

By default, the clip duration is 10% of the source duration, with a minimum of 1 second and a
maximum of 60 seconds. This range can be modified by dragging the in/out points in the
preview timeline. Drag the preview timeline to the time in the source media that you want the
preview clip to be centered on.
Click the Output tab.
Cleaner XL encodes the output preview. The Generating Preview progress bar is displayed.

The Preview Pane

After the preview is generated, play the preview using the control buttons. The current time
and duration of the output preview are shown at the bottom of the window. When AutoUpdate is checked, the preview will automatically regenerate when any filter or encoder value
is changed.

The Preview Control Buttons
Lock

Loop

Audio on

Play / Stop

Lock — When enabled, scrub and play back of source or preview affects both.
Audio — Click to hear audio preview play back. Click the Audio button on the source pane to
hear source audio.
Loop — Click to view the preview in loop mode.
Play / Stop — Click once to play, once to stop.
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The Job Queue

The Job Queue
Submit an active job by choosing Job | Submit to Job Queue. Jobs are processed in the order
that they are submitted.

Run — Click to process pending jobs. Until the Stop button or menu item is selected, the Job
Queue stays activated. If no jobs are pending, jobs are encoded as soon as they are submitted.
Stop — Stop the currently processing task. When Run is pressed, encoding resumes at the start
of the task that was stopped.
Abort — Stop Processing and remove job from pending list. The job is marked as aborted and
moved to the completed list.
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Pending tab — Shows a list of all pending jobs. You can drag and drop jobs to re-order them.
You can right-click the job in the pending queue and select Show Job to open the submitted job.
You can choose Encode Now to encode immediately or after the currently encoding task. You
can choose Remove Job from Queue to remove a job that has not yet been processed.
Completed tab — Shows a list of all completed jobs. You can click the word Job above the list
to sort alphabetically and to reverse the sort order. You can right-click a job in the Completed
list and choose Remove Job from Queue to remove a job from the list.
Choose Show Job to open the completed job. The job window opens and you can examine the
Log to find detailed information about the job. The Log displays the job status, processing time,
and any error, warning, or informative messages for each task. At the top level are the current
job status, any relevant timestamps, and the amount of time the job spent pending or
processing.
Following the job summary is information about all the tasks in the job. By clicking a task in the
left pane, the relevant branch of the Log tree is scrolled to, expanded, and highlighted. The
Status of the task, processing time, Source and Output files, and any Messages are displayed.
To find the full pathname of a source or output, hold the mouse cursor over the filename.
To get info on completed jobs:
1. Click the Completed tab in the Job Queue window.

2. Right-click the Profiles job and select Show Job

The job opens.
3. Click the down arrow at the bottom of the job window to reveal the Outputs group.
4. Click a completed task in the left pane.
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The Log opens and highlights the details about the selected task.

Watch Folders tab — Shows enabled Watch Folder jobs.
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Click the down arrow at the bottom of the window to reveal the output window. While the
job is being processed, the output window shows a preview at one second intervals.

Filters

Video Filters
To access the Filter Setting Editor, click the Filter Setting in the Job window, or press CONTROL+F.
Important:Changes made in the Filter Setting Editor are immediately applied to the current

Job.

Video Filters Group
1. Click the check box next to a filter description to add the filter to the filter chain.
2. Click a filter to select it.

The configuration group shows the parameters for the selected filter.
3. Enter values in the fields, Drag the sliders, or use the LEFT ARROW/RIGHT ARROW keys

to set parameters.
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Filter Presets
Click Filter Presets to access the Preset menu.
Presets enable you to save the configuration of a single filter, along with a name and
description. You can Load saved presets for the selected filter or save the selected filters
current parameters as a preset.
To use a filter preset:
1. From the Filter Setting Editor window, click the Color adjust filter.
2. Click the Filter Presets down arrow.

The Filter Presets menu is displayed.

3. Click Load to load a saved preset.

The Load Video Filter Preset window is displayed.

4. Select a preset.

The Information group display the name and description attached to the selected preset.
5. Click OK to assign the preset to the selected filter.

The current filter parameters are replaced with the values in the preset.
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To save a filter preset:
1. Configure the filter with the parameters you want to save as a preset.
2. Click Save Copy As in the Filter Preset pulldown menu.

The Save Video Filter Preset window is displayed.
3. Enter a name and description for the saved preset.
4. Click OK.

Video Filter Configurations
Apply a combination of video filters to improve the quality of the video portion of a clip.
A recommended workflow is to preview the footage with presets for the video filters you want
to apply, tweak them, preview, then repeat until the desired output is reached and you are
ready to encode.
Color Restore
The Black Restore and White Restore filters enable you to set the level at which all pixels
become completely black or white, and to control the smoothness of transition between the
restored and unmodified parts. Using this adjustment can improve encoding, but generally this
feature is used to improve the subjective quality of NTSC and PAL video to be displayed on a
computer monitor.
Black/White Restore should only be used for video that was improperly clamped to meet
broadcast constraints. Improper clamping results in a loss of detail in extreme highlights and
shadows.
It helps to bring the white and black back to their original values without affecting the overall
contrast.
For video that was properly authored to fit the broadcast constraints by reducing contrast, it is
best to use a simple contrast adjustment.
The Amount sliders control the point after which all pixels are forced to 100% black or white.
The higher the values, the more pixels in the image are restored to black or white. Experiment
while using the Still Preview to find the best value for your video.
After you determine the optimal setting for the Amount sliders, experiment with the
Smoothness sliders. For the best results, set the Amount sliders first, then the Smoothness
sliders. These sliders control to what degree pixels near the transition between restored and
unmodified parts are darkened or lightened. Altering these pixels helps to smooth the
transition. Higher Smoothness values produce a smoother transition, but affect more pixels in
the image.
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Black Restore check box — Check to enable black restore filter.
Amount (0 to 127) — The point after which all pixels are forced to 100% black.
Smoothness (0 to 1) — Controls the flatness of the black transition area.
White Restore check box — Check to enable white restore filter.
Amount (0 to 127) — The point after which all pixels are forced to 100% white.
Smoothness (0 to 1) — Controls the flatness of the white transition area.
Color Curves
Use the Color Curves controls to make non-linear changes to the color balance. Adjust the
curve to remap the colors from the source file. The horizontal axis represents the original color
value. The vertical axis is the value to which it is mapped. Input and Output values appear
above the graph and update dynamically when you select and move a control point.

In/Out values
control point

control handle

To modify the color curve:
1. Click the graph line to add a point to the curve.
2. Drag a control point or handle to adjust the shape of the curve.
3. Click the control point and press DELETE to delete a control point on the curve.
4. Double-click the control point to split or re-join control handles.

The Color channel(s) pull down enables you to remap the color channels separately or
together as one.
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Color Adjust
Gamma (.5 to 2) — Changing the value of gamma affects middle tones while leaving the white
and black of the image unaltered. Gamma adjustment is commonly used to compensate for
differences between Macintosh and Windows displays.
Specifying a correction on the Gamma slider changes the middle tones of the image. Numbers
greater than 1 lighten the image whereas numbers less than 1 darken the image.
Note: The numbers displayed are gamma adjustment values, not the gamma number itself.

To compensate a Windows image for viewing on a Mac monitor, use a value of .81. To
compensate a Mac image for viewing on a Windows monitor, use a value of 1.22
If you are authoring cross-platform movies for the Web or CD-ROM and do not want different
versions for Mac OS and Windows, select a gamma setting that looks acceptable on both
machines. Usually, your movies end up looking a little light on a Mac monitor and a little dark
on a Windows monitor. Although this is a compromise, it is better than having your Mac OS
movies look perfect while your Windows movies are significantly darker, or your Windows
movies look perfect while your Mac OS movies are too bright.
Brightness (-64 to +64) — The Brightness slider makes the image lighter or darker in a linear
fashion. Unlike the gamma setting, increasing the lightness changes all the pixels the same
amount. Thus, your light tones tend to become totally white when you raise the brightness and
your dark tones totally black when you lower the brightness.
Contrast (.5 to 2) — 1= no correction, 0.5= half contrast, 2= double contrast. NTSC and PAL
video often appear low contrast and somewhat gray when shown on computer monitors. This
is due to different black and white levels and gamma curves. Video to be played on a computer
often looks better if you slightly increase the contrast to compensate for this. Experiment with
the Contrast slider while using the Still Preview to find the best setting for your movie.
Increasing the brightness/gamma, in addition to boosting the contrast, can help maintain a
tonal range that is similar to that of the source material when displayed on a monitor.
Hue (-180 to +180 degrees) — Changing the hue alters the overall color balance of the image
and is often used to compensate for slight color shifts introduced during the capture process.
Generally, this is only a problem with sub-professional analog formats. Component analog and
all digital formats don't have problems with color shifts. You can also use Hue to correct for
source that is incorrectly white-balanced.
Saturation (.5 to 2) — 1= no correction, 0.5= half saturation, 2= double saturation. Saturation
changes the intensity of the color in the image. The color intensity is increased by moving the
slider to the right and decreased by moving it to the left. Moving it all the way to the left reduces
the image to grayscale.
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Noise Reduce
This filter can reduce video noise by blurring areas that have low detail and edge enhance by
sharpening areas that have high detail. Notice the sliders cannot overlap. You cannot set an area
to be sharpened and blurred at the same time.

Blur
Radius (.333 to 3 pixels) — The higher the Radius slider is set, the more extreme the blur.
The Blur filter softens an image. Applying a mild blur to a noisy source video used to be a
common practice in digital video production to remove the noise and enhance encoding.
However, the Cleaner XL Noise Reduction filter generally produces superior results to those
achieved with the Blur filter. Avoid using the Blur filter except in special cases.
Sharpen
Amount (0 to 1) — The Sharpen filter increases the focus of blurry images by increasing the
contrast of adjacent pixels. Sharpening the video does not usually improve encoding per se, but
sometimes improves the subjective image quality of video that was scaled up by making it look
more in focus. However, excessive sharpening of a noisy video source that was scaled up
degrades encoding. Therefore, use this filter sparingly.
Video Fades
Fade In check box — Check to enable fade in.
Duration — Enter a time in the Duration field. You can specify decimal times as well as whole
numbers.
Starting Color — Click the Starting Color patch to access the standard Windows color palette
and select a starting color.
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Fade Type menu — There are two exponential fade types, an "S" fade, and a linear fade.
Fade Out check box — Check to enable fade out.
Duration — Enter a time in the Duration field. You can specify decimal times as well as whole
numbers.
Ending Color — Click the Ending Color patch to access the standard Windows color palette
and select an ending color.
Fade Type menu — There are two exponential fade types, an "S" fade, and a linear fade.
Watermark
It is sometimes important to watermark your video to ensure viewers know who owns or
created the files.
The watermarking filter applies a watermark to movies by compositing the watermarking
graphic directly onto the video track. It supports up to 32-bit color watermarks, using
transparency to control the opacity of the watermark image.
To create a watermark:
1. Create the watermark image on a transparent background with an image-editing

application.
2. Set the opacity of the watermark to control its transparency.
3. Save the image as a .png file.
To load the watermark image:

Click the Browse Files button to locate and load the watermark image.
To apply fades to the watermark:
1. From the Watermark options group, select Apply fade in to watermark to fade in the

watermark with the image fade in.
2. From the Watermark options group, select Apply fade out to watermark to fade out the

watermark with the image fade out.
URL
When viewers click the watermark image in the encoded output file, their Web Browser
launches and goes to the URL specified.
Click the view button to launch your Web Browser and connect to the URL specified.
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Audio Filters
Viewers are more willing to tolerate discrepancies in video quality than inconsistency or
distortion in audio. Whether you're dealing with the audio in a video piece or audio only, you
need to balance quality and performance much like with video.
To access the Filter Setting Editor, click the Filter Setting in the Job window, or press CONTROL+F.

Audio Filters Group
1. Click the Audio tab to access the Audio filter settings.
2. Click the check box next to a filter description to add the filter to the filter chain.
3. Click a filter to select it.

The configuration group shows the parameters for the selected filter.
4. Enter values in the fields, drag the sliders, or use the LEFT ARROW /RIGHT ARROW keys

to set parameters.

Filter Presets
Click Filter Presets to access the Preset menu.
Presets enable you to save the configuration of a single filter, along with a name and
description. You can Load saved presets for the selected filter or save the selected filters
current parameters as a preset.

Audio Filter Configurations
Apply a combination of audio filters to improve the quality of the audio portion of a clip.

Audio Filters

A recommended workflow is to preview the footage with presets for the audio filters you want
to apply, tweak them, preview, then repeat until the desired output is reached and you are
ready to encode.
Noise Reduction
Unwanted noise is common in recorded audio signals. Noise such as camera noise, hard drive
noise, and fluorescent light hum, is often inadvertently added to the signal during recording.
Noise can also be added during capture by line noise from low-quality capture hardware. You
might not notice minor noise in your signal, but even minor noise degrades encoding and
should be removed. To help remove common types of audio noise, Cleaner XL provides a suite
of specialized filters.
Check the box for each filter to add it to the default settings.

Click the More button to access additional options of the audio filter.
Remove Clipping and Dropouts Filter
Clipping occurs when the signal exceeds the maximum value that can be encoded. Clipping
actually chops off the top or bottom of the audio waveform. The most common cause is setting
the source level too high. The audible effect sounds like static during peak levels. This filter
repairs clipping by intelligently creating a “cap” over the flat, clipped peaks.
Dropouts occur when there is a defect on the recording media or hardware/software errors in
the source audio production configuration. For a short time, the signal suddenly drops to zero.
The audiable effects are clicks, pops, or choppiness. This filter repairs dropouts by intelligently
creating a “patch” over the dropout and crossfading the patch over the signal at both ends of
the sudden drop.
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Minimum Clipping (1 to 100 samples) — Sets the minimum duration that a clipped signal
must have before the filter removes clipping.
Attenuation (0 to 24 dB) — Reduces the level of the audio prior to clipping removal, giving the
filter more dynamic range in which to work.
Minimum Dropout (.01 to 1 ms) — Sets the minimum dropout time to be detected and
repaired.
Maximum Dropout (1 to 100 ms) — Sets the maximum dropout time to be detected and
repaired.
Crossfade (.1 to 10 ms) — Sets the time for the crossfade at both ends of the repair.
Off-Axis Noise Reduction Filter
When you have source material that was shot using the built in stereo microphone and the
content is a stable “talking head” shot, this filter can significantly reduce noise by reducing the
volume of any signal that does not appear equally in the left and right channels.
Mix (0 to 100%) — Specifies the mix of the noise-reduced signal and the original signal in the
output.
Selectivity (.1 to 10) — Sets the sensitivity of the right/left comparison.
FFT Size (9 to 16) — Sample size. Increasing the value increases the processing time. However,
it does not necessarily improve the result. Try different values for each shot.
Bandpass Filter
The Bandpass Filter is useful for limiting the frequencies passing through to processing. A
common use is to limit a soundtrack containing only a male voice to 500 to 2000 Hz.
High-Shelf (500 to 20k Hz) — Sets the high end of the passband.
Attenuation (0 to 24 dB) — Sets the dropoff attenuation above the high shelf frequency.
Low-Shelf (80 to 4k Hz) — Sets the low end of the passband.
Attenuation (0 to 24 dB) — Sets the dropoff attenuation below the low shelf frequency.
Hum Removal Filter
Frequency (50 or 60 Hz) — Line noise is generally 60 Hz in the U.S. and 50 Hz in Europe.
Harmonics (0 to 5) — If higher-pitched noise is audible, try adding harmonics to eliminate it.
Amount (0 to 100%) — Sets the amount of attenuation of the selected frequencies.

Audio Filters

Notch Filter Q (.1 to 5 dB/octave) — Ideally, use the lowest value possible, so that the filter does
not remove other parts of the audio.
Noise Gate Filter
The Noise Gate filter completely silences sections of the audio that are very quiet (but not silent)
for a period of time. This is useful for material like narration, which should be totally silent
between sections, but can have background noise. The Noise Gate closes and totally silences
the entire signal when it goes below a certain volume for a specific amount of time, such as
between sentences in speech.
You should not use the Noise Gate filter with material which has a background sound track, or
other continuous sound. This filter is only useful with material that has sections that should be
totally silent.
Threshold (-144 to 0 dB) — Controls the level under which the Noise Gate filter totally silences
the audio track. If you set the Threshold too high, the Noise Gate filter can remove meaningful
parts of the audio. If you set the Threshold too low, the Noise Gate filter might never activate,
and the audio is not altered.
Attack (1 to 500 ms) — Controls how quickly the filter opens and restores the volume.
Hold (0 to 1000 ms) — Controls the minimum time that the filter stays open (normal volume).
Release (.5 to 1000 ms) — Controls how quickly the filter closes and silences the volume.
Volume
Gain (-80 to +20 dB) — You can change the volume of your audio track by typing a value in the
Gain field or with the slider. The numbers indicate straight gain values. (i.e. +20dB increases
the gain by 20dB and -80dB decreases the gain by -80dB).
Normalize
Percent (1 to 100%) — The Normalize filter scans the movie before compressing to find the
loudest sound. It then determines the correct volume adjustment to make this peak a set
percentage of the maximum unclipped value. This volume adjustment is applied to the entire
movie. You can not use normalize and volume simultaneously. Enabling the Normalize filter
disables the Volume filter.
Normalizing to 90% is recommended.
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Compressor
Compression reduces the dynamic range of the output. The Dynamic Range of an audio track
is the difference in volume between the quiet and loud parts of the signal. For example, classical
music often has a wide dynamic range. Quiet passages might be a single unaccompanied
violin, but loud passages might be the entire orchestra playing at once. Rock music, on the other
hand, often has a fairly limited dynamic range. Even though the music is loud, the bass, guitars
and drums are usually played constantly, so there is not that much difference between the quiet
and loud parts.
By compressing the audio that exceeds a set threshold and increasing the overall gain, the
dynamic range of the material is narrowed and the quiet passages become louder. Compression
is useful for Web audio because some low bandwidth codecs do not handle material that is too
loud or too soft.
Threshold (-144 to 0 dB) — Compression occurs above the level set here.
Ratio (1:1 to 20:1) — Compression ratio above the set threshold.
Attack (.5 to 100 ms) — Determines the time in milliseconds that it takes for the filter to begin
processing audio that has exceeded the threshold.
Release (10 to 1000 ms) — When there is a quiet portion, this amount of time will pass before
the filter will stop compression of the audio and return to its normal volume.
Output Gain (-80 to +20 dB) — The gain (measured in dB) applied to the output signal of the
compressor. Usually referred to as "makeup" gain, because it is used to restore the peak level of
the audio, which was lowered by compression.

Audio Filters

Parametric EQ
Parametric equalizers are used for fine equalization of frequency bands within a sound. They
differ from equalizers that offer a specific number of frequencies and bandwidths in that they
give you continuous control over center frequency, Q, and gain variables.

selected frequency

In the default state, the center frequencies of the six bands available are set to 80, 250, 500, 1000,
5000, and 10000Hz. You can change the center frequency of any band by typing a new value in
the Frequency field or by dragging the selected marker left or right.
Gain (-24 to +24 dB) — Set the gain of any band by typing a new value in the Gain field or by
dragging the selected marker up or down.
Q (.1 to 5 dB/octave) — Varies the roll-off of a filter passband to control the selectivity of the
band. Higher Q sharpens the response for greater frequency selectivity.
• Right-click and drag to adjust the Q.
The tab key changes the selected band.
• Use the ARROW keys to adjust the frequency and gain of the selected band.
• Press CONTROL+UP ARROW and CONTROL+DOWN ARROW to adjust the Q of the selected band.
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Audio can use a tremendous amount of unnecessary bandwidth when streaming. Most
computer speakers can’t reproduce sounds of any quality above 10,000 hz (10k) or below 125
hz. Yet audio content in the lower frequencies use the largest amount of bandwidth compared
to other sounds in the spectrum. If this audio is cut off, there is more room for efficient use of
both video and audio bandwidth.

Low Shelf check box — When the lowest frequency band is selected the low shelf and low cut
check boxes appear. Use the low shelf function to apply the gain setting at the center frequency
to all frequencies below it.
Low Cut check box — Use the low cut function to steeply roll off the gain below the center
frequency.
There are corresponding High Shelf and High Cut functions available when the highest
frequency band is selected.
Limiter
Threshold (-144 to 0 dB) — Limits the output at a threshold level so that the output does not
increase in volume beyond that point.
Audio Fades
The Audio Fade In option causes the audio to start at silence and smoothly increase until it is
at the normal volume. The Audio Fade Out option does the reverse at the end of a movie. It is
often best to have audio fades accompany video fades. As with video fades, you can use
decimal times.
Even if your video doesn’t fade, a very short audio fade helps to avoid pops at the beginning
and end of the movie. Usually .1–.5 seconds works well.

Audio Filters

Audio Fade In
Duration (0 to 15 seconds) — Enter a time in the Duration field or use the slider. You can
specify decimal times as well as whole numbers.
Fade Type menu — There are two exponential fade types, an "S" fade, and a linear fade.
Audio Fade Out
Duration (0 to 15 seconds) — Enter a time in the Duration field or use the slider. You can
specify decimal times as well as whole numbers.
Fade Type menu — There are two exponential fade types, an "S" fade, and a linear fade.

Experimenting with Audio Filters
When applying audio filters to your material, it is often necessary to experiment to find the
right mix of filters and settings. In order to really hear subtle noise and compression artifacts in
the audio, you should invest in a pair of high-quality headphones or audio monitors. It is often
difficult to determine the best audio-processing parameters if the only reference you have is
low-fidelity speakers, which often mask audio flaws. Listen to your final audio on your target
machine speakers to understand how it sounds to your listeners.
Try different filters and settings and preview the result quickly by using the Monitor window
Output Preview to experiment on a short section of the audio, instead of on the entire file.
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Encoders

General Video Parameters
All encoders have certain parameters in common. This is a general overview of choosing
encoder parameters. Much of what is outlined here is applicable to the various architectures
and formats Cleaner XL supports. However, each architecture and codec can have slightly
different options or requirements.

Codec
The codec you select determines how the movie will be encoded. Choosing the right codec
depends greatly on what format and data rate you are producing. Generally, codecs are
optimized for Web, CD-ROM or DVD. However, some can work across a range of data rates.

Frame Rate
Frame rate is the number of frames per second of the final, encoded movie. Choosing an
appropriate frame rate for your movie has a dramatic effect on video quality. Higher frame
rates at a given data rate produce smoother motion with lower image quality. Lower frame
rates produce sharper images with jerkier motion. For the best results, experiment to determine
the optimal settings for your movie. Always use a frame rate that is an even divisor of the
source frame rate; doing so produces much smoother motion. For example, if you have a 24 fps
source file, only use frame rates of 6, 8 and 12 fps. Cleaner XL also supports decimal frame rates.
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Ideal NTSC-Derived Frame Rates
30 fps (all frames)
15 fps (every second frame)
10 fps (every third frame)
7.5 fps (every fourth frame)
6 fps (every fifth frame)
5 fps (every sixth frame)
Technically, NTSC is 29.97 fps, not 30 fps. However, for movies displayed on the Web or in CDROM projects, you might not notice a difference between 30 fps and 29.97 fps. If you are
creating video for broadcast, Cleaner XL properly supports 29.97 fps.
Ideal PAL-Derived Frame Rates
25 fps (all frames)
12.5 fps (every second frame)
8.33 fps (every third frame)
6.25 fps (every fourth frame)
5 fps (every fifth frame)
Ideal Film-Derived Frame Rates
24 fps (all frames)
12 fps (every second frame)
8 fps (every third frame)
6 fps (every fourth frame)

Keyframe Interval
Like frame rate, the keyframe frequency affects the image quality of the final encoded movie.
How frequently you should set keyframes depends on the codec used, the content of the movie
and how the movie is to be viewed.
Set keyframes often for high bit rate movies, about once every second. For example, if you have
a high bit rate movie with a frame rate of 15 fps, set a keyframe for every 15 frames. Set
keyframes for low bit rate movies less often — once every five seconds to start.
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With modern codecs, having more automatic keyframes gives the viewer more random access
at the expense of quality at a given data rate. The “keyframe strobing” effect that can occur
when adding more keyframes can result in lower image quality for your movie.
When using streaming codecs, a keyframe every five to ten seconds is usually a better starting
point because these codecs depend heavily on temporal encoding to achieve high quality at low
data rates and do not need very many keyframes. In fact, increasing the keyframe rate often
degrades the final image quality of movies made with these codecs.
For example, if the source is 15 fps, start at a keyframe frequency of 150.
Higher keyframe frequency is important for movies that viewers randomly access because each
time a movie is accessed, the current frame must be calculated from the nearest keyframe. If the
nearest keyframe is many frames away, it can take a substantial amount of time to generate the
current frame.This applies to progressive streaming or CD-ROM content, but generally not to
realtime streaming content.

Data Rate
One of the most important decisions you must make when preparing movies is choosing the
data rate. More than any other factor, the data rate affects the final image and sound quality of
your movie. It also affects the size of the final file, as well as the play back method for effectively
delivering the movie.
Data Rate Units
Two similar units are used for measuring data rates. Most multimedia developers are familiar
with KiloBytes per second (KBps or KBytes/sec) whereas many people working with Internet/
network video specify files in kilobits per second (kbps or kbits/sec). A byte is eight times as
large as a bit, so it is important to understand in which unit a data rate is being specified.
In data rate (either bits or bytes), uppercase K denotes 1024, which is normally used for
multimedia applications. Lowercase k represents exactly 1000, which is often used in the
telecommunications industry. Uppercase B represents a Byte; lowercase b a bit.
Many people assume the rating of a modem is specified in kilobytes per second (KBytes/sec),
which is incorrect. For example, a 28.8 modem transfers data at 28.8 kilobits per second (kbits/
sec), not 28.8 KBytes/sec. A data rate of 28.8 kbits/sec is about 3.5 KBytes/sec — a major
difference from 28.8 KBytes/sec.
Factors Limiting the Data Rate
Usually there are three factors that dictate the data rate you can use:
• The media or connection speed.
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• The amount of video you need to fit into your disc or file.
• The speed of the minimum target machine.
Media or Connection Speed
There are many different vehicles for desktop video delivery. The most common are networks,
such as the Web or a company intranet, CD and DVD.
The following gives you basic guidelines for data rates. We strongly recommend that you test
your movies on the minimum target machine to determine its actual throughput.
Network
A wide range of network connections (Web, LAN, and WAN) exist over which streaming
media can be delivered. The volume of network traffic substantially affects the possible
throughput, and network congestion can dramatically reduce the actual bandwidth available
compared to the theoretical maximum.
Because of this, there is no way to guarantee the data rate the viewer can see in real time, even
if you know what connection they are using. This makes it difficult to choose a “safe” data rate.
However, if you want viewers to be able to watch your video in real time, the following
numbers are reasonable starting points:
28.8 Modem — 20 kbits/sec (2.5 KBytes/sec)
56.6 Modem — 32 kbits/sec (4 KBytes/sec)
Dual ISDN — 96 kbits/sec (12 KBytes/sec)
T1/DSL/Cable Modem — 300 kbits/sec (40 KBytes/sec)
WAN/LAN — 160 to 800 kbits/sec (20 to 100 KBytes/sec)
Note: The bandwidth available on a private local area network (LAN) or wide area network
(WAN) can vary widely and can possibly be much higher than indicated here. Contact your
network system administrator for specifications of your system.

If you do not mind the viewer experiencing some delays for progressive streaming movies, you
can double or quadruple these data rates. As with everything, testing can help you determine
what the actual user experience will be.
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CD-ROM
For CDs, a total data rate of 170 to 200 KBytes/sec is safe for cross-platform, 2x speed titles. Safe
cross-platform 4x CD-ROM data rates are often around 250 to 300 KBytes/sec.
CD-ROM drives faster than 4x often have widely varying transfer rates. Sometimes the
manufacturers’ specifications are “burst speeds” and are not sustainable for use with movies.
Test a CD-ROM drive before assuming it actually gives the transfer rate specified on the box.
Also, with very fast CD-ROM drives, the limiting factor often becomes the amount of video you
want to place on a disc instead of the transfer speed of the drive.
DVD
DVD-ROMs are essentially very big, very fast CD-ROMs. Transfer speeds are in the 1 MByte/
sec range for 1x, and DVD-ROMs can hold from between 4.7 to 17 GB (gigabytes) of data.
However, the higher-capacity DVD-ROM discs are substantially more expensive to press, so
many developers keep their production costs lower by using the lower-capacity discs. Even
with “only” 4 GB of space, a DVD-ROM could hold about 6 1/2 hours of a 200 KBytes/sec
movie.
Cleaner XL encodes MPEG-2, which is the format used for DVD-Video. DVD-Video is another
form of DVD used for the commercial distribution of pre-recorded movies. The discs can be
played back on standard set-top and portable DVD players or on computers with DVD-ROM
drives.
Disc Space
If you have a fixed amount of content you need to fit onto a disc, the length of the movie and
the size of the disc might become the determining factors of the data rate instead of the speed
of the media. If you know the space available on the disc and the length of the movie, use the
following formula to determine the data rate for a movie:
Disc space (KBytes) ÷ movie length (in seconds) = KBytes/sec final movie.
To determine disc size in KB, take the MB of the disc and multiply by 1024. For example, a CDROM is 665,600 KB. To determine the length of the movie in seconds, multiply the number of
minutes by 60. If the movie length is in hours, multiply the hours by 3600 (the number of
seconds in an hour).
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When performing these calculations, do not forget to reserve enough space for the other
components of your project. For example, a Director projector, Readme and installers might take
50 MB of the CD, leaving you only 600 MB for video. If you want to put two hours of video on
a 4x CD, and your other project files are 50 MB, the data rate you must use is about 85 KBytes/
sec or less (the CD 614,400 KB divided by 7,200 seconds equals 85.3 KBytes/sec). This data rate
is substantially lower than the 300 KBytes/sec data rate a 4x CD can safely handle, but it is what
you must use to put the two hours onto one CD.
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Minimum Target CPU Speed
Most streaming codecs, such as the QuickTime Sorenson Video and Windows Media Video, are
very CPU intensive. When using these codecs the limiting factor for the data rate might be the
minimum system on which you want the video to play and not the connection speed or amount
of video you need to fit on a disk.
For example, the Sorenson Video codec can produce very high-quality video at CD-ROM data
rates. But, as the data rate increases, the play back requirement also increases, so it is possible
to produce higher-data rate movies that do not play smoothly on the minimum target CPU.
For example, a 30 KBytes/sec Sorenson Video-encoded QuickTime movie plays well on any
PowerMac or Pentium computer, but a 300 KBytes/sec Sorenson Video movie requires a faster
computer to play smoothly. The latest Windows Media Video codec has similar play back
requirements.
Testing your material on the minimum target machine is important when using these newer,
more CPU-intensive technologies.
2-pass VBR — Two passes are used to intelligently control the data rate of a movie. In the first
pass, Cleaner XL analyzes the entire movie to locate “hard” and “easy” sections. After it
understands the movie, Cleaner XL starts its second pass to encode the movie. In this encoding
pass, Cleaner XL uses lower average data rates in the easy sections and higher average data
rates in the hard sections. Although the total data rate of the final output is identical to the same
movie encoded using a constant bit rate technique, the final results generally look substantially
better.
2-pass VBR produces the most notable gains in quality in movies that have intermixed hard and
easy sections. Because the movie is first analyzed and then encoded, 2-pass VBR files take
longer to encode than constant bit rate encoding.
Multipass VBR — Some codecs, such as DivX, allow multipass VBR encoding. Multipass
encoding works in a similar manner as 2-pass VBR, but allows additional passes. Each
additional pass can decrease file size while improving or retaining quality. Each pass uses the
results of the last pass to better analyze the clip and apply spacial and temporal compression
accordingly. However, each pass adds time to the encoding process.
For more information on using multipass VBR encoding with DivX, see “Multipass Encoding
with DivX” on page 114.
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Factors Limiting Frame Rate and Frame Size
A few factors can limit the frame rate and frame size you can effectively use on a project. The
most common limitation is the image quality. Larger frame sizes and higher frame rates require
more data to maintain acceptable image quality. The other common limitation of frame size and
rate is the codec you are using and the CPU of the target machine. Some CPU-intensive codecs
can produce high-quality images at larger frame sizes and higher frame rates with reasonable
data rates. However, these movies might require high-end machines to play properly, so testing
is critical.
If the data rate of the movie is not high enough to accommodate the frame size and rate, the
image quality suffers.
Like frame rate, choosing an appropriate frame size for the movie has an important effect on
video quality. The larger the image size is at a given data rate, the lower the resulting image
quality. The best size for the video depends on your data rate, frame rate, codec, source material
and personal preferences. All of these factors are interrelated, so experimentation is the best
way to find the optimal setting for your project.
Use the following list as a guideline. Experiment to find the best setting for your project and
make sure to test your final movies to ensure they play on the minimum target machine.
Modem — 160x120
Dual ISDN — 192x144
T1/DSL/Cable — 320x240
CD-ROM — 480x360
DVD-ROM — 640x480

Display Size
Some formats, such as QuickTime, allow you to create movies at one image size and display
them at a different size. For example, you can create a movie at 160x120 pixels, but display the
movie at 320x240 pixels. Because fewer pixels are stored, the codec can concentrate its limited
bitrate on fewer pixels, which results in a better-quality compression and can improve the final
image quality of low-bitrate movies.
Doubling is commonly used to display full-screen video from 320x240 sources. However, when
used on movies displayed larger than 320x240, a faster computer or hardware acceleration
might be required to play the video properly. Run tests to determine if this feature meets the
requirements for your minimum target machine.

Supported File Formats

Supported File Formats
Video Read

Video Write

DV

DV

QuickTime

QuickTime

Video for Windows

Video for Windows

Windows Media

Windows Media

MPEG-1

MPEG-1

MPEG-2

MPEG-2
MPEG-4
Flash Video (FLV)
ShockWave (SWF)
RealSystem

Audio Read

Audio Write

AIFF

AIFF

AU

AAC

DV

DV

MP3

MP3

QuickTime

QuickTime

WAV

WAV
RealSystem
Windows Media
AU

Handheld Write
Kinoma (Kinoma movie: PDB, MPEG4 simple profile, MOV with
MPEG4 codec)
3GP

Still Image/Sequence Read

Still Image/Sequence Write

BMP

BMP

GIF

JPEG/JFIF
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Still Image/Sequence Read

Still Image/Sequence Write

JPEG/JFIF

MacPaint

Photoshop

Photoshop

PICTs

PICTs

PNG

PNG

Silicon Graphics Image File

Silicon Graphics Image File

Targa Image File (TGA)

Targa Image File (TGA)

TIFF

TIFF

QuickTime Image File (QTIF)

QuickTime Image File (QTIF)

DPX
CIN
OpenEXR

File Encoding Formats
You can specify a custom Prefix and Suffix to be appended to the output file. The output file
will be named: <prefix><source file name><suffix>.

Supported File Formats

The Encoding Format pulldown menu in the Encoder Setting Editor specifies the format of the
final file.

The list changes dynamically depending on the QuickTime version and third-party plug-ins
installed.
Important: Changes made in the Encoder Setting Editor are immediately applied to the

current Job.
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AVI Encoding Format
The AVI File encoding format produces files with the .AVI suffix. Choose AVI File from the
Encoding Format pulldown menu.

Audio
The audio area includes codecs and their associated formats. Enable Audio must be selected to
output audio in the encoded AVI file.

AVI Encoding Format

Codecs
All ACM codecs installed on your system are listed in the Codec pulldown menu.
Formats
Select output audio format from the pulldown menu.

Video
The video area includes codecs and an Options button to access additional codec-specific
parameters (if available). As well, size, frame rate, and quality parameters are available. Enable
Video must be selected to output video in the encoded AVI file.
Codecs
All Video for Windows codecs installed on your system are listed in the Codec pulldown menu.
The codec selected here determines what other controls are enabled. The Options button is only
enabled if the codec has an options dialog.
You can access the DivX video codec from the Codec pulldown menu. See “DivX Codec” on
page 112.
Size
Dimensions — Specifies the width and height (in pixels) of the encoded video.
Constrain to — Used as an aid in setting the video size. Choosing a value other than
unconstrained automatically calculates either the width or height based on the value entered
for the other in the Video Size field.
Rates
Frame Rate — Choose the output frame rate from the pulldown menu.
Key Frame Interval — Enabled when the selected codec supports it. Specify the number of
frames between keyframes.
Specify B frame Interval — Enabled when the selected codec supports it. Specify the number
of frames between B frames.
Bit Rate — Enter the encoder output bit rate.
Window Size — Enabled when the selected codec supports it. Specifies a window of time over
which the average bit rate equals the specified bit rate.
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Quality
Specify Quality check box and Slider — Enabled when the selected codec supports it.
Specifies the trade-off between a sharp image and smooth motion.

AVI Encoding Format

Click the Advanced tab to access the Advanced Settings dialog.
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Video
Frame Format — Specify the frame format of the video sent to the codec. See “Source Frame
Format” on page 50 for more about frame formats.
Pixel Aspect Ratio — Choose from the pulldown menu to specify the pixel aspect ratio of the
video sent to the codec.
AVI Interleaving
Video data is written to the disk in segments interleaved with audio data.
Type
None — Non-interleaved. Frames are written in the order they arrive. Disk writes are
attempted in un-buffered, overlapped mode to increase throughput.
Capture — Approximate interleaving with less overhead than Full mode. This mode is not
recommended as it can result in dropped frames.
Full— Full, precise interleaving of audio samples and video frames. This mode is suitable
for authoring and play back.
None (Buffered) — Identical to None, but uses less file space and system overhead.
Frequency — The frequency of sample interleaving. A smaller frequency results in a larger file,
but making the frequency too large might adversely affect play back. The default value of 1
second is usually best.
Audio Preroll — Seconds of audio to load in advance of the first video frame.
AVI Format
Generate AVI 1.0 Compatibility Index — Selecting this option causes an AVI 1.0 index (‘idx1’
format) to be written to the file for backward compatibility with Video for Windows. All files
contain an AVI 2.0 index (‘indx’ format), which allows for larger files and minimized disk seeks.
Master Stream — Specifying a master stream causes the other stream to played back at slightly
adjusted rates to compensate for any differences. It is recommended that the audio stream be
used since minor adjustments to video play back rate are far less noticeable than minor
adjustments to the audio play back rate.

DivX Codec
DivX is a video codec that produces very compressed high quality content. With Cleaner XL,
you can encode AVI files that use the DivX codec for the video compression. AVIs encoded with
DivX are readable on multiple platforms and with multiple media players.

AVI Encoding Format

Depending on the platform (Windows, Mac, Linux, for example) and on the media player used
to play back files that use DivX, your audience may have to install a specific DivX codec. There
is also a growing amount of hardware specifically designed to play back DivX encoded media.
Important: Refer to the DivX User’s Guide for an explanation of all the parameters available with
the DivX encoder. The DivX User’s Guide is installed with Cleaner XL, and is accessed from the Start
menu by choosing Start | All Programs | Divx | DivX Codec | UserGuide.
To encode an AVI file with the DivX codec:
1. From the Output profile box, right-click and select Add Output Profile.

The Add Output Profile dialog box appears.
2. Open the DivX folder, select an output profile, then click OK.
3. Click the Encoder Setting button.

The Encoder Setting Editor appears.
4. From the Encoding Format pulldown menu, select AVI File (DirectShow).
5. From the Video Codec pulldown menu, select DivX 5.2.1 Codec.

6. Click Options to access the DivX Codec Properties dialog box. Refer to the DivX User’s Guide

for an explanation of all the DivX encoder’s properties.
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Important: Since Cleaner XL does a much better job of scaling video, we do not
recommend using the DivX encoder’s resizing capability. Instead, use the dimensions
setting in Cleaner XL’s Encoder Settings dialog box.

Leave Enable Resize
disabled to rely on
Cleaner XL’s own
dimension settings.

Note: When selecting a DivX certified profile, you will be prompted to enter resolution and

frame rate settings. Leave these blank to ensure that values entered in the Cleaner XL’s
Encoder Setting dialog box are used.
It is recommended to use Cleaner XL’s DivX presets as a starting point.
Multipass Encoding with DivX
Setting up DivX multipass encoding involves creating multiple output profiles: one for each
pass.
Each pass generates a new clip with slightly improved video quality. After the third pass the
improvements in picture quality usually become increasingly small so processing a clip more
than three or four times is not necessary.
During the encoding process, the first pass will generate an output clip that is not played back
correctly. This is normal, as the first pass is only used as an intermediary clip. The second pass
will overwrite the first clip with a correctly encoded file. Subsequent passes will continue to
overwrite the same file.

AVI Encoding Format

For each clip that you wish to encode using multipass DivX, you must create an output profile.
This is necessary because DivX creates a temporary log file during encoding that is used during
subsequent passes.
For an expanded explanation of DivX multipass encoding, see the “Multipass” chapter in the
DivX User’s Guide. The DivX User’s Guide is accessed from the Window’s Start menu by
choosing Start | All Programs | DivX | DivX Codec | UserGuide.
Two-Pass Encoding
To set up two-pass encoding in DivX, follow these steps:
1. Create a new job file. Remove the default output profiles.
2. Add a source to the Job window.
3. Add a saved output profile (for example, “R10 NTSC 4x3 download large.opt”). Any output

profile will do as you will be changing it.
4. Rename the newly added output profile (for example, “DivX Multipass, First Pass”).

5. Select the newly added output profile, and click Encoder Setting.

The Encoder Setting Editor appears.
6. Make the following changes:

•Set the audio to the format that suits your task.
•Set Encoding Format to “AVI File (DirectShow).”
•Set Video Codec to “DivX <version #> Codec.”
•Set Dimensions to the size of the final output clip.
•Set Frame Rate to the frame rate of the final output clip.
7. Click the Options button.

The DivX Codec Properties dialog box appears.
8. Click the Select DivX Certified Profile button.
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9. Select a profile.

10. Click Next, then click Finish.
11. Set the Encode Mode to “Multipass, 1st pass.”

12. Click OK to close the DivX Codec Properties dialog box, then close the Encoder Setting

Editor.
13. Right-click the destination for your output clip, and select Edit.

The Destination Editor appears.

AVI Encoding Format

14. Specify the destination for your clip. Make sure Overwrite is selected as the operation that

is performed if the file already exists in the destination folder.

Selecting Overwrite is necessary since the DivX encoder uses the file encoded from the
previous pass to improve the quality of the encoding on the current pass.
15. Close the Destination Editor.
16. Duplicate your output profile by right-click it and selecting Duplicate in the context menu.

You should then rename the copy (for example, “DivX Multipass, Nth Pass”).

17. Select the new output profile, and click Encoder Setting.

The Encoder Setting Editor appears.
18. Click the Options button.

The DivX Codec Properties dialog box appears.
19. Set the Encode Mode to “Multipass, Nth pass.”

20. Click OK to close the box, then OK again to close the Encoder Setting Editor.
21. Save the job, and begin encoding.
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N-Pass Encoding
To continue to process the clip more than twice, you can do one of two things:
• Add more output profiles to the job (which would have the same settings and destination as
(“DivX Multipass, Nth Pass”).

• Run the same job again, but leave only the second output profile (“DivX Multipass, Nth
Pass”) selected.

WAVE Encoding Format

WAVE Encoding Format
The WAVE File encoding format produces audio files with the .WAV suffix. Choose WAVE File
from the Encoding Format pulldown menu.

Codec
All ACM codecs installed on your system are listed in the Codec pulldown menu.
Format
Select output audio format from the pulldown menu.
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MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 Encoding Formats
MPEG is a standard file format and associated compression algorithms developed by the
Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) to handle video and audio. Patents for the MPEG
technologies are held by several different companies and research departments. MPEG video
is similar to JPEG, but is extended to handle motion efficiently. The various forms of MPEG are
used for a wide range of video and audio applications, from desktop computer presentations
and games to consumer DVD-Video players and satellite video systems.
MPEG-1 produces high-quality video and audio streams at approximately 2x CD-ROM data
rates. Standard MPEG-1 is full frame rate (24–30 fps, depending on the source) with a quarter
size image (352x240, NTSC) and is useful for play back on most new desktop computers.
MPEG-1 hardware acceleration is fairly common on higher-end video cards and many new PCs
ship with MPEG-1 acceleration built in.
MPEG-2 produces high-data rate, full broadcast-quality files that require DVD, fast CD-ROM
or hard drives for play back. MPEG-2 play back also requires a fast computer and video card
or a hardware accelerator card. MPEG-2 is used for commercial DVDs (DVD-Video) and many
home satellite dish systems. Standard MPEG-2 is full frame rate (24–30 fps) and full-screen
resolution (720x480, NTSC).

MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 Encoding Formats

The MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 encoding formats produce files with the .MPG suffix. Choose MPEG
1 and 2 from the Encoding Format pulldown menu.

The Encoding Format group includes Format menus and Info, Audio, Video, and Bit Rate subgroups.
Presets — For most projects, the encoder presets for MPEG-1 and 2 included with Cleaner XL
produce the best output possible. When you choose a preset, its parameters are immediately
available in the Info group.
Stream Type — enables you select between Multiplexed or Elementary streams.
Normally, you output to multiplexed streams, in which both, the video and audio are muxed
(multiplexed) into a single file. If you output to Elementary streams, you get two files — one
with the video and one with the audio. Elementary streams are useful for certain DVD-Video
authoring software applications that require separate streams.
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Info Group
The Info group shows a summary of the current settings.
Audio Group
Format
MPEG-1 layer II — Default for MPEG-1 or 2.
PCM Audio — Typically used for MPEG-2 DVD authoring.
Channels
Mono — Single channel audio.
Stereo — Dual channel audio.
Joint Stereo — Uses special tools to shrink the stereo file size, which reduces the audio
bandwidth requirement.
Dual Channel — High separation stereo for dissimilar channels, such as a different language
on each channel.
Sample Rate
32 kHz — For lower data rate audio.
44.1 kHz — For “cd quality” audio.
48 kHz — Required for DVD.
Emphasis — Is applied to improve the signal-to-noise ratio at high frequencies.
Off — No emphasis applied.
50/15 usec curve — U.S. emphasis standard.
CCITT J.17 curve — European emphasis standard.
Bit Rate — A pulldown menu with choices from 64 to 384 kbps. The higher the bit rate the
higher the quality and the larger the output file.
Copyright check box — Some applications and hardware respect this parameter, but in
general, this is not real protection against copyright violation.
Original check box — Indicates that this is the original copy of a file.

MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 Encoding Formats

Video Group
Aspect Ratio
Square pixel (VGA) — For display on a computer monitor.
4:3 (video) — Standard television aspect ratio.
2.21:1 — CinemaScope aspect ratio. Available in MPEG-2 only.
16:9 — Widescreen television aspect ratio.
Frame Format — Set to produce the required output field dominance.
The GOP (group of pictures) is a self-contained unit of MPEG frames, starting with an I-frame
and typically ending on a B-frame. Altering the GOP size determines how frequently I-frames
are added and is essentially the same as controlling the keyframe rate in a movie.
The common MPEG GOP is 15 frames for NTSC (12 frames for PAL) with a P-frame distance
of 3 and ending on a B-frame. This means a new I-frame is added every 1/2 second in 29.97 fps
material (NTSC) or almost every 1/2 second in 25 fps (PAL). Increasing the I-frame rate by
decreasing the size of the GOP has similar consequences to increasing the keyframe rate of a
movie. Depending on the material, an extremely small or large GOP can cause noticeable
artifacting.
I-frames, or intraframes, take the most bytes to encode because they contain the entire frame,
and don’t contain differences as with P-frames and B-frames.
P-frames, or predictive frames, contain the changes between the current frame and the I-frame
or P-frame that precedes it. B-frames, or bidirectional frames, can contain changes from the
preceding and/or upcoming I-frames or P-frames. B-frames compress more than P-frames, but
they also take longer to encode.
GOP pattern
Choose the GOP format from the pulldown menu. I-frames only produces the highest
quality, largest file and proceeding down the list of patterns, the file size and quality
produced decrease.
I-frames only
I-frames and P-frames only
IBPBPB...
IBBPBB...
IBBBPBBB...
GOP size — A GOP size pulldown menu with presets which vary depending on selected GOP
pattern.
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Chroma — Sets the ratio of the luminance to chrominance (color) in Y’CbCr color space when
encoding to MPEG-2. Y stands for luminance, Cb for blue minus luminance, and Cr for red
minus luminance. With these three values it is possible to extract the value for the green
channel. You can reduce the chroma in the encoding in Y’CbCr color space since the luminance
and chrominance channels are separated. The chroma value is denoted in a ratio where the first
value indicates luminance, and the following two values are used to calculate chrominance.
4:2:0 — This chroma value yields a compression ratio of 2:1, with a quarter as much color
value as luminance. 4:2:0 is recommended for content destined for internet playback.
4:2:2 —This chroma value yields a compression ratio of 1.5:1, with half as much color value
as luminance. 4:2:2 is used in professional studio environments. It is recommended for
content destined for playback on devices with high bit rate capacity.
The video minimum and maximum bit rate limits will vary depending on the MPEG-2 preset
you choose, in combination with the chroma setting. After you select a preset and a chroma
value, the values in the Bit Rate Group in the Encoder Setting dialog box will update. If you
manually change these to a value outside the limits, an explanation mark appears next to the
field.
Motion Estimation — Sets the sensitivity of the motion prediction algorithm. The higher the
setting, the higher the quality of output (with longer encoding times).
Bit Rate Control
Constant bit rate — Uses the same amount of data per second throughout the entire file.
Variable bit rate — Encodes the project using lower average data rates in the easy sections
and higher average data rates in the hard sections. This creates a file that has the same total
data rate as one created using constant bit rate encoding but is usually a higher quality.
2-pass VBR —Analyses the clip on a first pass, then encodes it using data from the analysis
on a second pass. The two passes allow Cleaner XL to use a more intelligent variable bit rate
that takes into account the changing complexity of each frame of the clip, and how the frame
compares with both the frame that comes before it and the frame that comes after it in time.
Bit Rate Group
Average — Specifies bit rate for Constant Bit rate encodes.
Minimum — VBR bit rate does not go below this value.
Maximum — VBR bit rate does not go above this value.

DV Stream Encoding Format

DV Stream Encoding Format
The DV Stream encoding format produces files with the .DV suffix. It is typically used to export
to DV tape. Choose DV Stream from the Encoding Format pulldown menu.

DV Format — Choose standard DV or DV Pro output format.
Video Format — Choose NTSC or PAL.
Audio Format — Choose Output audio sample rate.
Locked check box — Check to lock audio to the video output.
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Kinoma Encoding Format
The Kinoma Exporter enables Cleaner XL to convert digital audio and video into the Kinoma
movie format for playback on mobile devices. On Palm handheld devices, the encoded video
files may be played back using Kinoma Player 3 or Kinoma Player 3 EX. For Sony PlayStation
Portable™ (PSP) game consoles, the encoded video files may be played back using the built-in
movie player software. The Kinoma Exporter goes beyond audio and video encoding,
providing control over the presentation of the video including background image, background
color, and layout of the elements.
Note: The term “Palm handheld” is used to describe any handheld device that runs the Palm

Operating System. These devices are also known as “Palm-powered handhelds”. These include
handheld devices from Garmin, GSPDA, Handspring, IBM, Kyocera, PalmOne, Samsung,
Sony, and Tapwave.
Warning: PSP Memory Stick Video files follow a strict naming convention that differs from the one used
in Cleaner XL. If the PSP naming convention is not followed, the file either does not appear in the PSP
media browser, or appears as incompatible data. To prevent this from occurring, you must manually
rename PSP files to conform to the convention M4V<number>.mp4 where <number> is a five-digit
number. For example, a valid filename is M4V00012.mp4. When you transfer the file to the PSP Memory
Stick, you must place it in the \MP_ROOT\100MNV01 folder. If this path does not exist on the PSP
Memory Stick, you must create it. The MP_ROOT folder must be located at the root of the Memory Stick
file system.

The Kinoma Exporter requires QuickTime 6.5 or higher.

Kinoma Encoding Format

To use the Kinoma Exporter:
1. Add a Handheld Output profile for the intended device to the job window.
2. Open the Encoder Setting Editor.
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3. Click the Configure Exporter button.

The Kinoma Exporter is displayed.
The Kinoma Exporter
The Kinoma Exporter is divided into two areas: the Presets area and the Customization area.
Use the Presets area to select a preset (a group of encoding settings) for a particular brand and
model of mobile device. Use the Customization area to fine-tune the individual settings in the
preset selected in the Presets area.

Presets area

Customization area

Note: The presets included with Kinoma Exporter have been fine-tuned for optimal

performance on the selected device. They provide good quality reliable results in most
situations and so can eliminate the need to change encoding settings. However, it may be
possible to achieve better results by making appropriate adjustments to the encoding settings.
For a description of each preset, see “Kinoma Presets” on page 129.
The Presets area contains three pulldown menus that you use to select a preset. Use the Brand
menu to choose a category of mobile device. Use the Model menu to choose a model from that
category. Finally, use the Settings menu to choose one of the presets available for that model.
The Brand menu also includes Generic and Streaming options. Choose Generic if you want a
preset that works with multiple Palm handhelds. Choose Streaming if you want a preset that
is optimized for streaming to Palm handhelds.

Kinoma Encoding Format

The Customization area displays the settings for the preset currently selected in the Presets
area. Use this area to fine-tune the settings in that preset. The Customization area is divided
into Audio & Video settings, and Layout settings. For help with video settings, see “Video
Settings: File Format and Video Format” on page 130 and “Video Settings: Frames per Second
and Bit Rate” on page 131. For help with audio settings, see “Audio Settings: Audio Formats”
on page 131 and “Audio Settings: Audio Channels, Sample Rate, Compression Ratio, Audio
Boost” on page 132. For help with layout settings, see “Layout Settings” on page 132 and
“Layout Settings: Preview Area” on page 134.
Kinoma Presets
The complete set of presets is divided into two categories: Sony Playstation Portable presets
and Palm handheld presets.
The following are the presets for the Sony PlayStation Portable.
Normal — Provides the best tradeoff between audio and video (AV) quality and file size. The
encoded file combines MPEG-4 video and AAC audio into an MP4 file. MP4 files must be
placed on a Memory Stick Duo for playback on the PlayStation Portable. This preset uses
approximately 80 KB for each second of normal quality video, allowing about 3 hours and 30
minutes of video to be stored on a 1 GB Memory Stick Duo.
High Quality — Provides the best audio and video (AV) quality. File sizes are larger than the
Normal preset. The encoded file combines MPEG-4 video and AAC audio into an MP4 file.
MP4 files must be placed on a Memory Stick Duo for playback on the PlayStation Portable. This
preset uses approximately 200 KB for each second of video, allowing about 1 hour and 30
minutes of high quality video to be stored on a 1 GB Memory Stick Duo.
The following are the presets for Palm handhelds.
Player 3 EX: AV - Normal Quality — Provides the best tradeoff between audio and video (AV)
quality and file size. The encoded file combines MPEG-4 video and AAC audio into an MP4
file. MP4 files must be placed on a memory card (for example, SD Memory, MMC or Memory
Stick) for playback on handhelds. Files encoded with this preset require Kinoma Player 3 EX
for playback on handhelds.
Player 3 EX: AV - High Quality — Provides the best audio and video (AV) quality. File sizes are
larger than the Player 3 EX – Normal Quality preset. The encoded file combines MPEG-4 video
and AAC audio into an MP4 file. MP4 files must be placed on a memory card (for example, SD
Memory, MMC or Memory Stick) for playback on handhelds. Files encoded with this preset
require Kinoma Player 3 EX for playback on handhelds.
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Player 3 Basic: AV — Encodes good quality audio and video (AV) in a format compatible with
Kinoma Player 3 and Kinoma Player 3 EX. The file size will usually be larger and the media
quality lower than files encoded using Player 3 EX: AV – Normal Quality and Player 3 EX: AV
– High Quality. The encoded file combines H.263 video and ADPCM audio into a Kinoma
movie file. File encoded with this preset may be played back from a memory card or internal
device memory.
Player 2: AV — Provided to support legacy handhelds running Kinoma Player 2 on Palm OS 3
or Palm OS 4. It combines Cinepak video and ADPCM or Yamaha ADPCM audio into a
Kinoma movie file.
Player 2: AV - Widescreen — Provided to support certain legacy handhelds with a widescreen
running Kinoma Player 2 on Palm OS 4. It combines Cinepak video and ADPCM audio into a
Kinoma movie file.
Player 3 EX: Music — Designed for music; no video is included in the output file. The encoded
file uses high quality AAC audio in an MP4 file. MP4 files must be placed on a memory card
(for example, SD Memory, MMC or Memory Stick) for playback on handhelds. Files encoded
with this preset require Kinoma Player 3 EX for playback on handhelds.
Player 3 EX: Speech — Designed for speech; no video is included in the output file. The output
audio is highly compressed, which works well for speech; for music, choose the Music preset.
The encoded file contains AAC audio in an MP4 file. MP4 files must be placed on a memory
card (for example, SD Memory, MMC or Memory Stick) for playback on handhelds. Files
encoded with this preset require Kinoma Player 3 EX for playback on handhelds.
Video Settings: File Format and Video Format
The available file formats are the following.
Kinoma Movie - .pdb — Is the only output format that can be played back from internal device
memory or streamed by Kinoma Player 3. Kinoma movies can also be played back from a
memory card. They are the only video file format that can be played by Kinoma Player 3. All
other formats require Kinoma Player 3 EX. Kinoma movies are the only format that supports
custom layouts.
MPEG-4 - .mp4 — Are the highest quality file format supported by Kinoma Producer. They
must be stored on a memory card for handheld playback. MPEG-4 files require Kinoma Player
3 EX for playback on handhelds. They are the only video file format supported on the Sony
PlayStation Portable.
QuickTime Movie - .mov — Are an alternative to MPEG-4 files when uncompressed audio is
required. They must be stored on a memory card for handheld playback. QuickTime Movie
files require Kinoma Player 3 EX for playback on handhelds.
The available video formats are the following.

Kinoma Encoding Format

MPEG-4 — Is the most advanced video encoding format included in Kinoma Exporter. It
produces the highest quality images and the smallest files. MPEG-4 playback requires Kinoma
Player 3 EX for playback on Palm Powered handhelds. MPEG-4 video can be stored in Kinoma
Movie files, MPEG-4 files and QuickTime Movies.
Cinepak Mobile — Is a lightweight video encoding format intended primarily for older
handhelds running Kinoma Player 2.
H.263 — Is less powerful than MPEG-4 video, but provides greater compression than Cinepak
Mobile. It is supported by both Kinoma Player 3 and Kinoma Player 3 EX. H.263 video may be
stored in Kinoma Movie files. The largest image size supported by H.263 is 352x288 (CIF).
16 Grays — Appropriate for most greyscale Palm handheld devices. It provides good quality
and performance.
No Video — Do not include video in the encoded file.
Video Settings: Frames per Second and Bit Rate
You can set the frame rate and bit rate for the encoded video file.
Frames Per Second — Selects the number of frames per second of video in the encoded file.
Typically this should be set to a value of 8, 10, or 12, which is the frame rate that most Palm
handheld devices can reliably play. However, at smaller frame sizes or on more recent devices,
frame rates as high as 30 are possible. Selecting the Best frame rate option will cause Kinoma to
encode each frame in the source movie. This is useful for content with a variable frame rate or
at a frame rate not listed in this menu.
Bit rate — Selects the target bit rate for the video portion of the encoded file. It is only available
for the Cinepak Mobile video encoding format. Typically this option should be set to 240, 320,
or 400kbps. Larger values may not play back reliably from external storage devices, and smaller
values may not provide adequate quality.
Audio Settings: Audio Formats
The following audio formats are available.
AAC — (Advanced Audio Compression) Provides the highest quality output and the smallest
file sizes. AAC audio playback requires Kinoma Player 3 EX.
ADPCM — Creates audio that is compatible with most Palm handheld devices, including all
Palm OS 5 handhelds. It is compatible with the same handhelds as the Uncompressed audio
format. ADPCM provides good quality compression. Because the audio is compressed, it
makes greater performance demands during playback than the Uncompressed audio format,
particularly on lower performance devices.
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Uncompressed — Applies no audio compression algorithm to the audio placed into the output
file. It is compatible with a wide range of Palm handheld devices.
Yamaha ADPCM — Provides about the same compression ratio and quality as the ADPCM
audio encoding format. The Yamaha ADPCM audio encoding format can be played back on
handheld devices running Palm OS 5. It can also be played on handhelds that contain a Yamaha
audio chip. This includes some Sony CLIÉ Palm OS 4 models and Handspring handhelds with
a Springboard module containing a Yamaha audio chip.
CLIÉ Audio — Is a very high quality audio compression algorithm developed by Sony. It is
supported on some Sony CLIÉ handheld devices. CLIÉ Audio is also supported by the Sony
plug-in Audio Adapter. CLIÉ Audio is not supported on Palm OS 5 based Sony CLIÉ models.
No Audio — Do not include audio in the encoded file.
Note: The speaker on many Palm handhelds running Palm OS 3 and Palm OS 4 is designed to

play back only alert tones, not digital audio. As a result, audio playback can be smooth or
distorted. This issue has been resolved in most Palm OS 5 based handhelds.
Audio Settings: Audio Channels, Sample Rate, Compression Ratio, Audio Boost
Audio channels — Controls whether the encoded audio stream contains mono or stereo audio.
The AAC, ADPCM, Uncompressed, and CLIÉ Audio encoding formats support stereo.
Sample rate — Controls the sample rate at which the audio is encoded. Higher sample rates
generally provide increased quality with better reproduction of high frequency sounds.
However, higher sample rates also have greater storage requirements and require more
processor power during playback.
Bit rate — Selects the target bit rate of the audio in the encoded file. Larger values provide
increased quality at the expense of increased storage requirements. This option is available only
for the CLIÉ Audio encoding format. CLIÉ Audio is always encoded at 44.1khz.
Compression ratio — Selects how much compression should be applied when using the
Yamaha ADPCM audio encoding format. Typically this should be set to 4:1 to give the smallest
file size, but can also be set to 2:1 to provide greater quality.
Audio boost — Provides a way to increase the overall volume level of the encoded audio. This
can be useful because the built-in speaker on many Palm handheld devices is quite small. By
increasing the audio level while encoding, it is possible to make the audio sound better during
playback on these devices. However, boosting the audio level can also cause distortion of the
audio so test carefully after applying this setting.
Layout Settings
You can set the dimensions and position of the video, select a background color or background
image, and show or hide the Kinoma Player user interface.

Kinoma Encoding Format

Note: Only the Kinoma Movie file format supports all layout options. If a format does not
support a layout option, that option is disabled. For example, the Sony PlayStation Portable
movie player only supports the Movie Size option; all of the other layout options are disabled.
Layout (screen size) — Determines the size of the screen on the device. Some devices have only
one screen size – typically either 160x160 or 320x320. Some devices may have a widescreen and
allow the user to show and hide the Graffiti input area. On these devices, there may be multiple
screen sizes depending on the orientation of the device (landscape or portrait) and whether or
not the Graffiti input area is visible. The encoded movie can never have dimensions larger than
the selected layout size.
Movie (video size) — Determines the dimensions of the encoded movie. The menu provides a
number of standard sizes which fit in the selected Layout (screen size). If the aspect ratio of the
source content does not match the aspect ratio selected, the source video will be adjusted to fit.
For full screen sizes (160x160 and 320x320), the source video’s size is adjusted by removing (or
cropping) the edges to make it square. For all other sizes, the source video’s size is adjusted by
scaling it proportionally to fit within the requested size. Note that you can also set the movie
size to almost any dimension by directly manipulating the movie in the preview area on the
right of the layout options. When you adjust the size in the preview pane, the Movie (video
size) menu updates to reflect the change.
Select Background Color — Click the color box to choose a background color for the video. The
background color appears in any area not covered by user interface elements, the movie, or the
background image.
Choose Background Image — Click to select a background image. Kinoma Exporter scales the
image to fit the selected Layout (screen size). The size and position of the background image
can be modified in the preview area. Images in the following formats can be used as
background images: BMP, JPEG, Photoshop, PICT, PNG, Targa, and TIFF.
Clear Background Image — Removes the background image.
Reset to Default Layout — Resets all the layout options to their default values for this preset.
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Layout Settings: Preview Area
The preview area displays a representation of the encoded video layout on the target device.
The preview takes into account the layout size, movie size, background color, and background
image.

preview area

You can use the mouse to adjust the size and location of both the movie and the background
image. To position the movie and background image, click on the object to move and drag to
the desired position. To resize the movie or background image, click in any corner of the object
and drag to the desired size. When the cursor rolls over the preview area, resize handles appear
on the movie and background image.
Show Movie Controls — Controls whether the layout area leaves room for the normal Kinoma
Player user interface. Unchecking this option creates a larger area for the custom layout. Files
encoded with Show Controls unchecked open in Kinoma Player with no user interface visible.

3G Encoding Format
The 3G Encoding encoding format is used to distribute multimedia content over thirdgeneration high-speed wireless networks.
The 3G encoding format produces files with the .3GP suffix. 3GP files can be created for
different types of networks in Cleaner XL, including those that use the 3GPP or 3GPP2
standards.

3G Encoding Format

Context sensitive help is available from the 3G Encoder dialog box.

To encode 3GP files:
1. Select any output profile, then click Encoder Settings to access the Encoder Setting Editor.
2. From the Format pulldown menu, select 3G (QuickTime).
3. Set the audio and video settings according to your needs.
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4. Click Configure Export to access the 3G Exporter.

Click for context
sensitive help based
on selection in Media
Settings menu

Click for help on file
formats

5. From the File Format pulldown menu, select the type of 3G standard the output 3GP file

will use.
For an explanation of the file formats, click the question mark at the lower left of the dialog
box. A help page opens in your default web browser.

3G Encoding Format

6. Adjust the media settings: Select Video, Audio, Text, Streaming, or Advanced from the

Media Settings pulldown menu.
Media Settings menu

Settings appear
according to selection
in Media Settings menu

Note the following:
•To access help pages explaining the settings that appear, click the question mark at the

center-right of the dialog box.
Depending on what is selected in the Media Settings menu (Video, Audio, Text, Streaming,
or Advanced), the corresponding help page opens in your default web browser.
•Different default values appear for the media settings depending on the file format you

choose.
•For the Frame per second setting, it is recommended to choose Current. The encoded

media will use the frame rate setting in Cleaner XL’s Encoder Setting Editor.
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•For the Size setting, it is recommended to choose Current. The encoded media will use the

Dimensions setting in Cleaner XL’s Encoder Setting Editor.

7. Exit the 3G Exporter and Encoder Setting Editor.
8. If necessary, adjust the filter settings, then encode the media.

MP3 Audio Encoding Format

MP3 Audio Encoding Format
The MP3 Audio encoding format produces audio files with the .MP3 suffix. Choose MP3 Audio
from the Encoding Format pulldown menu.

Encoding
Format — The number of audio samples per second contained in the final file. Higher sample
rates produce better quality audio with correspondingly larger files.
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Bit Rate — The higher the data rate, the better the sound quality and the larger the final file. A
bit rate of 128 kbits/sec is a widely used standard for high-quality MP3 files.
Dual Channel — Disjoints the stereo channels when they are not related to each other. A typical
use is when the two channels contain unrelated audio.
Enable Quality VBR check box and slider — This check box turns on VBR compression and
enables the VBR slider. When VBR is enabled, the bit rate of the produced file no longer
matches the bit rate selected in the format menu. The Quality slider indicates a subjective
quality and is not linked to any particular bit rate. However a quality of 40 (for example) should
always produce audio of similar quality regardless of format and content.
Content Tags
Some applications and hardware respect these parameters, but in general, these settings are not
real protection against copyright violation.
Copyright — Indicates that the file is copyright protected.
Original — Indicates that this is the original copy of a file.
Private — Indicates that the file is intended for private, not public, use.

MPEG-4 Encoding Format

MPEG-4 Encoding Format
The MPEG-4 encoding format produces files with the .MP4 suffix.
QuickTime (version 6 and up) provides a video codec for MPEG-4 video compression. The
codec is ISMA compliant and conforms to the Profile 0 standard of the ISMA specification. It
can provide an extremely low data rate of 64 kbits/ second. The advantage that this new codec
offers is Interoperability with other systems. Interoperability is the primary goal of the new
codec.
It conforms to the MPEG-4 Video Simple Profile, which supports:
•Video at 50 kbps to 4 Mbps
•Streaming
•Delivery to wireless handheld devices
•Stored content
•Set-top boxes
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To encode MPEG-4 files:
1. Choose MPEG-4 from the Encoding Format pulldown menu.

2. Enable Audio and choose an audio format from the pulldown menu.
3. Enable Video and set the dimensions, frame rate and format, and pixel aspect ratio.

MPEG-4 Encoding Format

4. Click the Configure Exporter button to open the MPEG-4 Settings dialog.

The interactive MPEG-4 Settings dialog enables you to change variables and immediately
see an explanation of the new setting in the feedback panel.

setting pane

feedback pane

The pulldown menu at the top of the window enables you to choose from 5 categories:
General — You can set the basic video track, the physical size of the output, and the audio track
as necessary. If Basic is selected, the video makes use of the basic settings for MPEG-4 and
ensures the widest possible range of play back on MPEG-4 compatible devices.
Note: The lower portion of the dialog contains descriptions and explanations about the

choices made.
Video — You can adjust specific settings for video, such as the number of kbits per second, the
frame rate, and the keyframe frequency.
Audio — For stereo or mono encoding. If the user selects music in the General panel, it
automatically selects a high data rate and selects stereo.
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Streaming — Select the type of hinting required, as well as maximum packet size and
maximum packet duration.
Compatibility — By default, QuickTime produces a generic MPEG-4 stream. QuickTime does
not check for any specific layer compatibility features that might be required by ISMA or other
organizations. Nor does QuickTime check the overall data rate of your MPEG-4. The user can
select ISMA compliance, and also select the desired Internet connection speed.

QuickTime Movie Encoding Format
The QuickTime Movie encoding format produces files with the .MOV suffix. Choose
QuickTime Movie from the Encoding Format pulldown menu.

QuickTime Movie Encoding Format

Audio
The audio area includes codecs and their associated formats and parameters. An Options
button allows access to additional codec-specific parameters (if available). Enable Audio must
be selected to output audio in the encoded MOV file.
Audio Codecs
The codec selected determines what other controls are enabled.
Fraunhofer MP3 — Uses perceptual coding techniques based on the way the human ear
perceives sound. You can compress at 12:1 and retain good sound quality.
Uncompressed — No compression applied.
Mace — A legacy audio codec built into the Macintosh OS.
QDesign Music 2 — A high quality, low data rate music compressor.
Qualcomm PureVoice — Optimized for speech.
A-Law — Another legacy speech codec.
64 and 32 bit floating point — Audio is stored in a raw 64 or 32 bit floating point format.
IMA — Good for play back on low performance target machines.
32 and 24-bit Integer — Audio is stored in a raw 32 or 24 bit integer format.
ULaw — A legacy speech codec.
Format
The format pulldown shows all valid formats for the codec.
Disjoint Stereo — Only enabled for MP3. Use when the stereo channels are very dissimilar,
such as a different language in each channel.
Enable Quality VBR — Only enabled for MP3. Choose to turn on VBR compression and to use
the Quality slider. When VBR is enabled, the output bit rate does not match the bit rate selected
in the Format menu.

Video
The video area includes codecs and an Options button to access additional codec-specific
parameters (if available). As well, size, frame rate, and quality parameters are available. Enable
Video must be selected to output video in the encoded MOV file.
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Video Codecs
The codec selected determines what other controls are enabled.
Apple Planar RGB — A lossless codec effective for video that has large areas of solid color.
Intel Indeo Video 4.4 — A high quality codec that requires a Pentium processor for
compression and decompression.
Sorenson Video (tm) Compressor — Sorenson Video version 2. High quality with low
bandwidth.
Sorenson Video 3 Compressor — The latest version, with higher quality at the same bit rate
and faster compression.
Apple BMP — For stills in the BMP format.
Apple Cinepak — Can be used for movies that play from a CD-ROM.
Apple DV/DVCPRO - NTSC — Outputs in the digital video NTSC format.
Apple DV/DVCPRO - PAL — Outputs in the digital video PAL format.
Apple H.261 — Designed for video teleconferencing over ISDN telephone lines.
Apple H.263 — An advancement of the H.261 standard, with performance and error recovery
improvements.
Apple Photo - JPEG — For high quality compressed stills as intermediate storage.
Apple Motion - JPEG A and B — Used with some video hardware cards.
Apple MPEG4 Compressor — Used to make MPEG4 movies in the MOV format. See “MPEG4 Encoding Format” on page 141.
Apple PNG — For still image compression. Can get high ratios.
Apple None — Almost no compression. Typically used for capture only.
Apple Animation — Works best with computer animations with areas of flat color.
Apple Video — Best for real time capture and compression of video.
Apple Graphics— Good for 8 bit color.
Apple TGA — For still compression in the Targa format.
Apple TIFF — For still compression in the Tagged Image Format.

QuickTime Movie Encoding Format

Size
Dimensions — Specifies the width and height (in pixels) of the encoded video stream.
Constrain to — This feature is used as an aid in setting the video size. Choosing a value other
than unconstrained automatically calculates either the width or height based on the value
entered for the other in the Video Size field.
Bit Depth — Use to change the color depth.

Rates
Frame Rate — Specifies the maximum frame rate.
Key Frame rate— Sets the distance between keyframes.
Limit Data rate — Sets the target data rate.

Quality
Spatial Quality and Temporal Quality Sliders— Depending on which codec you select, there
can be one or two sliders available, which vary in function. For example, if you select the
QuickTime Photo-JPEG codec, a Spatial slider is displayed. If you select the Apple Animation
codec, both a Spatial and a Temporal slider appear. Only sliders appropriate to the selected
codec are displayed.
Note: Quality sliders might not be available if you are using data rate control.

The higher the setting of the Spatial slider, the higher the quality of the keyframes. But because
movies have a fixed bandwidth, these higher-quality keyframes are achieved by lowering the
quality of the delta frames.
For some codecs, the Temporal slider controls the quality of the temporal encoding. Higher
values produce better-looking delta frames and produce higher bit rates.
Many people set both sliders to 100%, but this is usually not the best setting. The only time you
should alter these sliders is if the keyframes look significantly better or worse than the delta
frames.
On the other hand, some codecs completely ignore these two sliders. Experiment to see which
slider works best for your source files.
Compare Uncompressed Frames — Specifies how to generate delta (difference) frames. If you
are working with computer-generated images, such as 3D animations, turning on the Compare
Uncompressed Frames option can give you better results in certain cases. You might also get
better results using this option with bluescreen movies that have still images as the
background. For live-action video, leave this feature turned off.
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Bit Rate Mode— Choose Basic or Variable 2-Pass. This option is only available for
Sorenson Video 3.
Peak Data Rate — The Peak Data Rate control is an option for 2-pass VBR SV3 Pro encoding
only. It eliminates peaks in the data rate (kbps) that exceed the specified value. It is on by
default in all QT settings that use SV3 and 2-pass VBR (assuming you have SV3 Pro installed).
The default value is 1.5 times the specified data rate limit.

Advanced Settings
Click the Advanced tab to access the advanced settings options.

Frame Format — Choose Progressive (default) or Interlaced Top or Bottom First to set the
output frame format see “Source Frame Format” on page 50.
Pixel Aspect ratio — Choose the pixel aspect ratio for the encoded movie.
Auto Play — The output move starts to play when opened in QuickTime player.

QuickTime Movie Encoding Format

Display size — QuickTime movies can be stored at one resolution and later displayed at a
different size. For example, you can encode a movie at 160x120 and play it back at 320x240. This
is often useful for Web movies because at low data rates the image quality is often better if the
image is stored with fewer pixels and interpolated to the larger size when played.
Adjust Sorenson B-Frames — There is a known issue with the B-frame encoding method of the
Sorenson Video Professional 3 encoder that manifests itself as a two frame video delay on play
back (audio leads video). This check box is available only if you are using the Sorenson 3 Pro
encoder and Bidirectional Prediction (B-frames) are allowed or forced.
Disable Saving — Disables saving movies from within a Web browser or other QuickTime
applications.
Skip Flatten — If the output movie is not going to be streamed, you can save time by skipping
the flatten step that occurs after encoding.
Prepare (Hint) For Streaming Server — If you are preparing a streaming QuickTime file, you
must check the Hint for Streaming Server box. The Options button enables the Hint Exporter
Settings dialog.
•Make Movie Self-Contained — Always make streaming movies self-contained.
•Optimize Hints for Server — Increases the number of viewers the server can support, but

almost doubles the file size.
•Video and Audio Track Hinter Settings — Click these buttons to access the Hint Track

Settings dialogs. Do not change these settings unless you have specialized knowledge of
the compressor used and your network parameters.
Tracks
You can copy tracks directly from the source without encoding them. You must know what
tracks the source contains. You can directly copy the source video or audio without encoding
them by adding them as copy tracks and disabling the Enable Audio or Enable Video check
boxes on the General encoder tab.
Click the Add track button to reveal the Track Type Chooser.
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Choose the Track type from the pulldown menu.
You can mark any track for RAM playback so that certain QuickTime-savvy programs, such as
QuickTime Player, play them from RAM instead of playing them directly off the CD-ROM or
hard drive. This feature can enhance play back of short, high-data rate clips.
Do not mark streaming web movies for RAM play back because it negates QuickTime's fast
start feature and requires the movie to be completely downloaded prior to playing.
If you have a movie with a track type not listed, you must type in the four-letter track code. See
the QuickTime documentation for a listing of these track codes.

Real Media Encoding Format
Real Media encoding format, known also as RealSystem, is a streaming-media architecture
developed by RealNetworks. RealSystem offers realtime streaming delivery from a RealServer.

RealSystem Scalability
When used with a dedicated RealServer, RealSystem offers excellent scalability through its
SureStream feature. This lets you create up to eight different audio and video tracks that are
specifically encoded for the most common user connections. During play back, RealPlayer and
RealServer continually communicate and can repeatedly switch between versions to deliver
the highest-quality stream that the viewer’s connection can support at any given time. This
realtime switching effectively handles changing network conditions, such as net congestion.
Switching of audio and video is handled independently and you can indicate whether the
video or audio should be given preference if the viewer’s throughput drops. In addition to
SureStream, RealPlayer can also drop frames and/or degrade the image quality to maintain
realtime play back over slower connections. In extreme cases, RealPlayer can omit the video
track entirely and play only the audio track. To achieve scalability, RealSystem must be used
with the RealServer software. For more information go to: http://www.real.com.

Real Media Encoding Format

The Real Media encoding format produces files with the .RM suffix. Choose Real Media from
the Encoding Format pulldown menu.

Media Type Check Boxes
Check the box for audio and/or video encoding. You must select at least one media type.

Video Codec
RealVideo 10 — 30% improved compression efficiency over RealVideo 9. It can be played back
in all RealVideo 9 decoders and legacy RealPlayers.
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RealVideo 9 — 30% improved compression efficiency over RealVideo 8 and 50% improvement
over RealVideo G2. It can be played using RealPlayer 8 or later.
RealVideo 8 — Improvements over the previous version include 2-pass VBR and image quality
versus frame rate control.
RealVideo G2 with SVT — RealVideo G2 introduced the current Real Media file format.
Scalable Video Technology improved broadband performance.
Video Mode
This pulldown menu adjusts the balance between picture quality and frame rate. Generally, for
any given bit rate, the higher the frame rate is set, the poorer the picture quality becomes.
Normal — Attempts to balance frame rate and visual clarity. This is the best choice for most
content.
Smooth — Produces smoother motion by increasing the frame rate at the expense of image
clarity. As a result, the video may appear blurrier.
Sharp — Creates a sharper image at the expense of frame rate. Consequently, the encoded
video may appear jerkier.
Slideshow — Encodes one frame every few seconds. The video will have very little motion, but
a high degree of visual clarity. This is useful for encoding sequences of static images, such as
slideshows, or if you are encoding a video with large dimensions at a low bandwidth.
Bit Rate Type
You can choose Constant Bit Rate or Variable Bit Rate. VBR is best for content that is played
from disc, CBR is best for content that is streamed. Multiple target bit rates are allowed only
when CBR is selected.
Constant — The bit rate remains constant throughout the file, and it is possible to add multiple
target bit rates.
Variable — The bit rate varies throughout the file. The total file size is determined by a
specified average bit rate. A peak instantaneous bit rate can be specified. This option is best for
files that are played back from disc and the primary concern is with the size of the file.
Variable (Quality Based) — The bit rate varies throughout the file. The total file size is
whatever is necessary to achieve the specified quality. This option is best for files that are
played back from disc and the primary concern is the quality.

Real Media Encoding Format

Dimensions
Sets the dimensions of the output video. The width must be a multiple of 8 and the height must
be a multiple of 4. If an aspect ratio is set and a width is entered, the height is automatically
calculated, and visa-versa.
Two-Pass Encoding
When selected, an analyze pass is made before encoding. This generally improves the quality
of both CBR and VBR video. Cleaner XL analyzes the entire movie in the first pass to locate
“hard” and “easy” to encode sections. In the second pass, Cleaner XL encodes the project using
lower average data rates in the easy sections and higher average data rates in the hard sections.
This creates a file that has the same total data rate as one created using constant bit rate
encoding, but usually produces a higher-quality file. Two-pass VBR works best on files that
contain both hard and easy to encode sections. Because of the 2- pass approach, VBR encoding
takes longer than normal encoding.
Allow Recording — You can control whether viewers can easily copy movies to their hard
drive. This gives you some control over the distribution of your content. If you want to let users
record the movies as they watch them, check the Allow Recording option.
To prevent users from recording your material, leave this option unselected.
You are given a choice of which audio codec setting to use.

Audio Codec
The audio codecs are clearly named according to their bit rate and the type of material for
which they are optimized. For example, there is a 16 kbps Music codec, an 8.5 kbps Voice codec,
a 96 kbps Stereo Music codec, etc. You should pick the appropriate codec according to the data
rate of your target connection and the type of content (music or voice).
The audio codec determines the bit rate and sample rate of the audio track. Some of the codecs
are optimized for voice, and others are optimized for music. Information about the selected
codec is displayed below the codec selection box. The codecs marked as "Surround Audio"
encode stereo data, however they preserve Dolby encoded audio files. That is, if your source
media is stereo with Dolby surround, and you encode to RealMedia using a "Surround Audio"
codec, you can play back on a system with a Dolby decoder.
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Target Bit Rates
You can encode multiple streams in one file and upload to the server. If the file is then streamed
using rtsp, the stream sent to the client computer is chosen to optimally match the client's
network connection and load conditions. RealNetworks has named this technology
SureStream. The target bit rates in the current setting are listed in the list box on the left.
Selecting a target allows you edit or delete it. You must always have at least one target bit rate.
There are three buttons at the bottom of the list:
Add — Allows you to add additional target bit rates. Choose the total bit rate for the new target
in the dialog that is revealed. Clicking one of the bit rates automatically enters it into the list.
You can CONTROL + click to select multiple bit rates.

Delete — Removes the selected target bit rates.
Import Audience — Allows you to import a HelixProducer audience (*.rpad) file as a target bit
rate. RPAD files contain settings for 4 different audio codecs, and the one that is actually used
depends on various other settings within HelixProducer. When you import an audience file,
you are given a choice of which audio codec setting to import.
Key Frame Interval — Specifies the maximum key frame interval, in seconds. The encoder
inserts key frames more frequently if it deems it necessary, such as at scene changes. A typical
value is 4.
Frame Rate — Specifies the maximum frame rate. Frames might be dropped to maintain the
image quality versus frame rate setting. See “Video Mode” on page 152.
Bit Rate — For CBR encodes, this is the constant bit rate that is maintained throughout the file.
For VBR encodes, this is the output file’s average bit rate. This option is not available when the
bit rate type is set to VBR Quality.
Quality — Only available when the Bit Rate Type is set to VBR Quality. Values range from 0%
to 100%, and it controls the subjective quality of the video.

Windows Media Encoding Format

Peak Bit Rate — The maximum instantaneous bit rate that occurs in the file. It must be greater
than the average bit rate when VBR Bit rate is selected. This option is only available when a
VBR bit rate mode is selected.
Startup Latency — Specifies the maximum amount of time for buffering before play back
begins. A typical value is 10 seconds. A larger value generally increases quality, especially
towards the beginning of the file. This value only has meaning when the file is being streamed.
Loss Protection — Adds error correction information to the encoded files that hardens them
against packet loss when streaming.

Windows Media Encoding Format
Windows Media Services is the Microsoft® streaming-media architecture. Windows Media
only supports realtime streaming using a Windows Media Server.

Windows Media Scalability
Windows Media Intelligent Streaming offers bandwidth scalability through the use of up to
thirty A/V streams that cover a range of connection speeds. Intelligent Streaming requires a
Windows Media Server.
During play back, Windows Media Player and the Windows Media Server continually
communicate and can repeatedly switch between versions to deliver the highest-quality stream
that the viewer’s connection can support at any given time. This realtime switching handles
changing network conditions, such as net congestion.
In addition to choosing from up to thirty alternate video streams, Windows Media Player can
also drop frames to maintain realtime play back over slower connections. If you don’t use a
Windows Media Server, you can deliver your Windows Media files using an HTTP server, but
the viewer must first download the entire file to their computer before Windows Media Player
can play it.
For more information on Windows Media, go to http://www.microsoft.com/windows/
windowsmedia/default.asp.
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The Windows Media encoding format produces files with the .WMV or .WMA (audio) suffix.
Choose Windows Media from the Encoding Format menu.

Media Type
Check the box for audio and/or video encoding. You must select at least one media type.

Video Codecs
ISO MPEG-4 Video V1 and Windows Media MPEG-4 Video V3 — For normal video
encoding. Compatible with older versions of Windows Media Player.

Windows Media Encoding Format

Windows Media Video V7 and Windows Media Video V8 — For normal video encoding.
Compatible with newer versions of Windows Media Player.
Windows Media Video 9 — For normal video encoding, including interlaced content.
Compatible with newer versions of Windows Media Player and many consumer devices.
Note: The Windows Media 10 player reads files created with the Windows Media 9 series codec.

The Windows Media 9 codec is currently the latest Windows Media codec available.
Windows Media Screen V7 and Windows Media Video 9 Screen — For encoding screen
captured video, primarily at low bit depth and low motion.

Audio Codecs
ACELP.net — For voice content. For very low bit rate encoding.
Windows Media Audio 9 Voice — For voice and voice with audio content. For very low bit
rate encoding.
Windows Media Audio 9 — For normal audio encoding. For both audio only and audio/video
encoding.
Windows Media Audio 9 Professional — For high end audio encoding, including high sample
rate, high bit depth, and multi-channel surround. Useful for both audio only and audio/video
encoding.
Windows Media Audio 9 Lossless — For lossless audio encoding, including high sample rate,
high bit depth, and multi-channel surround. Useful for both audio only and audio/video
archiving.
Bit Rate Mode
Constant — Maintains a relatively constant bit rate throughout the duration of the stream. As
a result, some portions of the encoded content is lower quality than others, depending on the
complexity of the source (i.e. high motion). Useful when the available delivery bandwidth is
fixed (such as streaming). Supports one pass encoding and with certain codecs, two-pass
encoding.
Variable (Peak) — Maintains an average bit rate throughout the duration of the stream. At any
point, the bit rate might exceed the average, but does not exceed a specified maximum (peak)
value. Useful for scenarios where there is a constraint on the speed at which the data can be
read, such as a CD or DVD. This mode requires two passes through the source media and is not
supported by all codecs.
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Variable (Quality Based) — Maintains a specified quality level, using whatever bit rate is
necessary. Useful for scenarios where a certain, consistent level of quality is required. Choosing
the same quality level for multiple encodes yields consistent quality output. This mode
performs only one pass through the source media and is not supported by all codecs.
Variable — Identical to Variable (Peak), without the peak constraint.
Two-Pass Encoding — While all of the Variable Bit Rate modes require a defined number of
passes through the source media, some codecs support one or two passes for the Constant Bit
Rate mode. If two-pass encoding is required for at least one of the bit rate modes selected, all
other modes that support two-pass encoding perform two-pass encoding as well. If none of the
selected modes support two-pass encoding, this option is disabled. Otherwise, you can check
this box to optionally perform two-pass encoding.
Import Profile — Use this option to import a profile (.prx) created using the Windows Media
Encoder.
Note: Not all settings are stored in a profile. Values not stored in the profile are left in their

current state.
Target Bit Rates
A target bit rate is a combination of audio and video bit rates for a particular delivery
bandwidth.
When using constant bit rate encoding, up to 30 target bit rates can be used. When using
variable bit rate encoding, only one target bit rate can be used.

Windows Media Encoding Format

To add a Target Bit Rate:
1. Click the Add button.

The Choose a Bit Rate window is displayed.

2. Choose a bit rate from the list or type a value in the field.
3. Click OK.

The bit rate is displayed in the Target Bit Rates box.
The target bit rates are sorted in descending order of bit rate (highest first). This order is fixed,
and defines the fallback order of delivery to clients from a streaming server. In addition to the
overall target bit rate remaining sorted, the individual audio and/or video bit rates or each
target bit rate must also remain sorted.
Although the interface displays a 1-1 mapping of audio and video streams, it is intelligent
under the hood. For example, if 3 target bit rates are added and each has its audio format set to
identical values (same sample rate, bit rate, channel count, etc.), Cleaner XL will encode only
one audio stream. The interface simply shows which audio stream will be associated with each
video stream when the file is played back.
Important: Windows Media 9 Series introduced expanded capabilities for encoding multibitrate media which are incompatible with the older Windows Media streaming server. In
order to remain 100% compatible, an intellistream setting must use the same audio format
for all target audiences and must also use the same video dimensions (i.e. 320 x 240). Other
video settings (such as frame rate, key frames, quality, etc.) may differ per audience.

Audio
Set the parameters for the audio codec and bit rate mode you selected.
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Audio Format
Choose the desired format (bit rate, sample rate, bit depth, and channel count) from the list.
Some codecs and modes support formats labeled as "A/V". These modes are better suited to
audio and video encodes, while those modes not labeled as "A/V" are better suited to audio
only encodes. For codecs and modes that do not support such formats, any format work fine
for audio/video or audio only encodes.
Peak Bit Rate (variable peak mode only) — Specifies the peak (maximum) bit rate for variable
bit rate encoding. This value must be greater than the bit rate of the audio format. (A value of
1.5 times the audio format bit rate is typical.)
Peak Buffer Size (variable peak mode only) — The maximum duration over which the peak
bit rate is maintained. Larger values result in higher quality, but also increase buffer times on
the player. This size should be equal to or lower than the corresponding buffer size for video.

Video
Set the parameters for the video codec and bit rate mode you selected.
Video Size — Specifies the width and height (in pixels) of the encoded video stream.
Aspect Ratio — This option can be used as an aid in setting the video size. Choosing a value
other than unconstrained automatically calculates either the width or height based on the value
entered for the other in the Video Size field.
Frame Rate — The video frame rate of the encoded video stream.
Key Frame Interval — Specifies how often key frames are inserted into the encoded video
stream.
Bit Rate (constant mode only) — Specifies the bit rate to maintain over the duration of the
video stream.
Buffer Size (constant mode only) — The duration over which the bit rate is maintained. Larger
values result in higher quality, but also increase buffer times on the player.
Smoothness (constant mode only) — Specifies a trade off between smooth motion and sharp
image quality in the encoded video stream.
Average Bit Rate (variable and variable peak modes only) — Specifies the average bit rate to
maintain over the duration of the video stream.
Peak Bit Rate (variable peak mode only) — Specifies the peak (maximum) bit rate for variable
bit rate encoding. This value must be greater than the average bit rate. A value of 6 times the
average bit rate is typical.

Windows Media Encoding Format

Peak Buffer Size (variable peak mode only) — The maximum duration over which the peak
bit rate is maintained. Larger values result in higher quality, but also increase buffer times on
the player.
Quality (variable quality based mode only) — Sets the quality level of the encoded video.
Decoder Complexity (Windows Media Video 9 only) — The Windows Media Video 9 codec
supports various complexity levels. The complexity level defines the amount of CPU power
required to decode the content. The complexity level is usually determined automatically
based on the encode settings. In certain cases, more than one complexity level can match the
encode settings. This option is used to specify which level to use. Note that this value is only a
requested complexity level, and is not honored if the other parameters exceed the constraints
of the chosen level. This option is primarily useful when encoding for devices other than
personal computers (such as DVD players or Handheld computers).

Advanced Settings
Click the Advanced tab to access the advanced settings.
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Audio
Voice Codec Optimization — When using the Windows Media Voice 9 codec, this option is
used to give a hint to the codec about the type of audio source that is encoded.
•Voice Only — If the source is exclusively speech.
•Audio With Voice Emphasis — If the source is primarily speech, with some background

music.
Video
Frame Format — When using the Windows Media Video 9 codec, this option specifies whether
the encoded video is progressive or interlaced and which field is first.
Pixel Aspect Ratio — Allows the specification of non-square pixel output when targeting
NTSC or PAL devices.
Other
Stream Language — Sets the language to be specified in the output file header.
Maximum Packet Size — Specifies the maximum number of bytes in each packet in output file.
Override the default if you expect the file to be streamed over a network whose routers are
configured to reject packets of larger sizes.
Index Output File — Specifies the type of index to write in the output file.
•Presentation Time — This is the most common type of index, and indexes the file based on

the run time.
•Frame Numbers — Indexes the file by the video frames in the file.
•Disabled — Skips the creation of an index. The resulting file is not seekable in any player.

Flash Video Encoding Format
Flash video is an increasingly popular delivery method for video content both on the Web and
elsewhere. There are two Flash file formats that can be created with Cleaner XL:
• FLV: The Flash Video (FLV) format cannot (in general) be read directly by media players.
Instead, FLV video is used in the Flash MX authoring application, along with other
components, before being exported to the SWF format.
• SWF: SWF files can also be published with Cleaner XL. The SWF format can be read by the
Flash Player, QuickTime, and other compatible players. Usually, SWF files can be opened
directly in a Web browser if the Flash plugin is installed.

Flash Video Encoding Format

There are two encoders that can be used in Cleaner XL for Flash encoding:
• You can use On2’s Flix Exporter to encode both FLV and SWF files.
• You can use the Macromedia Flash Video Exporter to encode FLV files.
Note: Flash MX must be installed to use the Macromedia Flash Video Exporter. If you install
Flash MX after installing Cleaner XL, you must rerun the Cleaner XL installer and choose the
Media Layers options. See “To install additional media layers when new codecs are
available:” on page 6.

Encode FLV and SWF Flash Video with the On2 Flix Exporter
To access the Flix Exporter:
1. In the Encoder Setting Editor, select either Wildform Flash Video - FLV or Wildform Flash

Video - SWF as the output format.

The parameters are mostly the same in the On2 Flix Exporter no matter the output format
you select (FLV or SWF). The differences when selecting SWF output are the following:
•There are presets for both Flash MX and Flash 3+.
•There is a check box that conforms the output to Flash MX and enables the VBR encoding.
•Audio compression options (MP3 or Raw/Uncompressed) are not available.
2. To access the Flix Exporter dialog box, click Configure Exporter.
3. The suggested configuration when encoding with the Flix Exporter in Cleaner XL includes

the following settings:
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•Select Use host frame rate. This uses the Frame Rate setting in the Encoder Settings dialog,

and prevents an inefficient combination of frame rates. For example, if 15 is indicated as the
frame rate in Cleaner XL’s Encoder Settings dialog box, and 30 is indicated in the Flix
Exporter’s dialog box, the resulting clip will have duplicated frames as it will be encoded
first to 15 frames, with additional frames added to reach the 30 fps target.
•Select Use host dimensions. Since Cleaner XL does a much better job of scaling video, it is

not recommended to set values in the Width and Height boxes of the Flix Exporter. Always
change the dimensions of the output in Cleaner XL’s Encoder Setting Editor.
•Disable the Deinterlace check box as Cleaner XL should be set to deliver progressive video

to the exporter from its Encoder Setting Editor.
Set the other parameters as necessary: for a thorough explanation of all the parameters, refer
to the Flix Exporter help. See “To access help for the Flix Exporter:” on page 165.
To use a Flix preset:
1. From the Output profile box, right-click and select Add Output Profile.

The Add Output Profile dialog box appears.
2. Open the Flix folder, select an output profile, then click OK.
3. In the Encoder Setting Editor, do the following:

•Set the Pixel Aspect ratio to square (1:1).
•Set the Frame Format to Progressive.
•Select 44.1 kHz from the Audio Format pulldown menu. This passes (up to) CD-quality

audio to the Flix Exporter, where you can choose to further compress it.
4. Adjust the other Encoder and Filter settings as necessary.
5. Click the Configure Exporter button.

Flash Video Encoding Format

The Flix Exporter appears.

6. Change the Video and Audio values as needed. You can refer to the Flix Exporter help. See

“To access help for the Flix Exporter:” on page 165.
To access help for the Flix Exporter:

In the Flix Exporter dialog box, click the question mark.

The help opens in your default web browser and describes all the parameters in the Flix
Exporter, along with useful encoding techniques.

Encode FLV Video with the Macromedia Flash Video Exporter
You must have Flash MX installed on the same Windows workstation as Cleaner XL to access
the Macromedia Flash Video Exporter.
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To access the Flash Video exporter:
1. In the Encoder Setting Editor, from the Format pulldown menu, select Macromedia Flash

Video.
2. To access the Flash Video exporter dialog box, click Configure Exporter.

For a thorough explanation of all the parameters in the Flash Video Exporter, see “The Flash
Video (FLV) Exporter” on page 168.
To use the Flash presets:
1. From the Output profile box, right-click and select Add Output Profile.

The Add Output Profile dialog box appears.
2. Open the Flash folder, select an output profile, then click OK.
Note: Macromedia Flash presets are not installed automatically when you install Cleaner XL:
you must install them manually. The Flash folder is added when you run the Cleaner XL Flash
Pro settings pack available for download from the web at: www.autodesk.com/cleanerxlsupport.
3. If you want to change any of the Filter settings, click the Filter Setting button.

The Filter Setting Editor dialog is displayed.
4. Make any changes.
5. Close the Filter Setting Editor.
6. To change encoder settings, click the Encoder Setting button.

Flash Video Encoding Format

The Encoder Setting Editor appears.

7. Select 44.1 kHz from the Audio Format pulldown menu. This passes (up to) CD-quality

audio to the Flash Video Exporter, where you can choose to further compress it.
8. Change the Dimensions and frame rate values as follows:

•Set the Pixel Aspect ratio to square (1:1).
•Set the Frame Format to Progressive.
9. Click the Configure Exporter button.
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The Flash Video exporter appears. See “The Flash Video (FLV) Exporter” on page 168 for
descriptions of each field.

10. Change the Video and Audio values as needed. Note the following:

•Make sure Frames per second is set to the value in the Encoder Setting Editor.
•Cleaner XL always delivers progressive video to the exporter, so Deinterlacing should be

left at None.
Important: Since Cleaner XL does a much better job of scaling video, we do not
recommend changing any of the values in the Other group. Always change the
dimensions of the encoded image by closing the Exporter, changing the dimensions in the
Encoder Setting Editor, and opening the Exporter again. The new dimensions will be
automatically set in the Exporter.

The Flash Video (FLV) Exporter
The Exporter window is divided into three groups: Video, Audio, and Other. The Video group
contains the encoding options for FLV video, Audio contains the bitrate options for MP3 audio
encoding, and Other allows you to set scaling and deinterlacing options.
Encoding Method
The Encoding Method popup menu contains the following options:

Flash Video Encoding Format

• Baseline (1 Pass) is the most basic method of encoding. It reads through the file once and
exports it as an FLV file. The resulting file size will be closely related to the value entered in
the “Limit Data Rate to” field, since the data rate cannot vary on a frame-by-frame basis
whether or not it needs more data.
• Better (1 Pass VBR) is the same as Baseline, but encodes using Variable Bitrate Encoding. This
allows the data rate to fluctuate based on the content in the clip. If it can encode the frame
with less data it will. The resulting file will look similar to the Baseline option, but the
resulting file size may be smaller.
• Screen Recording Codec is for recording screen operations to a lossless compression. When
this choice is selected, the other options will be grayed out.
Frames Per Second
This option allows you to set the fps for the exported FLV movie. To maintain the temporal
quality of the original source clip, use the same fps. If you are dropping the frame rate to lower
the data rate, the fps should be an evenly divisible number from the source frame rate. The
menu next to the fps text field contains the following commonly used frame rates.
Quality
Select Low, Medium, and High quality to automatically set the limit data rate value. This value
is determined by the output FLV’s resolution and frame rate. Use the Quality menu as a starting
place for data rate limitation. The Limit data rate to field will update to reflect the value chosen.
If you find that the menu’s quality settings are not working with your particular source footage,
you can select Custom, then manually type a higher data rate in the Limit data rate to field.
Limit Data Rate To
This option allows you to limit the data rate for your file, and is the primary control for image
quality and final file size.
The data rate limit can be viewed as kilobits (Kb) or kilobytes (KB), as set in the menu to the
right of the fps field. Users coming from web development are familiar with bits and kilobits,
since it is a web developer’s duty to keep files as small as possible for quick downloads. Users
coming from a background working with larger file sizes like hi-res printing or video are more
familiar with bytes, kilobytes, megabytes, gigabytes, etc. There are 8 bits in a byte, and this
carries through to all the larger sizes (i.e. 8 kb in 1 KB, 8 mb in 1 MB, etc.).
When you enter a value in the “Limit the data rate to” field, you are limiting the final file size
to the value you enter for every second. A 10-second clip with a value of 100KB/sec. results in
a clip no larger than 1000 KB, or 1 MB. In order to keep the file size small, encoders sacrifice
image quality. To avoid this, you can scale down the clip so fewer pixels are represented in
every second, or lower the frame rate so less frames are displayed every second.
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Keyframes
The Keyframes menu contains an option for automatic keyframing and for custom keyframing.
The "Keyframe every" text field is used to tell the encoder how many frames until it fully reevaluates the image. The in-between frames are then compressed based on these keyframes.
The Keyframe every value should be an even multiple of the encoded frame rate. When Auto
Keyframing is selected, the encoder looks at the frame rate and multiplies this value by 100. So
if your encoded image is 30 fps, it will set a keyframe every 300 frames. This formula is a good
starting point for FLV. If you want to fine-tune your keyframing, switch Auto keyframing to
Custom and enter another value. If your footage has a lot of cuts or abrupt changes (like actors
or vehicles moving in and out of the scene), you might need to lower the keyframe value.
Another reason to lower the keyframe value is to improve scrubbing quality in the encoded
output: the more keyframes the easier it is for a media player (such as the Flash Player) to
display results as you move a playhead through a timeline.
Motion Estimation
The FLV encoder analyzes the differences and similarities between adjacent frames, and
allocates bits depending on this information. The encoder has an option for a faster estimation
of motion at the sacrifice of quality, or a more accurate estimation of motion at the sacrifice of
speed.
Audio Bitrate
This menu allows you to set the bitrate of the MP3 audio stream. Full audio tracks, such as
music and significant background noise, will require a higher bitrate. Basic speech can be
compressed to a much higher degree. Higher bitrate settings are encoded in stereo, while lower
bitrate settings are encoded in mono.
Resize To
This menu allows you to scale your footage on output. The popup menu contains a number of
common preset sizes.
320 x 240 is a common delivery size on the Internet. You can type in a specific image size for
your scaled image. To keep the aspect ratio the same size, make sure the Lock Aspect Ratio
checkbox is enabled. If it is unchecked, you can export your video at a different aspect ratio
than the source file.
Alternately you can designate the output size by typing in a percentage of the source size rather
than an arbitrary pixel value.

Additional Encoding Formats

Deinterlacing
This menu allows you to choose whether to strip the Upper or Lower field from an interlaced
source video file.

Additional Encoding Formats
The following sections list and describe additional encoding formats supported by Cleaner XL.

uLaw Encoding Format
The uLaw encoding format produces audio files with the .AU suffix. Choose uLaw from the
Encoding Format pulldown menu.
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Check the Enable Audio check box and choose an audio format from the Audio Format
pulldown menu.
Click the Configure Exporter button to access the Sound Settings dialog.

Compressor
uLaw 2:1 — A legacy speech codec.
32 and 64 bit Floating point — Audio is stored in a raw 64 or 32 bit floating point format.
ALaw 2:1 — Another legacy speech codec.

Additional Encoding Formats

AIFF Encoding Format
The AIFF encoding format produces audio files with the .AIFF suffix. Choose AIFF from the
Encoding Format pulldown menu.

Check the Enable Audio check box and choose an audio format from the Audio Format
pulldown menu.
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Click the Configure Exporter button to access the Sound Settings dialog.

Compressor
Uses the QuickTime list of audio compressors. See “Audio Codecs” on page 145.
Rate — Choose a sample rate.
Size — Choose 8 or 16 bit encoding depth.
Use — Select Mono or Stereo output.

Additional Encoding Formats

FLC Encoding Format
The FLC encoding format produces video files with the .FLC suffix. Choose FLC from the
Encoding Format pulldown menu.

Check the Enable Video check box.
Dimensions — Specifies the width and height (in pixels) of the encoded video stream.
Constrain — This feature is used as an aid in setting the video size. Choosing a value other than
unconstrained automatically calculates either the width or height based on the value entered
for the other in the Dimensions field.
Frame Rate — Set desired output frame rate.
Frame Format — Choose Progressive (default) or Interlaced Top or Bottom first to set the
output frame format see “Source Frame Format” on page 50.
Pixel Aspect Ratio — Choose a pixel aspect ratio for the encoded movie.
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Click the Configure Exporter button to access the FLC Export Settings dialog.

Color Table — Choose Windows or Mac system color table.
Motion — Specify output frames per second.

Additional Encoding Formats

Image Sequence Encoding Format
Choose Image Sequence from the Encoding Format pulldown menu. Use this exporter to
produce a numbered series of still images.

Check the Enable Video check box.
Dimensions — Specifies the width and height (in pixels) of the encoded video stream.
Constrain — This feature is used as an aid in setting the video size. Choosing a value other than
unconstrained automatically calculates either the width or height based on the value entered
for the other in the Dimensions field.
Frame Rate — Set desired output frame rate.
Frame Format — Choose Progressive (default) or Interlaced Top or Bottom first to set the
output frame format see “Source Frame Format” on page 50.
Pixel Aspect Ratio — Choose a pixel aspect ratio for the encoded movie.
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Click the Configure Exporter button to access the Export Image Sequence Settings dialog.

Format — Choose a still image format from the pulldown menu.
Frames per second — Specify number of stills per second to be produced.
Insert space before number — Inserts a space before the numbered output file suffix.

Command Line Tools

The command line tool enables you to launch Cleaner XL jobs directly from the command line
or from a script. You can specify the input and output profiles as well as the source files you
wish to encode.
You can also use another command line tool to submit Cleaner XL jobs directly to Backburner.

Submitting Jobs from the Command Line or with a Script
Submit jobs to Cleaner XL from the command line or via a script.
For each job submitted, you will need to use either input and output profiles (see “Input
Profile” on page 48 and “Output Profile Group” on page 53) or a job template (see “Job
templates” on page 26).
To submit a job to Cleaner XL, type one of the following in a command line:
“Cleaner XL” /I <inputProfile> /O <outputProfile> /D <dest1;dest2> /J <jobName> /
Q <all:completed:pending> /sources <videoFile> <audioFile>
“Cleaner XL” /T < templateJob> /D <dest1;dest2> /J <jobName> /Q
<all:completed:pending> /sources <videoFile> <audioFile>

Command Line Switches
You must include a source to encode, as well as either an input and output profile or a job
template.
Use:

To:

/I

Specify the inputProfile.

/O

Specify the outputProfile.
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Use:

To:

/D

Indicate destination folders. If no destinations are indicated, those that are part of the
output profile are used. If the destination is a folder, it must not end with "\".

/J

Indicate the Cleaner job file name.

/T

Indicate the Job Template file.

/Q

Flush the Cleaner XL Job queue. You can specify the following arguments: all,
completed or pending

/sources

Specify the files to encode: <videoFile> <audioFile1> <audioFile2> ...<audioFile8>
This value must always be the last switch. As well, entering a video file is mandatory.
You can specify a maximum of 8 audio files. Specifying audio files is optional.

Specifying Image Sequences and Using LUTs
Image sequences can be specified as sources using an .imsq file. This file specifies the file name’s
pattern, the first and the last frame of the sequence as well as the frame rate. The frame rate is
expressed in the form of a fraction.
Currently used frame rates are:
• NTSC - 30000/1001
• PAL - 24/1
• ...
Here is an example of an .imsq file:
<ImageSequence Pattern="My Movie[##].bmp" First="1" Last="10" FrameRate="30000/1001" />

Using LUTs
You can include a look up table (LUT) to use when encoding image sequences. LUTs are most
commonly used with sequences of cineon or DPX files to convert from logarithmic to linear
color space. Refer to the documentation included with the third-party applications you are
using to export these file types.
The following syntax is used to include a LUT with an image sequence:
<ImageSequence Pattern="halfResCineon[####].cin" First="2" Last="15"
FrameRate="30000/1001" >
<LUT Type="4" Depth="10" Channels="3" CustomInfo="685 95 255 0 1.0 0.6 0.0" />
</ImageSequence>

The following is a breakdown of the information used to described the LUT in Cleaner XL:
• Type: Internal Cleaner XL LUT type

Submitting Jobs from the Command Line or with a Script

• Depth: Original bit depth of the cineon or DPX file
• Channels: Number of channels in the source file
• Custom Info: Color values of the LUT (in order)
The following is standard information describing the content of a LUT:
• 685 Reference White (in the source's bit depth)
• 95 Reference Black (in the source's bit depth)
• 255 Highlight (in 8-bit precision)
• 0 Shadow (in 8-bit precision)
• 1.0 Gamma correction
• 0.6 Film Gamma
• 0.0 Soft Clip
Example Using Cleaner XL Command Line Tool
The following example can be input from the command line on any Windows workstation on
your network with Cleaner XL (version 1.5 or above) installed. The example uses resources that
are available from the Windows workstation named “CleanerEncodingMachine”.
From the command line, you have to point to the folder containing the Cleaner XL command
line tool, which is called “Cleaner XL.com”. By default, this tool is located in the Cleaner XL
install directory: which is similar to the following:
C:\Program Files\Autodesk\Cleaner XL 1.5>

In the example, the following resources from the Windows workstation named
“CleanerEncodingMachine” are used:
• Input and output profiles located in the “Profiles” folder.

• Source media located in the “IncomingMedia” folder.
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• Two output folders for the encoded media: on “CleanerEncodingMachine”, the folder is
called “EncodedMedia”; on the local machine, the folder is called “CleanerOutput” and is
located at the root of the C drive. An instance of the output is put in each folder.
The resource folders located on “CleanerEncodingMachine” are all shared.
The example is entered as follows:
"Cleaner XL" /I "\\CleanerEncodingMachine\Profiles\Non-Square NTSC 16x9
Progressive.ipt" /O "\\CleanerEncodingMachine\Profiles\Divx Home Theatre.opt" /D
\\CleanerEncodingMachine\EncodedMedia;C:\CleanerOutput /sources
"\\CleanerEncodingMachine\IncomingMedia\Valentina Gonzalez Video.avi"

Notice the following:
• All paths to the Windows workstation “CleanerEncodingMachine” are UNC paths:
“\\CleanerEncodingMachine\...”

• There are two destinations for the encoded media: the first
(\\CleanerEncodingMachine\EncodedMedia) outputs the file to the “EncodedMedia” folder
on “CleanerEncodingMachine”; the second (C:\CleanerOutput) outputs the file to the
“CleanerOutput” folder on the C drive of the local machine running Cleaner XL that
performs the encode.
• Where spaces are present, for examples in the command invoking the Cleaner XL command
line tool (“Cleaner XL”), and in the path to the input profile
(“\\CleanerEncodingMachine\Profiles\Non-Square NTSC 16x9 Progressive.ipt“), the
line must be enclosed in quotation marks.

Submitting Jobs Using Backburner

When Cleaner XL launches to run the job, it looks like the following in the Job Window:

Submitting Jobs Using Backburner
You can also submit a Cleaner XL job to Backburner using the CleanerJob tool. Backburner
launches Cleaner XL and performs the encoding.
For more information on Backburner, see “Network Encoding and Backburner” on page 187.
Make sure your destination in the output profile is valid on the server nodes. For example, you
can create a folder called C:\CleanerOutput\ on each of your server nodes and set this
destination in the output profiles used with Backburner.
Here is the syntax:
Cleanerjob [options] [Cleaner options]
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Options
The following variables are optional. The defaults are used where they exist for particular
commands if no value is entered.
Variable

Value

-job

[name]

-jobNameAdjust

Assign a name to the job. The default is CleanerJob.
If a job already exists with the same name, follow the name by a
digit.

-manager

[name]

-netmask

[mask]

-port

[number]

-priority

[number]

-suspended

Indicate the Backburner Manager to use. The default is automatic
search.
Indicate the network mask.
Indicate the port number for Backburner Manager. The default is
3234.
Set the job’s priority. The default is 50.
Start the job suspended.

-l
-description

To:

[folder]
[short
description]

Set the output destination for task log files.
Include a description of the job.

-group

[group]

Indicate a group of servers to use to encode the job.

-servers

[servers]

Indicate particular servers to use to encode the job.

-timeout

[minutes]

Set a timeout for the task. The default is 60 minutes.

Cleaner Options
The following options are required. Absolute or UNC paths must be used.
Variable

Value

To:

-inputProfile

[file.ipt]

Indicate the path of the input profile.

-outputProfile

[file.opt]

Indicate the path of the output profile.

-sourceFile

[source]

Indicate the path of the source to encode.

Example of Submitting a Cleaner XL Job to Backburner from the Command Line
The following example can be input from the command line on any Windows workstation on
your network with Cleaner XL (version 1.5 or above) and Backburner (version 3 or above)
components installed. The example uses resources that are available from the Windows
workstation named “CleanerEncodingMachine,” and is based on the example for the Cleaner
XL command line tool (see “Example Using Cleaner XL Command Line Tool” on page 181)
except that it is altered for use with Backburner.
From the command line, you have to point to the folder containing the Cleaner XL Backburner
command line tool, which is called “CleanerJob.exe”. By default, this tool is located in the
Cleaner XL install directory, which is similar to the following:

Submitting Jobs Using Backburner

C:\Program Files\Autodesk\Cleaner XL 1.5>

In the example, the following resources from the Windows workstation named
“CleanerEncodingMachine” are used:
• Input and output profiles located in the “Profiles” folder
• Source media located in the “IncomingMedia” folder
• Backburner Manager
The resource folders located on “CleanerEncodingMachine” are all shared.
Also note, that since no specific groups or servers are indicated, Backburner Manager will
distribute the job to any available Windows workstations running Backburner Server and
Cleaner XL.
The example is entered as follows:
"CleanerJob" -job VideoCut01 -manager CleanerEncodingMachine -inputProfile
"\\CleanerEncodingMachine\Profiles\Non-Square NTSC 16x9 Progressive.ipt" outputProfile "\\CleanerEncodingMachine\Profiles\Divx Home Theatre.opt" sourceFile "\\CleanerEncodingMachine\IncomingMedia\Valentina Gonzalez Video.avi"

Notice the following:
• The name “VideoCut01” is assigned to the job.
• The job is submitted to Backburner Manager running on “CleanerEncodingMachine”.
• No destinations are indicated as these are taken from the output profile.
• All paths to the Windows workstation “CleanerEncodingMachine” are UNC paths:
“\\CleanerEncodingMachine\...”

• Where spaces are present, for example, in the command invoking the Cleaner XL command
line tool (“Cleaner XL”), and in the path to the input profile
(“\\CleanerEncodingMachine\Profiles\Non-Square NTSC 16x9 Progressive.ipt“), the
line must be enclosed in quotation marks.
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Network Encoding and Backburner

Cleaner XL can encode jobs received over a network from other Autodesk applications such as
Smoke, Flame, or Combustion.

Cleaner XL Network Rendering Overview
You can export jobs from other Autodesk Effects and Editing applications as well as
Combustion to be rendered by Cleaner XL. These jobs include an output profile (see “Output
Profile Group” on page 53) which describes how the media is encoded.
Cleaner XL can receive jobs to encode via two methods:
• Locally from Combustion if it is installed on the same Windows workstation as Cleaner XL.
• Over a network using Backburner.
Backburner is a suite of programs that allow you to send media from an Autodesk Effects or
Editing application or Combustion for encoding by Cleaner XL.
You can also send a Cleaner XL job to Backburner from the command line. See “Submitting Jobs
Using Backburner” on page 183.
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For example, you can export a 10-second shot from Combustion to Cleaner XL via Backburner.
The job is received by Backburner Manager, which then routes the job to an available Windows
workstation running Backburner Server and Cleaner XL.

or...

or...

Via Command
Prompt
C:\>CleanerJob...

Autodesk Editing or Effects Application
Autodesk Combustion

Export Job to Cleaner XL

Jobs sent by
Backburner Manager
for encoding on
PCs by Cleaner XL

Backburner Manager

Backburner Server
Cleaner XL

Backburner Server
Cleaner XL
Backburner Monitor

Backburner Server
Cleaner XL

Backburner Web Monitor

Backburner Monitor

Progress of j obs can be monitored on a Windows PC
using the Backburner Monitor, or via a Web browser
using the Backburner Web Monitor

Backburner Server
Cleaner XL

Related Documentation

You can monitor jobs passing through the Backburner pipeline either with the Backburner
Monitor, or the Backburner Web Monitor.
There are no specific configuration steps for Cleaner XL for network encoding, besides
installation and activation. But you do have to properly set up the Backburner components and
the Autodesk application which will dispatch jobs for network encoding by Cleaner XL.
See the documentation for these applications for installation and configuration information.

Related Documentation
For specific information about the application sending jobs to Cleaner XL for encoding, refer to
the application’s documentation.
For Combustion users, see “Encoding with Cleaner” in the “Rendering Your Work” chapter of
the Autodesk Combustion User’s Guide.
For users of the following products, see the “Network Encoding with Cleaner XL” chapter in
your application’s user’s guide for an overview and procedures. See the “Setting Up Cleaner
XL Network Encoding” chapter of your application’s installation guide for install-related
information.
• Discreet Inferno® (version 6.5 or up)
• Discreet Flame® (version 9.5 or up)
• Discreet Flint® (version 9.5 or up)
• Discreet Fire® (version 7 or up)
• Discreet Smoke® (version 7 or up)
• Autodesk Backdraft® Conform (version 7 or up)
For detailed instructions on using Backburner, see the Autodesk Backburner 3 Installation and
User’s Guide. This guide is available on Windows workstations where Backburner 3 is installed,
from the following folder:
Program Files\Autodesk\Backburner\docs
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Glossary
Glossary

2.21:1 aspect ratio — see Cinemascope.
3:2 pulldown — a conversion of film frame rate material (24 fps) to NTSC video (29.97 fps), that
results in the addition of approximately 6 frames per second. Pulldown frames are created by
blending frames from the original source in a specific pattern and are very undesirable in
compressed movies.
4:1:1 color — uses chroma blocks 4 wide x 1 tall. Moderately compressed video color
subsampling in which the luminance channel is not subsampled, but the chrominance channel
has 1/4 the resolution. Most of the DV formats use 4:1:1 color.
4:2:0 color — uses chroma blocks 2 wide x 2 tall. Moderately compressed video color
subsampling that is very similar to 4:1:1. Standard color for MPEG.
4:2:2 color — uses chroma blocks 2 wide x 1 tall. Mildly compressed video color subsampling
in which the luminance channel is not subsampled, but the chrominance channel has half the
resolution. Commonly used in professional digital video formats, such as Digital Betacam, D1,
D5, D9, DVCPro-50 and Motion JPEG. While Betacam SP is often described as being 4:2:2, it is
an analog format, and doesn't have a digital colorspace.
4:3 aspect ratio — common width-to-height display aspect ratio. 640x480 and 320x240 are
examples of 4:3 aspect frame size.
4:4:4 color — uncompressed video color that has no subsampling.
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8-bit — color depth that allows 256 colors to be displayed simultaneously. The colors displayed
are specified in the Palette. Many older computers only have 8-bit displays. Also called 256
Colors on the Mac OS.
16:9 aspect ratio — standard display aspect ratio of DVD-Video. When displayed on a normal
television (which is 4:3), 16:9 material is letterboxed with black bars at the top and bottom of
the screen.
16-bit — color depth that allows thousands of colors to be displayed simultaneously. Also
called Thousands of Colors on Mac OS, and High Color on Windows.
24-bit — color depth that allows millions of colors to be displayed simultaneously. 24-bit
images can have true photographic quality. Also called Millions of Colors on Mac OS and True
Color on Windows.
AAC — Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) is included in the MPEG-4 specification. AAC
provides audio encoding that compresses more efficiently than older formats. The AAC codec
in QuickTime 6 builds upon signal processing technology from Dolby Laboratories and adds
true variable bit rate (VBR) audio encoding to QuickTime.
absolute path — directions to a given folder, page, graphic, etc. as expressed in complete
coordinates. For example, http://www.autodesk.com/media/Presentation.mov is an absolute
path. Absolute paths are used to reference items that are on different servers from the page
referring to them, such as movies located on a streaming server.
activation key — a set of characters used to activate Cleaner XL. It can be found inside the front
cover of this manual. The activation key applied can be found in the Cleaner XL System
Configuration Log.
adaptive deinterlace — deinterlacing option that analyzes the video and selectively
deinterlaces only the parts of the image that are moving while leaving static portions unaltered.
Adaptive Noise Reduction filter — an “Intelligent” noise filtering system that analyzes each
pixel and reduces the fine detail and noise of an image. This maintains edge detail without
blurring the image and improves compression.
ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) — high-speed Internet connection technology that
uses telephone lines.
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AIFF (Audio Interchange File Format) — a file format for storing digital audio (waveform)
data. It supports a variety of bit resolutions, sample rates, and audio channels. The format was
developed by Apple Computer and is the standard format for audio CD production.
alpha channel — additional image channel that is often used to store transparency or
compositing information. Generally, alpha channels are 8-bit, but some applications support
16-bit alpha channels. Only certain formats, such as PICT and the QuickTime Animation codec,
support alpha channels.
alternate movies — QuickTime option that allows you to create multiple versions of a movie
and set criteria for when the QuickTime Plug-in should display the various versions.
Analog-to-Digital Converter (A/D) — a chip that converts analog video signals to digital
signals. Analog-to-digital converters are used on capture cards to change the video into a
format that the computer can better manipulate and store.
architecture — see multimedia architecture.
ASF (Advanced Streaming Format) — the general file format for older versions of Windows
Media. Replaced by Windows Media Video.
aspect ratio — width-to-height ratio of an image. See 4:3 aspect ratio, 16:9 aspect ratio and
Cinemascope for common examples of aspect ratios.
ASX — Windows Media metafile that is placed on the HTTP server and gives Windows Media
Player the location of the Windows Media file on the Windows Media Server. ASX files can
contain references to multiple movies, different content locations, temporal aspects, and more.
The Windows Media 7 replaces ASX with WVX and WAX.
asymmetric codec — codec that takes longer to encode than decode. For example, Sorenson
Video is extremely asymmetric because it takes many times longer to encode a video frame
than it does to play back the same frame. Most modern codecs are asymmetric.
bandwidth — amount of information that can be sent, processed, etc., in a given amount of
time. For example, a 2x CD-ROM drive has a maximum bandwidth of 300 KBytes/sec; a 28.8
modem has a theoretical bandwidth of approximately 3 KBytes/sec.
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B-frame (Bi-directional frame) — MPEG difference frame that is based on both the previous and
next frame. Similar to a QuickTime delta frame, only with the ability to see what’s ahead.
Binhex — Mac OS encoding scheme that converts normal computer files into ASCII (text)
characters for transmission over the Internet. Binhexed files normally end with .hqx and must
be returned to their binary format prior to use. Web video files should never be binhexed.
bit (Binary Digit) — unit of measure for computer data. A bit is a single computer digit (either
a 1 or 0). Eight bits make up a Byte.
bitmap — collection of pixels that make up an image. Often used to distinguish pixel-based
images from vector-based images.
blur — filter that averages pixels together to soften the image and can be used to minimize
subtle frame-to-frame differences. Normally when compressing movies, you get better results
with the Adaptive Noise Reduction filter.
bottlenecks — points in a system that are slower than the rest of the system, causing overall
delays. In the Internet, bottlenecks are often caused by localized problems, such as overloaded
switching complexes and slow modems.
broadcast — used to refer to signals intended for delivery over the television system, as well as
network delivery to a wide audience.
burn — changing a text or sprite track into an image in the video track.
Byte — computer data unit that represents a single character in most languages. One byte is
made up of eight bits.
cable modem — special modem designed to operate over cable TV lines to provide extremely
fast access to the Internet.
CD-ROM (Compact Disc — Read Only Memory) — delivery medium used for distributing
computer software, photos, audio, and multimedia content.
chrominance — color component of an image.
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Cinemascope — very wide (2.21:1) aspect ratio that is one of the standards in MPEG-2. When
displayed on a normal television, Cinemascope material requires pronounced “letterboxing”
(black bars on top and bottom).
Cinepak — codec used for CD-ROM video compression. Allows temporal and spatial
compression, as well as data rate limiting. Newer codecs, such as Sorenson Video, offer
superior image quality and features, but Cinepak is still sometimes used for backwards
compatibility.
CMYK (Cyan Magenta Yellow Black) — color space commonly used for images printed with
4-color ink on offset presses.
Codec (Compressor/decompressor) — software component that translates video or audio
between its uncompressed form and the compressed form in which it is stored. Sorenson Video
and Cinepak are common QuickTime video codecs. Also called a compressor.
color depth — possible range of colors that can be used in a movie or image. There are generally
four choices with video: Grayscale, 8-bit, 16-bit, and 24-bit. Higher color depths provide a
wider range of colors, but require more space for a given image size. Only Animation, None
and PNG support multiple color depths. These codecs also support 1-bit, 2-bit, and 4-bit video
in both color and grayscale.
Color Look-Up Table (CLUT) — see palette.
color space — mathematical model that describes colors. Common models include RGB,
CMYK, HSV, and Y’CbCr.
color subsampling — method of reducing the size of an image by storing color data with lower
resolution than luminance data. Typically used in video with the Y’CbCr color space. Common
subsampling options include 4:2:0, 4:2:2, and YUV9.
compression — digital compression reduces the overall number of bits in a file so it can be
transmitted faster over Internet connections, or take up less space on a disk. Audio
compression boosts the volume of quiet parts of the audio, while limiting loud parts.
Compressor — see Codec.
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CPU (Central Processing Unit) — processor chip in a computer. Also used to refer to a
computer in general.
CPU-Intensive — describes processes that use large amounts of processor power. CPUintensive processes tend to tie up the computer while they are running, and not work well on
slower machines.
D1 resolution — standard resolution specified by certain formats, including DV, which is
720x486. Also known as CCIR601.
data rate — amount of information per second used to represent a movie, often expressed in
KiloBytes per second (KBytes/sec). A single speed CD-ROM movie is usually made at a data
rate of 100 KBytes/sec and a double speed CD-ROM movie about 200 KBytes/sec. The data
rate of uncompressed NTSC video is about 15 MBytes/sec.
data rate limiting — ability of a program or codec to control the size of the final compressed
movie so that it meets the specified data rate. See also Variable Bitrate Encoding.
data rate spikes — short sections of a movie that have significantly higher data rates than the
rest of the movie. If not properly managed, spikes can cause dropped frames or other problems.
decode — in multimedia, refers to decompressing an encoded file so that it can be displayed.
Codecs do this decoding while the video/audio is played.
deinterlace — to remove the interlacing artifacts caused by the two-fields-per-frame nature of
conventional video.
delta frames — frames that contain only the changes from the previous frame. Delta frames are
created by codecs that use temporal compression. Delta frames are also called difference
frames.
dial-up modem — see modem.
difference frames — see delta frames.
DirectShow (formerly known as ActiveMovie) — the successor to Microsoft's Video for
Windows architecture. It is built on top of the DirectX architecture and supports play back of
multimedia from the local hard drive, the Web, CD-ROM, and DVD-ROM.
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display text — EventStream event that enables you add subtitles or closed captioning to your
QuickTime, RealSystem and Windows Media files.
download — to copy a file from a server or network to your machine.
DVD (Digital Versatile Disc) — an optical disc technology. The DVD holds 4.7 gigabytes of
information on one of its two sides, or enough for a 133-minute movie. With two layers on each
of its two sides, it can hold up to 17 gigabytes of video, audio, or other information.
DVD-ROM — A version of the DVD disc format for computers that is replacing CD-ROMs.
Similar to a fast, large (4.7–17 Gigabytes) CD-ROM, a DVD-ROM can hold any type of
computer data, and does not require MPEG.
DVD-Video — The usual name for the DVD format designed for full-length movies. Uses the
MPEG-2 file and compression standard. Audio quality on DVD is comparable to that of audio
compact discs.
edge blanking — black part of the video signal that normally falls outside the area that shows
on a TV screen. Most capture cards include some amount of edge blanking around the captured
image. Commonly referred to as “edge noise” or “overscan.”
embed tag — HTML code that specifies how a graphic or movie will be included within your
WWW page.
encode — process by which files are reduced in size by the removal of redundant or less
important data. Also called Compression. See also Lossy and Lossless.
Export Module — plug-in that enables files to be transferred from a video editor to Cleaner XL
for optimization and compression.
extensions — See suffix.
Fast Start — QuickTime progressive-streaming feature that enables movies to be viewed in the
browser as the movie is being downloaded.
field — half of an interlaced video frame. Alternating video fields are drawn every 1/59.94 of
a second in NTSC video to create the perceived 29.97 frames per second (fps) video. PAL fields
are drawn every 1/50 of a second to create 25-fps video.
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Firewall — network device that can be configured to limit unauthorized entry or use of a
private network. Firewalls can create problems with streaming media delivery, especially with
formats using protocols such as RTSP.
flat field noise — slight differences in areas that should be identical, for example, “blotchiness”
in the background behind a title. Although often not objectionable to the human eye, flat field
noise degrades compression and can be removed with the Adaptive Noise Reduction filter.
flattening — final pass applied to a QuickTime movie that ensures the movie data is laid out in
a linear fashion and all external references are removed so the file can be played on a Windows
machine. It also ensures that the sound is interleaved properly with the video.
FPS (frames per second) — measure of the frame rate of video or film. NTSC video is 29.97 fps,
PAL video is 25 fps and film is 24 fps.
frame — a still image among the many that make up a movie. A conventional video frame is
made up of two fields. A film frame is a single photographic image, and does not have separate
fields.
frame rate — number of frames per second of a movie.
FTP (File Transfer Protocol) — common Internet protocol used for transferring files between
computers.
gamma — curve that describes how the middle tones of images appear. Often confused with
brightness and/or contrast, gamma is a non-linear function. Changing the value of the gamma
affects middle tones while leaving the white and black of the image unaltered. Gamma
adjustment is commonly used to compensate for differences between Macintosh and Windows
video cards and display.
gamut — range of possible colors within a given color space. For example, the gamut of NTSC
is dramatically more limited than the gamut of the RGB color space.
generation loss — image degradation that occurs each time a movie is saved with a lossy
compression codec. Also occurs in each dub with analog video tape.
GOP (Group of Pictures) — self-contained sequence of MPEG frames starting with an I-frame,
followed by B-frames and P-frames, and ending with a I-frame.
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Go to Time — EventStream event that lets you jump to a specified time code. Can be used by
itself or with hotspots.
HSV (Hue Saturation Value) — color space that defines colors in terms of their hue (the color
of an object, such as green), saturation (how much gray is in the color), and value (the lightness
or darkness of the color). Variations on this color space include HSB (Hue Saturation
Brightness) and HSL (Hue Saturation Lightness).
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) — language the World-Wide Web uses to display pages,
links to other pages, etc.
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) — most common transfer protocol used on the World
Wide Web.
HTTP Streaming — see Progressive Streaming.
I-frame (Intraframe) — complete MPEG frame containing the entire image. This is the same
thing as a keyframe in QuickTime/AVI. See Intraframe.
IMA — audio codec that works with 16-bit audio. A standard created by the Interactive
Multimedia Association.
Indeo — family of several codecs developed by Intel that allow temporal and spatial
compression, as well as data rate limiting.
inline — within the browser page as opposed to needing to be viewed with an external
application.
Intelecine — An inverse telecine process that removes the 3:2 pulldown frames added to
movies when 24 fps film source is converted to 29.97 fps video.
Intelligent Streaming — Windows Media scalability feature that allows a movie to be encoded
with multiple data rates in a single file and delivered to viewers over the Internet at an
appropriate data rate based on their connection speed.
interframe — temporally compressed frame. Also called a difference or delta frame in
QuickTime. MPEG has two types of interframes — B-frames and P-frames.
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interlaced video — each NTSC or PAL video frame consists of two fields. When displaying
video, an NTSC television draws one field every 1/59.94 of a second, and PAL televisions
display one field every 1/50 of a second. Our eyes put the two alternating fields together to
create 29.97 whole NTSC frames per second or 25 whole PAL frames per second. This effect is
undesirable for multimedia applications and should be removed (deinterlaced) prior to
compression.
interleaving — intermixing the video and audio data in the final file. Interleaving is required
for proper play back of movies because it allows the drive to read the file in a linear fashion and
still receive the separate audio and video data as needed. AVI has several different interleave
options, including interleaving each frame of video with the audio.
Internet — decentralized global computer network. The term Internet is often erroneously used
to refer to the World Wide Web, which is one specific application of the Internet; the Internet
encompasses much more than just the Web, including email, newsgroups and chat sites.
intraframe — spatially compressed frame from which interframes are based. Also called a
keyframe in QuickTime and an I-frame in MPEG.
intranet — large private network, often in a corporate environment.
IP (Internet Protocol) — commonly used protocol for transferring data over the Internet. Most
networks combine IP with a higher-level protocol called Transport Control Protocol (TCP).
Streaming servers use either Microsoft Media Server (MMS), Realtime Protocol (RTP), or
Realtime Streaming Protocol (RTSP).
ISDN — moderate speed connection to the Internet. Theoretical throughput is either
approximately 8 KBytes/sec or 16 KBytes/sec depending on configuration.
ISP (Internet Service Provider) — company that provides Internet related services, often
including connectivity, e-mail accounts and Web hosting. Increasingly, ISPs are starting to offer
video hosting.
JPEG — graphic format developed by the Joint Photographic Experts Group. JPEG is a lossy
bit-mapped image format widely used for online graphics. JPEG works well for photographic
images. (PNG works better for flat color illustrations.)
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keyframe — spatially compressed frame that contains the complete video image and is the
basis for the following delta frames that contain only the changes from the previous frame. See
also Intraframe.
kHz (kiloHertz) — audio frequency unit measured in thousands of cycles per second.
kilobit (kb) — 1000 bits. The term kbits/sec (with a lowercase “k” and “b”) is short for kilobits
per second, a unit of data rate measurement frequently used in reference to audio data rates
and telecommunications.
KiloByte (KB) — unit of measure for computer data. This unit is frequently used to designate
file sizes. A KiloByte (with a capital “K” and “B”) is 1024 Bytes. KBytes/sec is short for
KiloBytes per second, a unit of data rate measurement frequently used in multimedia.
LAN (Local Area Network) — network that connects computers within a geographically small
region, often within just one building.
letterbox — to add black bars to the top and bottom of images that are a different aspect ratio
than the display monitor. Many films are shot on wider formats than NTSC’s 4:3 aspect ratio.
When these movies are played on a television, black bars can be added to the top and bottom
to preserve the entire original image. The other option of handling different aspect ratios is to
pan and scan the image to make it the same ratio as the television. Because computers can play
back content of any aspect ratio, it is generally better to supply video at its original aspect ratio.
See also pan and scan.
live — video or information that is captured, compressed and distributed in real time, such as
live news broadcasts. This is the opposite of on-demand.
live action — video that is shot on location or in a studio that contains real-world subjects, such
as people, places, etc. The term live-action video is usually used to differentiate between realworld video and computer generated video.
Local Area Network — see LAN.
lossless — process in which no information is lost. Saving a file repeatedly with lossless
compression will not affect the image quality. The QuickTime Animation codec set to 100%
quality is lossless.
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lossy — compression in which information is lost. Saving a file repeatedly with lossy
compression will additionally degrade the image quality. This degradation is known as
“generation loss.” For example, Cinepak is a lossy codec.
luminance — brightness component of an image.
media — elements such as movies, sounds, pictures (multimedia). Items used for storage or
transmission, such as tapes, diskettes, CD-R’s, Zip™ disks, networks, etc.
metadata — additional identification information, such as title, author and copyright, attached
to a movie that is made visible by applications that can read it, such as QuickTime Player,
RealPlayer and Windows Media Player. Metadata is usually accessible to viewers within the
media player’s file information dialog.
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) — architecture that is used to instruct electronic
instruments how to play a piece of music — think of MIDI files as “PostScript” for music.
QuickTime supports a data type called QuickTime Music that is very similar to MIDI.
QuickTime can easily convert MIDI files into QuickTime Music.
MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) — specification originally used for non-ASCII
email messages so that they can be sent over the Internet. Web browsers also support various
MIME types that enable the browsers and the installed plug-ins to handle non-HTML files,
such as movies and audio.
modem (Modulator-Demodulator) — device that connects computers over analog phone lines
to another computer or network. Currently the most common consumer Internet connection,
modems are much slower than other options, such as DSL, cable and T1.
MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) — often used to refer to the standard file format and
set of compression algorithms jointly developed by the Moving Picture Experts Group to
handle video and audio. The various forms of MPEG are used for a wide range of video and
audio applications, from desktop computer presentations and games to consumer DVD-Video
players and satellite video systems.
MPEG-1 — format that produces high-quality video and audio streams at approximately 2x
CD-ROM data rates. Standard MPEG-1 is full frame rate (24–30 fps, depending on the source)
with a quarter-size image (352x240, NTSC) and is useful for play back on most desktop
computers.
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MPEG-2 — format that produces high-data rate, full broadcast-quality files. MPEG-2 play back
requires a fast computer and video card or a hardware accelerator card. MPEG-2 is the format
for DVD-Video and many home satellite dish systems. Standard MPEG-2 is full frame rate (24–
30 fps) and full-screen resolution (720x480, NTSC).
MPEG Layer-2 audio — generally used for high-bandwidth MPEG audio at near-CD quality.
Used for audio with both MPEG-1 and MPEG-2.
MPEG Layer-3 audio (MP3) — MPEG audio format that is very popular on the Internet.
Generally used in audio-only files (.mp3), it is a lower-bandwidth format than the MPEG
Layer-2 audio but is still not ideal for modem streaming. Can also be used in audio tracks for
QuickTime movies.
MPEG-4 — QuickTime 6 provides a new video codec for MPEG-4 video compression. It can
provide an extremely low data rate of 64 kbits/second. Interoperability is the primary goal of
the new codec.
multicast — transmitting the same media stream simultaneously to many recipients. Multicast
delivery is similar to traditional television broadcast, in the sense that a stream is made
available at a given time, and viewers can watch the part of that stream that is currently
playing. Multicast delivery results in less network traffic than unicast delivery because the
signal is sent once; viewers watch the signal as it is sent instead of initiating multiple unique
streams. Multicast is not yet supported by many networks.
multimedia — media presentations that combine various elements such as sound, graphics,
and video.
multimedia architecture — software, including system extensions, plug-ins, servers, etc., that
provides for the creation, storage, and play back of synchronized multiple media types.
QuickTime, Real, and Windows Media are examples of multimedia architectures.
multiplexing (a.k.a. Muxing or Interleaving) — process of combining audio and video data in
a final MPEG file. See Interleaving.
noise — any part of a signal that contains unwanted randomness. In audio, noise makes the
track have hiss or fuzz. In video, it can make the image grainy, and appear as pixel shimmer or
blotchy areas. Noise generally interferes with compression and should be minimized for good
results.
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noise reduction — removing unwanted noise from a signal. For video this is accomplished with
filters such as blur, mean or median. Uniform noise reduction applies one filter equally to each
pixel. Adaptive Noise Reduction applies different filters to different kinds of noise.
NTSC (National Television Standards Committee) — defines North American broadcast
standards. The term NTSC video refers to the video standard defined by the committee, that
has a specifically limited color gamut, is interlaced, and is typically 720x486 pixels, 29.97 fps.
on-demand — video that is not broadcast live as it is filmed, but is compressed and made
available on a server for people to watch when they wish. A television broadcast is live; renting
a video and watching it at home is on-demand.
output movie — compressed video ready for play back and distribution.
PAL (Phase Alternating Line) — 25 fps interlaced video format used by many European
countries.
palette — list of colors used in an 8-bit color movie or image. There are several standard
palettes, such as the Macintosh System palette. Often referred to as a Color Look-Up Table
(CLUT) or Color Table.
pan and scan — dynamic cropping technique used to translate between materials with
different aspect ratios. Pan and scan is used to translate movies shot on wide screen film
formats to 4:3 television display. In the pan and scan process, the image is cropped to the new
aspect ratio and the transfer operator pans within the wider original image to include
important details that are near the edge. (These details would be lost by a simple cropping
technique.) Pan-and-scan movies don’t have black bars (letterboxing) and completely fill the
television screen.
path — the sequence of directories that must be traversed to get from one directory to another.
On the Internet, a path is essentially the directions to a given folder, page, graphic, etc. See
absolute path, relative path and URL.
P-frame (Predictive Frame) — MPEG difference frame that looks to previous frames. Same as
a QuickTime/AVI delta frame.
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PICT — still image file format developed by Apple Computer. PICT files can contain both
vector images and bitmap images, as well as text, and an alpha channel. PICT is a ubiquitous
image format on Mac OS and can be read and displayed by QuickTime.
pixel — one dot in a video or still image. A very low-resolution computer screen is 640 pixels
wide and 480 pixels tall. Digital video movies are often 320 pixels wide and 240 pixels tall.
pixel ratio — used by MPEG-1, a comparison of a pixel’s vertical measurement to its horizontal
measurement. A ratio of 1 is a square pixel. Numbers greater than one produce narrow pixels
and less than one produce wide pixels. Technically, the pixel ratio is the horizontal distance
between the centers of 2 adjacent horizontal pixels divided by the vertical distance between 2
adjacent vertical pixels.
pixelization — when the pixels that make up an image get exaggerated or enlarged. Makes the
image look chunky or jagged and is a compression artifact.
PNG (Portable Network Graphics) — pronounced “ping,” a bitmap still image format
designed to replace GIF (Graphics Interchange Format). PNG is completely patent and
license-free and is superior to GIF in many respects. PNG is also a QuickTime codec.
progressive streaming — term referring to online media that viewers can watch as it
downloads onto their computer. Also called progressive download. Progressive streaming files
don’t adjust to match the bandwidth of the viewer’s connection like a realtime-streaming
format. QuickTime’s fast start feature is a progressive streaming technology. Also called HTTP
streaming because standard HTTP servers can deliver progressive-streaming files.
pulldown — introducing a pulldown is the process that compensates for the differences in
frame rates between film and video by creating new frames. For 24-fps film to be converted to
29.97-fps NTSC video, a 3:2 pulldown is used, which creates approximately six extra frames per
second.
PureVoice codec — see Qualcomm PureVoice codec.
QDesign Music codec — QuickTime low-bandwidth audio codec.
Qualcomm PureVoice codec — QuickTime low-bandwidth audio codec optimized for voiceonly material.
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QuickTime — Apple Computer’s cross-platform multimedia architecture. Widely used for a
range of applications including CD-ROM, Web video, editing and more.
QuickTime Music — track that is very similar to MIDI. Allows music to be stored as
instructions rather than digitized sounds and then played back with defined instruments
within QuickTime. QuickTime Music tracks are much smaller than digitized versions of the
same music. Often referred to as MIDI even though it technically isn’t.
QuickTime Streaming — Apple’s streaming media addition to the QuickTime architecture.
RAM File — RealSystem metafile that is placed on an HTTP server and gives RealPlayer the
location of the RealSystem file on the RealServer.
RealAudio — RealNetworks’ initial online audio format. Replaced by RealSystem.
RealSystem — RealNetworks’ streaming media architecture.
realtime — any process that is done in actual time. For example, a 20-second movie that takes
20 seconds to encode.
realtime streaming — technologies that match the bandwidth of the media signal to the
viewer’s connection so the media is always seen in realtime. The word realtime is added to
differentiate this type of streaming from Progressive Streaming (HTTP Streaming). Specialized
media servers and streaming protocols, such as RTSP, are required to enable realtime
streaming.
RealVideo — RealNetworks’ original streaming video codec.
RealVideo G2 — the second generation of the RealVideo codec.
RealVideo 10— the latest version of RealVideo.
recompress — compressing an already compressed file an additional time. Recompression of
material that is already highly compressed should be avoided if at all possible, because the
video and audio quality will be degraded with multiple compressions.
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relative path — the directions to a given folder, page or graphic expressed as different from the
current location. For example, ../media/Presentation.mov means the Presentation.mov file is
located in a folder titled media in the folder above the current location. Relative paths are often
used when files are located on the same server as the page referring to them, such as
progressive-streaming movies that reside on the same HTTP server as HTML Web pages.
RGB (Red Green Blue) — color space commonly used on computers. Each color is described by
the strength of its red, green, and blue components. This color space directly translates to the
red, green, and blue phosphors used in computer monitors. The RGB color space has a very
large gamut, meaning it can reproduce a very wide range of colors.
RTP (Realtime Protocol) — transport protocol used to deliver live media to one or more viewers
simultaneously. RTP is the transfer protocol for RTSP streaming.
RTSP (Realtime Streaming Protocol) — standard now commonly used to transmit realtimestreaming media to one or more viewers simultaneously. RTSP handles the communication
between the player and server and uses RTP as its transport protocol to deliver the actual data.
sample — measurement of a signal level at one specific instant in time.
sample rate — number of samples per second used for audio. A higher sample rate yields
higher-quality audio that is larger than that of lower sample rates. Common multimedia
sample rates include 11.025 kHz, 22.050 kHz, and 44.100 kHz.
sample size — accuracy with which a sound sample is recorded. Generally, audio sample size
is 8 bits or 16 bits. The latter is more accurate and provides more dynamic range, but takes up
more storage space.
SECAM — transmission standard that is authored as PAL on PAL equipment.
server — term that can be applied to hardware (i.e. a computer that hosts a Website) or a
software program that runs on a Web server to support online video (such as the RealServer).
server-based — technologies that require a specialized media server.
sharpen — edge-sharpening filter that mostly affects edges and is less detrimental to encoding
than a conventional sharpening filter.
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SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language) — pronounced “smile.” This language
enables the synchronization of media and actions within a Web page in addition to video and
audio. For example, SMIL can control the loading of multiple movies at given times, URL page
flips, transitions, text tracks, and more.
Sorenson Video codec — high-quality, low-bandwidth QuickTime video codec.
source movie — original movie to be encoded.
spatial compression — compression method that removes redundant data within any given
image. For example, a field of blue in a picture would be stored as one large blue area rather
than many individual blue pixels.
spikes — see data rate spikes.
Sprite track — QuickTime track made of small graphic elements that have position and time
information associated with them. These elements are called sprites. A bouncing ball is a good
use of a sprite track — only the ball and its location are stored at any given time instead of a
series of bitmaps that describe each whole frame.
store and forward — alternate term for on-demand.
streaming — network delivery of media. Can refer to technologies that match the bandwidth
of the media signal to the viewer’s connection, so that the media is always seen in realtime
(realtime streaming). Also refers to media that can be viewed over a network prior to being
fully downloaded (HTTP streaming or progressive streaming).
StreamPublisher — a feature that streamlines the workflow by automatically uploading files to
an FTP server after they have been encoded. Eliminates the task of performing a separate
upload with an external FTP application.
subsample — see color subsampling.
suffix — also called an extension; the last part of a file name that indicates the file type.
SureStream — RealSystem scalability feature that allows a movie to be encoded with multiple
data rates in a single file and delivered to viewers over the Internet at an appropriate data rate
based on their connection speed.
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symmetric codec — codec that encodes and decodes video in roughly the same amount of time.
Live broadcast and teleconferencing systems generally use fairly symmetric codecs in order to
encode the video in realtime as it is captured. H.263 is an example of a symmetric codec.
T1 — fast network connection. Theoretical limit is 1.5 Mbits/sec, but the realities of the Internet
usually cut down the throughput dramatically.
TCP (Transfer Control Protocol) — common network transfer protocol used widely on the
Internet.
target machine — typical/minimal configuration (of computer hardware and software) on
which a movie will be viewed.
Telecine — film-to-video conversion system that introduces the 3:2 pulldown necessary to
compensate for the differences in frame rates between film and video. The 3:2 pulldown is
undesirable in compressed movies and should be removed with the Intelecine feature.
temporal compression — video compression that compares frames and only transmits the
differences between them. Also called “interframe” compression.
temporal processing — Adaptive Noise Reduction option that smooths pixels over time to
remove even more video noise to improve encoding quality. In addition to general video noise,
this filter can eliminate one-frame-duration artifacts, such as lines resulting from dirty video
heads or worn tape.
text track — track made up of text, style, positioning and time information. QuickTime text
tracks are often used for subtitles.
TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) — widely supported cross-platform file format for storing bitmapped images. Often used in pre-press.
tracks — separate media types that make up a movie. Most movies include a video track and
an audio track. In some multimedia architectures, such as QuickTime, there are also text tracks,
sprite tracks, music tracks, and more unusual track types.
transcode — to change a file from one format to another.
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UDP (User Datagram Protocol) — data transmission standard used by realtime transfer
protocol for broadcasting data over IP networks. UDP is designed for realtime broadcast, and
thus lacks many of the error correction features of TCP, because there isn’t time to resend lost
data. This means that UDP might lose data in transmission if there are problems with the
network.
unicast — delivery of a unique stream to each viewer. Because each viewer initiates a new
stream when viewing the same source, this approach to media delivery can result in increased
network congestion as multiple, identical streams are sent simultaneously.
upload — to move a file from a computer to a server.
URL (Uniform Resource Locator) — global address of documents, pages, and other resources
on the World Wide Web.
Variable Bitrate (VBR) encoding — two-pass process of analyzing and then compressing
movies to an optimal data rate. Produces movies with data rates that vary instead of being
uniform, flat data rates.
variable frame length movie — movie that contains frames that are not all of equal duration.
Supported by QuickTime, RealSystem and Windows Media, but not AVI.
vector — in multimedia, formats that store graphical information as mathematical algorithms
instead of pixels. These images don’t have any pixels, but are equations describing the objects
portrayed. Vector images scale perfectly to larger and smaller sizes. Illustrator files, Flash and
QuickTime curve media are vector formats.
vertical edge blanking — see edge blanking.
Video for Windows — also called AVI, Microsoft’s initial multimedia architecture primarily
aimed at CD-ROM video. Replaced by DirectShow and Windows Media.
volume — (referred in this manual as) a hard disk drive, floppy diskette, CD-ROM or other
storage device or storage media and the level (amplitude) of an audio track.
WAN (Wide Area Network) — network connecting a large area, usually more than one
building.
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WAV — an audio file format, created by Microsoft, that has become a standard PC audio file
format. A Wave file is identified by a file name extension of WAV (.wav). Used primarily in PCs,
the Wave file format has been accepted as a viable interchange medium for other computer
platforms, such as Macintosh. This allows content developers to freely move audio files
between platforms for processing. In addition to the uncompressed raw audio data, the Wave
file format stores information about the file's number of tracks (mono or stereo), sample rate,
and bit depth.
WAX — Windows Media metafile that is placed on an HTTP server and gives Windows Media
the location of the Windows Media Audio file on the Windows Media Server.
Wide Area Network (WAN) — see WAN.
Windows Media Video 9 — Windows Media Technologies’ latest video codec.
Windows Media Technologies — Microsoft’s streaming media architecture.
World Wide Web — hyperlinked, graphical application of the Internet.
WVX — Windows Media metafile that is placed on an HTTP server and gives Windows Media
the location of the Windows Media Video file on the Windows Media Server.
xDSL — refers collectively to all types of Digital Subscriber Lines. See ADSL.
Y’CbCr — color model that describes color information in terms of luminance (Y) and two
chrominance channels (Cb,Cr). The Y’CbCr space is commonly used in digital video and easily
supports color subsampling. YUV is often used mistakenly to describe this color space, but
YUV is accurate only for broadcast.
YUV — See Y’CbCr.
YUV9 — color format with substantial subsampling often used with online video technologies
such as Sorenson Video. For every 16 luminance “Y” samples in a 4x4 pixel block, there is only
one “U” and one “V” sample. This dramatic color subsampling produces smaller files with
correspondingly lower color fidelity. YUV9 subsampling often results in noticeable color
artifacts around the edges of brightly colored objects, especially red.
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